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Scan the codes placed throughout 
the brochure with your smartphone or 
tablet to unlock additional information 
on voyages and book your cruise today.

To download a free Quick 
Response Code reader go to:
scan.me/download

Click to Discover More
To better immerse you in the destinations we sail to and our exclusive lifestyle, we have included Quick 
Response Codes in our 2016 brochures. These codes will link you to additional content including videos 
and the latest itineraries including those of the first quarter of 2017 as soon as these are available.
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I’m pleased to present Silversea Expeditions’ 2016 voyages 
aboard Silver Explorer, Silver Galapagos and Silver Discoverer. 

For the first time, we’re visiting Myanmar, formerly Burma. 
From Phuket, we’ll explore the pristine Mergui Archipelago 
in southern Myanmar, where sea gypsies worship spirit gods, 
before continuing to Yangon to explore magnificent 
pagodas, crumbling colonial architecture and ancient Bagan. 

Another new expedition takes us across the top of Australia 
to visit Arnhem Land, where indigenous people practise 
traditional customs. In North Western Australia, we’ll 
explore the rugged Kimberley coastline at the end of the 
wet season, when the waterfalls will be in full flow.

Continuing to Indonesia, we’ll see the mysterious burial 
stones of Bori, known as the ‘Stonehenge of Indonesia’, 
during an overnight experience to Tana Torajaland on 
Sulawesi. Another Indonesian odyssey includes our first-ever 
visit to Camp Leakey, an orangutan research base tucked 
within a national park in Borneo.

In the Arctic, we’re launching our first expedition to the 
isolated White Sea and Kanin Peninsula in Russia’s extreme 
north. In the Canadian Arctic, we’ll see whales and polar 
bears around Baffin Island in between their crossing to and 
from Greenland. 

In Antarctica, as well as 10-day voyages, we’re offering a 
12-day Antarctic Peninsula expedition that will attempt to 
cross the Antarctic Circle. 

Journeying to Melanesia, we’ll gain insights into people’s 
way of life in Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and 
Vanuatu. We’ll visit local tribes, learn about the significance 
of the Baining fire-dance and maybe stand on the rim of the 
active Mt. Yasur volcano. 

In the Bering Sea we’ll continue to explore the Russian Far 
East for diverse wildlife, looking for Kamchatka Brown Bears, 
whales and over 250 bird species. We’ll also meet local 
Koryak and Chucki peoples and see spectacular scenery. 

Other 2016 highlights include Indian Ocean World Heritage-
listed sites such as the awe-inspiring Aldabra, the planet’s 
second-largest coral atoll, in the Seychelles. We’ll roam 
Africa’s east coast, taking in Mozambique, Tanzania and 
Zanzibar Island. 

Silver Explorer will also sail the continent’s seldom-visited 
Atlantic coastline. We’re setting off on a culinary journey, 
one of our special themed voyages, from Senegal to 
Portugal that will include taking tea in the Sahara desert  
and sampling Moroccan wine.

Our expert guides aboard Silver Galapagos will continue 
sharing their passion for these extraordinary islands and 
their wildlife on our two seven-day itineraries visiting the 
Northern and Western Isles. Some voyages can be combined 
to make longer trips, or linked with Silver Explorer’s Central 
or South American itineraries.  

As we continue to explore our amazing planet, I invite you to 
embark on an exciting Silversea expedition — with life’s little 
luxuries on board.

Conrad Combrink 
Director of Expeditions Planning  
& Strategic Development

EXPLORATION 
WITHOUT THE HARDSHIP
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Our three purpose-built expedition ships journey 
across distant seas to remote destinations in all 
seven continents. 

Each has an onboard team of up to thirteen 
experts, eager to share their specialist knowledge. 

Catering to no more than 132 guests, each is 
luxuriously equipped. With fine dining, spacious 
suites and personal service, we’re charting a new 
course for expedition cruising.

VOYAGES ��16
Summary Calendar

   Venetian Society

  Pre- / Post-cruise Land Adventures

  Overnight in Port

  Birding Expedition

  Culinary Expedition

  Diving Expedition (for advanced divers approved prior to sailing)

  Photography Expedition

  Wellness Expedition

  Wine Series

  Optional Shore Excursions available for purchase

2016 DAYS VOYAGE PORTS INFO

ANTARCTICA P60-67

03 JAN 18 7601 Ushuaia > Ushuaia

21 JAN 12 7602 Ushuaia > Ushuaia

02 FEB 18 7603 Ushuaia > Ushuaia

01 MAR 22 7605 Ushuaia > Cape Town

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN P42-51

23 MAR 23 7606 Cape Town > Dakar

15 APR 14 7607 Dakar > Lisbon

NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES P108-115

29 APR 10 7608 Lisbon > Portsmouth

21 MAY 10 7610 Leith > Greenock

31 MAY 11 7611 Greenock > Tromsø 

ARCTIC P68-77

11 JUN 12 7612 Tromsø > Tromsø

23 JUN 10 7613 Tromsø > Longyearbyen

03 JUL 10 7614 Longyearbyen > Tromsø

13 JUL 10 7615 Tromsø > Longyearbyen

23 JUL 7 7616 Longyearbyen > Longyearbyen

30 JUL 14 7617 Longyearbyen > Reykjavik

13 AUG 9 7618 Reykjavik > Kangerlussuaq

22 AUG 18 7619 Kangerlussuaq > Kangerlussuaq

09 SEP 12 7620 Kangerlussuaq > St. Johns

CENTRAL AMERICA & CARIBBEAN P96-101

23 OCT 8 7624 Colón > Guayaquil

SOUTH AMERICA & ANTARCTICA P130-135

31 OCT 14 7625 Guayaquil > Valparaíso (Santiago)

14 NOV 18 7626 Valparaíso (Santiago) > Ushuaia

ANTARCTICA P60-67

02 DEC 10 7627 Ushuaia > Ushuaia

12 DEC 10 7628 Ushuaia > Ushuaia

22 DEC 18 7629 Ushuaia > Ushuaia

SILVER EXPLORER
132 GUESTS

If you wish to extend your expedition experience, voyages can be combined. 
Silversea recommends the following combinations: 
Voyages 7606 & 7607 
Voyages 8639 (Silver Galapagos) & 7624 
Voyages 8640 (Silver Galapagos) & 7625

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or 
visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description of each voyage.
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2016 DAYS VOYAGE PORTS INFO

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND P86-95

03 JAN 16 9601 Dunedin > Lyttelton (Christchurch)

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA P124-129

11 FEB 16 9604 Dunedin > Honiara

ASIA P78-85

14 MAR 14 9606 Koror (Palau) > Darwin

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND P86-95

28 MAR 10 9607 Darwin > Broome

07 APR 10 9608 Broome > Darwin

17 APR 10 9609 Darwin > Broome

27 APR 10 9610 Broome > Darwin

07 MAY 10 9611 Darwin > Broome

17 MAY 10 9612 Broome > Darwin

ASIA P78-85

27 MAY 15 9613 Darwin > Koror (Palau) 

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA P124-129

11 JUN 14 9614 Koror (Palau) > Hakodate

ALASKA P52-59

11 JUL 12 9616 Nome > Seward

RUSSIAN FAR EAST & ALASKA P102-107

16 AUG 16 9619 Seward > Otaru

ASIA P78-85

02 SEP 11 9620 Otaru > Kobe

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA P124-129

20 SEP 14 9621 Koror (Palau) > Cairns

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND P86-95

04 OCT 14 9622 Cairns > Balikpapan

ASIA P78-85

18 OCT 11 9623 Balikpapan > Singapore 

10 NOV 11 9624 Singapore > Phuket 

21 NOV 11 9625 Phuket > Phuket

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN P42-51

02 DEC 15 9626 Phuket > Malé

17 DEC 17 9627 Malé > Dar es Salaam

SILVER DISCOVERER
120 GUESTS

2016 DAYS VOYAGE PORTS INFO

GALÁPAGOS P116-123

02 JAN 7 8601 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

09 JAN 7 8602 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

16 JAN 7 8603 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

23 JAN 7 8604 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

30 JAN 7 8605 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

06 FEB 7 8606 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

13 FEB 7 8607 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

20 FEB 7 8608 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

27 FEB 7 8609 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

05 MAR 7 8610 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

12 MAR 7 8611 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

19 MAR 7 8612 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

26 MAR 7 8613 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

02 APR 7 8614 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

09 APR 7 8615 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

16 APR 7 8616 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

23 APR 7 8617 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

30 APR 7 8618 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

07 MAY 7 8619 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

14 MAY 7 8620 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

21 MAY 7 8621 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

28 MAY 7 8622 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

04 JUN 7 8623 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

11 JUN 7 8624 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

18 JUN 7 8625 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

25 JUN 7 8626 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

02 JUL 7 8627 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

09 JUL 7 8628 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

16 JUL 7 8629 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

23 JUL 7 8630 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

30 JUL 7 8631 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

06 AUG 7 8632 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

13 AUG 7 8633 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

20 AUG 7 8634 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

27 AUG 7 8635 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

03 SEP 7 8636 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

17 SEP 7 8636A Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

24 SEP 7 8637 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

01 OCT 7 8637A Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

08 OCT 7 8638 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

15 OCT 7 8639 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

22 OCT 7 8640 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

29 OCT 7 8641 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

05 NOV 7 8642 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

12 NOV 7 8643 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

19 NOV 7 8644 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

26 NOV 7 8645 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

03 DEC 7 8646 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

10 DEC 7 8647 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

17 DEC 7 8648 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

24 DEC 7 8649 Baltra > Baltra (Western Itinerary)

31 DEC 7 8650 Baltra > Baltra (North Central Itinerary)

SILVER GALAPAGOS
100 GUESTS

If you wish to extend your expedition experience, voyages can be combined. 
Silversea recommends the following combinations: 
Voyages 9612 & 9613 
Voyages 9619 & 9620
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Silver Discoverer · Sonsorol Island · Palau – 09:00 PST
12°C, 53.6°F · 5° 32’ N,  132° 21’ E  
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Experts
Led by our Dive Master, we descended 
deep into pristine waters teeming 
with exotic creatures. Back on board, 
our personal team of expert marine 
biologists brought that world back to 
life, sharing their knowledge of the 
visual feast beneath the waves.
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Endurance frozen in the ice
Frank Hurley, Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition 1914-1917

X Marks the Spot
The archives of Silversea’s partner, 
The Royal Geographical Society, were 
illuminating. After Shackleton’s ship 
Endurance broke up, Sir Ernest Shackleton 
had to camp out in a sodden reindeer 
sleeping bag, an ordeal far removed from 
our luxurious life on board.
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Silver Discoverer · Geographic Harbor · Alaska · 16:00 AKST 
11°C, 51.8°F · 
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Private View
Like the brown bears and foraging 
eagles, we were attracted to Geographic 
Harbor by the thousands of salmon that 
spawn in the rivers and streams. With 
the help of our onboard professional 
photographer, it was a memory we  
could all relive. Truly unforgettable.
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Local Life
As we stepped ashore from our canoe,  
the men of the remote Emberá community 
serenaded us with drums, flutes and 
maracas. The villagers welcomed us into 
their simple homes built from trees and 
performed a spirited native dance.  
We felt privileged to be invited.

Silver Explorer  · Darien Jungle · Panama · 18:00 EST
30°C, 86°F · 3 Knots
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Silver Explorer · Bear Island · Arctic · 14:00 CET 
0°C, 32°F · 74° 36’ N, 19° 16’ E

Options Every Day
Birds or Beasts? The biodiversity 
of this island matched the diversity 
of our days. Expedition leaders took 
us in Zodiacs® to the foot of rugged 
cliffs, home to thousand of sea birds.
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Remote Destinations
We saw few people in this mainly 
uninhabited region, although we  
felt the mystical presence of Wandjina 
Spirits, captured in ancient rock art.  
Our Zodiacs® allowed us to navigate close 
to the shore to unlock the area’s ancient 
secrets, a sight seen only by a select few.

Silver Discoverer · Raft Point · Australia · 10:00 AWST
35°C, 95°F · 16° 04.22 S, 124° 27.18 E
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Silver Galapagos · Española Island · Galápagos · 12:00 GALT
27°C, 80.6°F
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Exceptional Wildlife
Intrigued by movement among the 
rocks, we came face-to-face with 
fearless prehistoric beasts. Marine 
iguanas, sea turtles and giant 
tortoises roamed this primeval land. 
As they got closer, we realised that 
our curiosity was one way – they 
showed no interest in us at all.
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Let us take you to the extremities of our planet. Discover how Siberia’s 
Koriak and Chuckchi people live, meet the nomadic Sahraouis in the 
Western Sahara desert or venture into Panama’s Darien Jungle to 
greet the isolated Embera community. Your exploration will reveal 
a world far removed from life’s routine... a world of rip-roaring 
adventure, outstanding beauty and pioneering spirit.

TO THE ENDS
OF THE EARTH



19Hikers trekking in Kamchatka Peninsula, Russia
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Scoresby Sound, Greenland
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COMFORT & PERSONAL  
SERVICE

With just 50 to 66 suites, our purpose-
built expedition ships are designed to 
access remote destinations in comfort. 
Well-travelled international guests  
and our highly-trained crew create a 
warm and friendly atmosphere on 
board, reflecting the hospitality of  
our European heritage.

Enjoy the welcoming and attentive 
support of our experienced onboard 
crew, including the service of a butler. 
Silversea Expeditions has the best crew-
to-guest ratio in expedition cruising.

All our guest suites feature ocean views, 
with high-quality amenities including 
bathrobes, a choice of toiletries and a 
flat-screen TV with on-demand movies 
and music.

EXPLORATIONS  
IN STYLE

Your expedition will lead to one discovery after another. You’ll find that butler service, 
Pratesi® bed linen, complimentary room service and the highest crew-to-guest ratio 
in expedition cruising are essential requisites. You’ ll discover the joy of meeting 
newfound friends in the bar and restaurant — with no thought of the bill. You’ll enter 
our ‘all inclusive’ world. The terrain ashore may be wild and rugged, but your 
experience afloat will be serene and smooth.

FIELD EXPEDITIONS &  
EXPERT KNOWLEDGE 

A complimentary programme of unique, 
small-groups shore experiences, led by 
our team of expert guides and lecturers, 
allows you to fully experience the 
destination. From hiking to snorkelling 
and diving, Silversea Expeditions offers 
active exploration in many of the most 
remote places of the world.

With Silversea Expeditions, we want you 
to be prepared for your next adventure. 
A backpack and aluminum water bottle 
are provided on all expeditions voyages. 
A complimentary parka is also provided 
on polar expeditions and explorations 
of the Russian Far East and New Zealand’s 
Sub-Antarctic Islands.

Our Expedition Team is composed of 
knowledgeable experts well versed in 
their field, from ornithologists, marine 
biologists and geologists to historians 
and anthropologists. These specialists 
provide informative onboard lectures 
on enthralling topics relating to your 
destinations, giving you the opportunity 
to extend your knowledge during 
expeditions ashore and in the relaxed 
and comfortable environment of our ships.

PREMIUM DINING &  
BEVERAGES

Dine when and with whomever you 
please during breakfast, lunch and 
dinner. Our dining options include  
The Restaurant, which serves 
international cuisine featuring locally 
sourced ingredients, as well as the  
The Grill, which transforms into an 
interactive outdoor eatery under the 
setting sun. Lighter fare is available  
on board, and you can also order room 
service to your suite, available 24-hours 
on Silver Explorer and from 06:00  
to 23:00 on Silver Galapagos and  
Silver Discoverer.

Select wines, premium spirits, speciality 
coffees and soft drinks are complimentary 
in all bars, lounges and dining rooms. 
Your suite’s mini-bar is also stocked with 
your preferred beverages. (Due to local 
regulations, selections are limited on 
Silver Galapagos).

Onboard gratuities are included in your 
cruise fare, assuring a level of service 
motivated solely by a desire to provide 
supreme quality standards.
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That tiny plant with pink flowers? Consult our botanist. That purple 
lava-like rock? Our geologist will explain all. That screeching sound 
overhead? A question for our ornithologist. On land and sea, you’ll be 
reassured to know that all your queries will find ready answers. 
Speaking with the authority that comes from years of study, our team  
of experts delights in sharing their considerable knowledge.

EXPERTS
BY YOUR SIDE

Danmark Ø, Scoresby Sound, Greenland
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SPECIALIST EXPERTISE

Silversea Expeditions have the highest 
“expedition team to guests” ratio in  
the expedition cruising industry. We 
select the world’s most knowledgeable 
and experienced specialists and each 
voyage is led by an experienced 
Expedition Leader. Depending on  
the destination, the team includes  
these disciplines:

•  Anthropologist

•  Botanist

•  Cultural expert

•  Dive master

•  Ecologist / Conservation Specialist

•  General Naturalist

•  Geologist

•  Historian 

•  Marine Biologist

•  Ornithologist

•  Photographer

Please note that the Expedition Team is 
subject to change and cancellation.

AN ONBOARD BANK  
OF KNOWLEDGE 

Between 11 and 13 qualified specialists, many with a PhD or Professor to their name, 
will be on hand during every voyage and shore excursion. They’ll give lectures, run 
workshops, lead Zodiac® trips and guide nature walks. All are leaders in their field, 
carefully chosen for their enthusiasm and ability to share their knowledge and 
insights. You’ll find our experts’ passion for their subjects quite infectious.

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet 
or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions  
to learn more about the Expedition Team  
on your voyage.

OUR TEAM OF EXPERTS

Full details of the vast range of experts 
in our team are available on our website. 
You’ll find some of them below:

01 Juan Carlos Restrepo, Senior 
Expedition Leader. Andean-born 
Juan has a Geology Masters and  
a passion for the outdoors. When 
not in Antarctica and the Arctic 
lecturing on our destinations’ 
geology, he enjoys paragliding  
and motorbike touring.

02 Luke Kenny, Fisheries Expert and 
Marine Biologist. Luke’s CV includes 
Irish Sea Deep Water Observer and 
Falklands Fisheries Biologist: two years 
amid abundant wildlife was simply 
life-changing. His next adventure? 
High-latitude oceanography and 
glaciology research.

03 Kit Van Wagner, Marine Biologist  
& Dive Master. Inspired by her 
Japanese/Norwegian/UK upbringing, 
Kit has shared her love of wild 
places, marine life, and remote 
cultures since 1999 as a naturalist, 
lecturer, and Zodiac® skipper.

04 Kara Weller, Expedition Leader and 
Biologist. Wildlife-lover Kara grew 
up watching Alaskan moose and 
bears. Her research — from mouflon 
sheep to Bering Sea whales — for 
universities and US National Parks 
complements her extensive 
ecotourism experience.

05  Claire Allum, Anthropologist.  
After living in the Ecuadorian jungle, 
excavating in the Peruvian highlands, 
and surveying Asante sites in Ghana, 
Claire believes ancient peoples 
learned through exploration as 
much as we do.

06  Claudia Holgate, Environmentalist. 
Former South African international 
fencer Claudia has worked for the 
UN and lectured at Monash 
University on climatology. A lifelong 
polar passion inspires her to share 
her love for earth’s finest places.

07  Christian Walter, Historian. Swiss-
born and German-bred, Christian 
travelled extensively in Chile and 
studied Easter Island’s petroglyphs. 
An anthropology, archaeology, 
history and art expert, he specialises 
in exploration history and Pacific 
Island art.

08  Robin Aiello, Marine Biologist & 
Ecotourism Specialist. Harvard 
graduate Robin leads scientific 
expeditions to exotic oceans, amid 
Antarctic ice, Caribbean corals, and 
Minke whales. She lectures at the 
Smithsonian and has won the 
International Earth Ambassador award.  

09  Richard Sidey, Senior Photographer. 
A native New Zealander, Richard 
made an award-winning short film 
and worked in television before 
travelling the world. An expedition 
ship photographer since 2003, he 
loves the polar regions. 
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Let your voyage satisfy more than your lust for adventure. If birding  
is your high-flying interest, embark on an ornithology cruise, if you 
yearn for the ocean depths, join a diving expedition and if your mind, 
body and spirit crave attention, sail away on a wellness journey.  
Culinary connoisseurs and photographers are also catered for on  
our speciality cruises led by world-class experts. 

FOLLOW
YOUR PASSION



27King Penguin, Antarctica
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Bald Eagle, Alaska
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EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS

•  Experience the best pelagic birding 
on the planet in the Sub-Antarctic 
islands of New Zealand, home to  
126 species of birds including the  
rare Yellow-eyed Penguin.

•  Witness the awkward flight forays  
of young albatross.

•  Look for Bald Eagles in Alaska.

•  Identify countless birds in the Russian 
Far East: puffins, guillemots, 
cormorants, Steller’s Sea Eagle, 
Brown-headed Thrush, Siberian 
Rubythroats, Black-legged Kittiwakes, 
and Crested or Whiskered Auklets.

•  Visit Genovesa island in the Galápagos, 
home to over 30 bird species.

•  Search for the Waved Albatross on 
our Galapagos North central itinerary 
and the Flightless Cormorant on our 
Western itinerary.

•  Admire the antics of Red-footed  
and Blue-footed Boobies.

GET CLOSE TO  
REMOTE BIRDS

Spot the Sooty Albatross in South Georgia, the Bald Eagle in Alaska or the  
Short-eared Owl in the Galápagos. Our birding expeditions will take you to  
remote regions where you’ll view rare species at close quarters. You’ll be 
accompanied by professional ornithologists who’ll give lectures, lead birding  
walks and help you identify bird varieties endemic to our far-flung destinations.

OBSERVE AND STUDY  
EXCEPTIONAL BIRD SPECIES

Embark on a voyage that takes you well 
off the beaten path, to destinations that 
will excite your imagination like no 
other. A Silversea expedition will inspire 
your sense of adventure, introducing 
you to mesmerising landscapes and 
exceptional wildlife. You’ll encounter 
wild animals, exotic flora and fauna, 
fascinating cultures, and large varieties 
of bird species. 

The experiences you’ll have on your 
voyage aboard Silver Discoverer, Silver 
Explorer or Silver Galapagos will create 
a lifetime of memories — ones that 
you’ll share with all your friends and 
family when you return home.

BIRDWATCHING EXPEDITION 
VOYAGES 2016 CALENDAR

 VOYAGE DATE DAYS PORTS

 AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

 9601 03 JAN 16 DUNEDIN > LYTTELTON

 ANTARCTICA

 7603  02 FEB 18 USHUAIA > USHUAIA 
 7628  12 DEC 10 USHUAIA > USHUAIA

 NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

 7610  21 MAY 10 LEITH > GREENOCK

 MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA

 9614 11 JUN  14 KOROR > HAKODATE

 ALASKA

 9616 11 JUL  12 NOME > SEWARD

 RUSSIAN FAR EAST & ALASKA

 9619 16 AUG  16 SEWARD > OTARU

 GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS

 ALL VOYAGES 7 BALTRA > BALTRA
 02 JAN-31 DEC  (8601-8650)

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet  
or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions  
for a full day by day itinerary description  
of each voyage.
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Divers, Great Barrier Reef, Australia
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EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS

•  Combine the thrill of shore and 
underwater exploration.

•  Scuba diving, Zodiac® tours and land 
explorations.

•  Explore remote atolls and mesmerising 
underwaters of Indonesia, Micronesia, 
Melanesia and Polynesia.

Silver Discoverer features a series of 
scuba-diving opportunities offering 
experienced divers the opportunity  
to see Asia Pacific top sites. You’ll visit 
such regions as the Solomon Islands, 
the Palau archipelago and the Marquesas 
Islands, which have been celebrated as 
some of the world’s most spectacular 
diving hotspots, featuring blue holes, 
hidden caves and tunnels, and an 
astonishing spectrum of coral fish  
and rare sea creatures. 

The Silversea Expeditions Team  
has carefully crafted these itineraries  
to provide you with the most awe-
inspiring deep-sea adventures. A team 
of experts including marine biologists 
and environmentalists, will be on hand  
to share their extensive knowledge  
of the region.

ADVENTURES 
IN DEPTH

Join us on a scuba diving expedition in Asia Pacific. Diving into tunnels, 
blue holes and hidden caves, you’ll encounter a radiant spectrum of coral 
fish and rare sea creatures. Each day, experienced dive masters and our 
expert team of marine biologists, environmentalists and ecologists will share 
their knowledge of the region’s reefs, remote atolls and diving hotspots.

SCUBA DIVING ONBOARD  
SILVER DISCOVERER

The programme is complimentary, 
although space is limited and we 
recommend booking early to avoid 
disappointment. 

The dive sites are in some of the most 
exotic and pristine waters in the world. 
The exact days and dive locations will be 
determined by tides and local conditions. 
These will be announced on board.

The number of dives per voyage will be 
determined during the cruise by the 
Dive Masters on board. We try to dive, 
when possible, at least once and often 
twice per day.

Generally, dives are never deeper than 
20 to 25 metres to allow for longer dives. 
Dives are often at 15 to 20 metres in depth.

When booking, please send the documents 
listed below to Shoreconcierge@silversea.com. 
When all of your qualifications have been 
received and verified, we’ll send you a 
notification and add you to the programme.

•  A completed Silversea SCUBA form from  
 our reservation department.

•  A copy of your Dive Certification License.

•  Medical Dive Travel Insurance.

DIVING EXPEDITION  
VOYAGES 2016 CALENDAR

VOYAGE DATE DAYS PORTS

 MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA

 9604  11 FEB  16  DUNEDIN > HONIARA

 9621 20 SEP  14  KOROR > CAIRNS

 ASIA

 9606 14 MAR  14  KOROR > DARWIN

 9613   27 MAY  15  DARWIN > KOROR

  9623 18 OCT  11 BALIKPAPAN > SINGAPORE

 9624 10 NOV  11  SINGAPORE > PHUKET

 9625 21 NOV  11  PHUKET > PHUKET

  AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

 9622 04 OCT 14 CAIRNS > BALIKPAPAN

  AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

 9626 02 DEC 15  PHUKET > MALE

 9627 17 DEC 17 MALÉ > DAR EL SALAAM

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet  
or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions  
for a full day by day itinerary description  
of each voyage.
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EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS

•  Join our photographer on photo 
walks and Zodiac® tours.

•  Learn how to take pictures like a 
professional.

•  Discover how to get the best out  
of your camera equipment.

•  Review and learn to edit the images 
you’ve taken.

CAPTURE 
THE MOMENT

The moment a ravenous eagle plucks a salmon from the sea — the second a polar 
bear gingerly jumps between ice floes. Learn how to immortalise these precious 
memories. With lectures, workshops, photo-walks and Zodiac® tours led by 
experienced professional photographers, a Silversea photo expedition voyage will 
show you how to compose visually striking photographs and shoot like a professional.

LEARN TO PHOTOGRAPH 
ENCHANTING DESTINATIONS  
LIKE A PROFESSIONAL

Embark on a voyage that takes you well 
off the beaten path, to destinations that 
will excite your imagination like no other. 
A Silversea Expedition will inspire your 
sense of adventure, introducing you to 
captivating landscapes and charming 
local villages. You’ll encounter wild 
animals, exotic flora and fauna, and 
fascinating cultures.

The experiences you’ll have on your 
voyage aboard one of Silversea’s 
expedition ships will create a lifetime of 
memories that you’ll undoubtedly want 
to immortalise on camera. Having a 
photographer help you capture these 
unique moments can make the difference 
between a good picture and a great one. 

Our photographer will be holding 
several workshops to provide you with 
tips on how to compose the most visually 
striking photographs, and show you how 
to get the most of your camera’s settings 
to create extraordinary images.

PHOTOGRAPHY EXPEDITION 
VOYAGES 2016 CALENDAR

VOYAGE DATE DAYS PORTS

 AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

 9612  17 MAY  10  BROOME > DARWIN

 ASIA

 9613 27 MAY  15  DARWIN > KOROR 
 9620 02 SEP  11  OTARU > KOBE

 NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

 7611  31 MAY  11  GREENOCK > TROMSØ

 ARCTIC

 7612  11 JUN  12  TROMSØ > TROMSØ

 RUSSIAN FAR EAST & ALASKA

 9619 16 AUG  16  SEWARD > OTARU

 SOUTH AMERICA & ANTARCTICA

 7625 31 OCT 14 GUAYAQUIL > VALPARAÍSO 
 7626 14 NOV 18 VALPARAÍSO > USHUAIA

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet  
or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions  
for a full day by day itinerary description  
of each voyage.
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FRENCH AND EUROPEAN  
CULINARY JOURNEY

•  Visit UNESCO World Heritage sites.

•  Join a private opening of the 
Guggenheim Museum.

•  Savour France’s Bordeaux wine region.

•  Take part in culinary events.

You’ll visit Oporto’s city centre, a 
UNESCO World Heritage site, then a 
well-known wine cellar to sample some 
world-famous port. The journey 
continues at Bilbao’s Guggenheim 
Museum of Modern Art, opened 
especially for your private guided visit. 
Afterwards, enjoy meat and seafood 
pintxos paired with regional wines. 

As Silver Explorer moves north, you’ll 
explore Bordeaux and the classified 
wine Château Lynch-Bages in Medoc. 
Finally, French gastronomy is on the 
UNESCO cultural heritage list, and 
Silversea and Relais & Châteaux are 
happy to bring family and friends closer 
together with a memorable meal in a 
historic setting at a fine restaurant. In 
Guernsey, lovely Sausmarez Manor 
beckons for a quintessential English tea 
party. Returning to the French coast, 
you’ll visit the legendary Mt. Saint Michel 
or Cancale for oysters and crêpes.

A JOURNEY 
TO SAVOUR

Our epicurean expeditions have all the right ingredients. The classic French  
and European culinary journey serves meat and seafood pintxos in Bilbao, oysters  
and crepes in Brittany and cannelés with wine in Bordeaux. Alternatively, the 
exotic African and Atlantic islands journey tempts travellers with tagine and 
couscous in Marrakech and tea at a Bedouin camp in the desert. Bon appétit.

AFRICAN AND ATLANTIC ISLANDS 
JOURNEY

•  Follow the trading routes of Henry  
the Navigator. 

•  Meet the nomadic Sahraouis in 
Western Sahara. 

•  Wander through ancient laurel  
tree forests. 

•  Experience authentic local cuisine 
and Moroccan delights.

After exploring Cape Verde, we’ll sail on 
to Dakhla, Western Sahara. We’ll explore 
the birdlife paradise of Dakhla lagoon on 
a 4x4 excursion and we’ll reach a 
Sahraoui camp to join in a tea ceremony. 

From Dakhla we’ll sail to Spain and San 
Sebastian, where we’ll be sampling 
local tapas at the breathtaking Mirador 
del Palmarejo Restaurant. In Funchal, 
Madeira, we’ll stop for a local rum and 
honey drink then tour Quinta São João 
winery. We continue to Cabo Girão to 
try Madeira honey cake and a local 
cherry liqueur. Morocco means tea at a 
Bedouin camp and then Marrakech, 
where the local food and wonderful 
surroundings create an unforgettable 
experience. We’ll explore Casablanca 
before a traditional Moroccan lunch and 
a tour of the Domaine Thalvin vineyard.

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet  
or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions  
for a full day by day itinerary description  
of each voyage.

CULINARY EXPEDITION  
VOYAGES 2016 CALENDAR

VOYAGE DATE DAYS PORTS

 AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

 7607  15 APR  14  DAKAR > LISBON

 NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

 7608  29 APR  10  LISBON > PORTSMOUTH
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EXPEDITION HIGHLIGHTS

•  Combine the thrill of exploration with 
a holistic approach to rejuvenation.

•  Yoga, stretching, Pilates and 
aquagym classes.

•  Fitness programmes designed  
by Technogym.

•  Healthy menus and nutritional 
counselling.

•  A complimentary spa treatment.

A Silversea Expedition is a voyage of 
discovery, and sometimes that 
discovery comes from within. Discover 
the world and discover yourself — that’s 
the idea behind our distinctive Silversea 
Expedition Wellness voyages offered 
aboard Silver Discoverer. 

By day, you’ll journey to destinations  
off the beaten path in Southeast Asia 
and the South Pacific, encountering 
magnificent landscapes, fascinating 
new cultures and unique wildlife. Once 
back aboard Silver Discoverer, the ship 
becomes a sanctuary for mind, body 
and spirit. 

A VOYAGE TO  
WELLBEING

Embark on a wellness expedition and discover remote regions. Visiting  
Southeast Asia and the South Pacific, you’ll sail aboard a sanctuary for mind,  
body and spirit. The programme features Yoga, stretching, Pilates, aquagym 
classes, spa treatments and a Technogym fitness schedule. Wellbeing experts  
and a personal trainer will be onboard to keep you in ship-shape.

We’ve created a comprehensive 
programme that includes:

Water Aerobics: Working out in the 
water is a great way for people of all 
ages and levels of fitness to improve 
strength and tone. The water supports 
your body during this exercise, putting 
less stress on joints.

Pilates: Pilates is one of the world’s 
most popular exercise classes. It gives 
strength without bulk, stretches your 
muscles, improves your posture, and 
can help ease lower back pain. It 
restores the balance of your whole 
body, leaving you feeling healthier  
and more relaxed.

Stretch and Tone: Stretching is slow, 
relaxing and any age group can 
participate. It prevents muscle injury, 
improves blood circulation and allows a 
better range of movement of the body.

Gym sessions: In personalised sessions, 
we work according to your fitness levels 
and goals using a variety of high end 
gym equipment.

WELLNESS EXPEDITION 
VOYAGES 2016 CALENDAR

VOYAGE DATE DAYS PORTS

 ASIA

 9620 02 SEP  11  OTARU > KOBE 
 9623 18 OCT  11  BALIKPAPAN > SINGAPORE

 MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA

 9621 20 SEP  14  KOROR (PALAU) > CAIRNS

 AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

 9622 04 OCT 14 CAIRNS > BALIKPAPAN

 AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

 9626 02 DEC 15 PHUKET > MALÉ 
 9627 17 DEC 17 MALÉ > DAR ES SALAAM

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet  
or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions  
for a full day by day itinerary description  
of each voyage.
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The renowned UK society, with the Institute of British Geographers, has opened 
up its archives to you and your fellow explorers. Our exclusive partnership gives 
you access to diaries, manuscripts, maps and photographs gathered during 
centuries of scientific exploration. As you voyage to remote destinations,  
you’ ll be informed and inspired by the journals of earlier adventurers.

THE ROYAL 
GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
(WITH IBG)

38
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In an exclusive partnership, the renowned 
Royal Geographical Society (with  
The Institute of British Geographers)  
is providing detailed scientific and 
historical information to guests on 
Silversea Expeditions.

Founded nearly 200 years ago to advance 
geographical science, the Society, 
whose patron is Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II, is sharing some of the 
world’s most important geographical 
research and archive material. 

The Royal Geographical Society has a 
powerful history associated with exploring, 
documenting and understanding the 
world’s environments, people and 
places. Throughout its history, the 
Society has enhanced geographical  
and environmental education, been  
a champion of fieldwork and scientific 
expeditions and raised public 
understanding of the changing world.

The Society has been a notable supporter 
and communicator of the work of 
explorers and scientists, including those 
of Charles Darwin, David Livingstone, 
Robert Scott, Sir Ernest Shackleton and 
Sir Edmund Hillary.

Dating back as far as 1472, there are more 
than two million items in the Society’s 
historic collection, including a million 
maps, half a million photographs, 
250,000 books and many journals, 
manuscripts and iconic artefacts.

As a Silversea guest, you’ll benefit from 
a wide range of specialist visual and 
written content, helping you learn more 
about the destinations you visit.

01 John Ross, “Passage through the ice”

02 John Linton Palmer, “The town of Panama”

03 Thomas Baines, “Native boat between Sierra Leone”

01 02 03
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01   “The Long, Long Night”.  
This was taken by Frank 
Hurley during the night of  
27th August 1915, using 
20 flashlights to create a 
“spectre ship” effect

02  Sir Ernest Shackleton by 
Ernest H. Mills., Imperial 
Trans-Antarctic Expedition 
1914–1917

03  Rescuing the crew from 
Elephant Island. Frank 
Hurley, 30 August 1916

04   Dr. Leonard Hussey lifting 
Samson and unnamed  
dog alongside, Imperial 
Trans-Antarctic Expedition 
1914–1917, Frank Hurley

01
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AN ENDURING LEGACY

Join us, as we celebrate the centenary 
of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s Endurance 
expedition. Thanks to our long-term 
partnership with the Royal Geographical 
Society (with IBG) you can access 
archival material and photographs that 
dramatically capture Shackleton’s 
inspirational story of survival against all 
odds. Iconic images, originally on glass 
plates rescued from the sinking ship by 
photographer Frank Hurley, act as a 
powerful reminder of this epic feat of 
endurance. As you study these 
memorable images, securely stored at 
the Society for nearly a century, you’ll 
appreciate the heroic exploits of Sir 
Ernest Shackleton and his team. 

A specially curated gallery of images by 
the Endurance’s official photographer, 
Frank Hurley, who documented the 
Endurance expedition on film and in 
iconic stills photography, is being 
created onboard Silver Explorer. 

In addition, a major exhibition, “The 
Enduring Eye: the Antarctic Legacy of 
Sir Ernest Shackleton and Frank Hurley” 
is being held at the Society’s South 
Kensington headquarters from 21st 
November 2015 – 28th February 2016, 
before a UK and international tour 

SHACKLETON’S 
ENDURANCE EXPEDITION
100 Year Anniversary

To mark the centenary of the Endurance’s arrival in the Southern Ocean, 
we’re offering our guests a unique opportunity to retrace Shackleton’s 
journey. You’ll be joined on Silver Explorer by historians who’ve spent 
decades studying the Endurance voyage. You’ll embark on expeditions  
to Elephant Island, where most of the stranded crew spent the winter. 

through 2017. Silversea guests sailing 
on Antarctica voyages will have 
privileged access to the exhibition, with 
special tours arranged pre - or post-
departure for Antarctica, led by a 
Society specialist. 

On 8th August 1914, Endurance sailed 
from Plymouth bound for Antarctica. In 
January 1912, Roald Amundsen had 
become the first person to reach the 
South Pole. As Sir Ernest Shackleton put 
it: “After the conquest of the South Pole 
by Amundsen who, by a narrow margin 
of days only, was in advance of the 
British Expedition under Scott, there 
remained but one great main object of 
Antarctic journeyings — the crossing of 
the South Polar continent from sea to 
sea”. A c.3000 km / 1800 mile land 
crossing of the continent. 

However, it was not to be. In January 
1915, only 200 miles from the Antarctic 
mainland, the Endurance was trapped 
between two ice floes in the Weddell 
Sea. The crew initially stayed put, hoping 
that the winds would change and free 
the ship. But after ten months, they  
were forced to abandon Endurance,  
and strike out across the ice in search  
of help. 

02 03 04

The story of how Shackleton led his men 
in the Weddell Sea Party over ice and 
ocean to safety is one of the greatest 
tales of survival in human history.

Onboard Silver Explorer you’ll discover 
how six men travelled in a tiny lifeboat 
across the Southern Ocean to fetch aid 
for their stricken crewmates. And how 
the rest of the party managed to endure 
138 days in one of the most inhospitable 
places on earth.

Of course, your time in Antarctica will 
be much more agreeable. As always 
with Silversea, gourmet food, refreshing 
drinks and exceptional service come as 
standard. This is an opportunity to relive 
one of history’s greatest adventures, 
while enjoying the supreme comfort of  
a Silversea Expedition.

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet  
or visit www.silversea.com/expedition/
royal-geographical-society and search for 
Shackleton.



Pity the early explorers. Unlike you, they had no chauffeur-driven 4x4 
vehicles to traverse the desert dunes. They had no opportunities to fly  
low over seal colonies, journey overland in 1930s train carriages or visit 
fishing villages built on stilts. Few spotted the endangered Damara tern 
or sparring Namibian horses. You, however, have back-up on hand. 
Explore with our experts. 

AFRICA & 
THE INDIAN 
OCEAN

42



Lemurs, Madagascar



Walvis Bay

Pointe Noire
São Tomé

Cape Town

Freetown

Takoradi

Cotonou

Lüderitz

Namibe

Dakar

Banjul

Luanda

Limbe

Lobito

Lomé

Kribi

ATLANTIC 
OCEAN

AFRICA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Contemplate the solemn history of slave trade sites
• Go off-roading in 4x4 vehicles
• Optional Excursion: Fly low over the famous Sossusvlei Dunes
• Identify pelicans, flamingos, herons, kingfishers, waders, 

cormorants, sandpipers, plovers and many rare endemic birds 
including the endangered Damara Tern

• Visit a stilt village, local school, and see how cocoa transforms  
into chocolate

CAPE TOWN TO DAKAR 
Silver Explorer – 23 Days • Voyage 7606 • Dep. date: 23 MAR 2016

EXPLORER’S
AFRICA

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

LÜDERITZ, NAMIBIA

Visit the abandoned diamond-mining town of 
Kolmanskop. Today, it’s mostly a ghost town of 
crumbling ruins as the stately homes, eroded by 
the wind, are gradually becoming sand-covered. 
However, a museum has been established and a 
number of buildings restored.

WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA

Gather together for a three-course meal in a 
spectacular desert location. Away from all 
habitation, there’s virtually no ambient light in the 
coastal dunes — and the stars should be amazing.

NAMIBE, ANGOLA

Head out to the Namib Desert to see the 
untouched Welwitschia mirabilis. This rare plant 
found in the Namibe Provence of South Angola  
and the Namib Desert is generally considered  
to be one of Earth’s oldest living plants.

01 Bird watching, São Tomé
02 Walvis Bay, Namibia
03 Ganvie Lake Village, Benin 
04 Local performance, Kpalime, Togo

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

Optional Excursion

SCENIC DUNES FLIGHT
Take advantage of an unparalleled 
opportunity to see the famous 
Sossusvlei Dunes from the air,  
a site very difficult to access by land.

This optional excursion may only be reserved onboard.

01
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AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

KRIBI, CAMEROON

Embark on an exploration of the Lobe 
River. Using traditional dugout canoes, 
our local guides and boatmen will row 
us upriver to Baguieli Village, where 
we’ll meet the forest-dwelling pygmy 
people of the region.

LIMBE, CAMEROON

Visit the Limbe Wildlife Centre, home to  
a variety of critically endangered wildlife 
species. We’ll have the opportunity to  
see a variety of primate species including 
Ellioti Chimpanzee, Drill Monkey, Western 
Lowland and Cross River Gorillas.

COTONOU, BENIN

Travel to Lake Nokoue where we’ll board 
small motorboats to visit a fishing village 
built on stilts. Ganvié village is made up of 
bamboo houses resting on teak stilts, 
perched above the water. The village is 
scattered and all travel between homes is 
done in wooden boats on the waterways. 

TAKORADI, GHANA

Explore the Gold Coast area. Drive to 
Elmina Village where we’ll tour Elmina 
Castle, which was built in 1482 and is 
said to be the oldest European building 
south of the Sahara. Between the 
picturesque old town alleys and the 
numerous flat-bottomed pirogue boats 
in the harbor, we’ll enjoy one of West 
Africa’s greatest photo opportunities.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary

Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 7606 & 7607
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Elephant Beach

South Cinque

Kuda Bandos

Malé
Kawthaung
Phuket

Yangon

Kirinda
Galle

Port Blair

Mergui Archipelago

Ross Island

INDIAN OCEAN

ASIA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Visit Bagan, the “Cradle of Civilization” and Myanmar’s  
former capital

• Learn about Buddhism in Chaukhtatkyi
• Attend a traditional puppet show during a private gala dinner
• Explore the Andaman and Mergui Archipelagos
• Swim and snorkel in the clear blue waters of the Indian Ocean

PHUKET TO MALÉ (MALDIVES)
Silver Discoverer – 15 Days • Voyage 9626 • Dep. date: 02 DEC 2016

THE ANDAMAN SEA  
& MALDIVES ODYSSEY

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

LAMBI GROUP, MERGUI ARCHIPELAGO, MYANMAR

More than 50 white sand beaches and fringing 
reefs wait to be used for snorkelling, birdwatching 
or just relaxing. The uninhabited Lambi, apart from 
having occasional fishing nomads stop over, is 
large enough to hold wild animals, including a 
small herd of elephants. 

YANGON, MYANMAR

To celebrate our arrival into Myanmar, we’ll enjoy  
a very special evening ashore at the Padonmar 
restaurant, experiencing authentic home-cooked 
Myanmar cuisine. During dinner, a group of 
traditional Burmese puppeteers will play and 
perform as they manipulate their puppets to tell 
tales of national culture. 

BAGAN, MYANMAR

Fly to Bagan to see some of the most significant 
pagodas and temples dating back to the 11th  
and 13th centuries. The Ananda Temple is a 
beautiful example of Mon architecture, while  
the Dhammayangyi Temple is Bagan’s biggest. 

SOUTH CINQUE ISLAND, INDIA

This is a specially designated National Park Area 
with many coral bommies. Snorkel, dive or simply 
relax on one of the beaches.

GALLE, SRI LANKA

The different political influences from Europe can 
be seen at the Galle Fort, which was occupied by 
the Portuguese, Dutch and British until the late 
19th century. It was declared a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site in 1988.

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

01

01 Galle Fort, Sri Lanka
02 Elephants, Yala National Park
03 Leopard, Yala National Park

 Diving Expedition*   Wellness Expedition
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AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

KIRINDA, SRI LANKA

A wide variety of wild animals live in the 
Yala (Ruhuna) National Park, including 
one of the world’s highest densities  
of leopards. Its importance for birds  
is shown through the Kumana Bird 
Sanctuary. Another important factor  
of the park is the conservation of Sri 
Lankan elephants.

MALÉ, MALDIVES

Malé is the capital city of the Maldives 
Island group with a fascinating mixture  
of small streets, cluttered bazaars and 
beautifully carved mosques. Its main 
attractions include the National 
Museum, the imposing Islamic Centre 
and the Grand Friday Mosque, and the 
Sultan Park. 

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

* Complimentary diving for pre-approved 
divers only. Subject to terms and conditions

03

02
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Maalhaveli

Hithadhoo
Island of Mozambigue

Dar Es Salaam

Mamoudzou

Maldives

Desroches
La Digue

Zanzibar

Ibo Island

Praslin

Kilwa Kisiwani
Aldabra

Mahe

INDIAN OCEAN

AFRICA

AFRICA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Enjoy the beaches and underwater-world of vast lagoons and 
tropical islands

• Visit Aldabra, the “last unprofaned sanctuary on this planet” 
(Jacques Cousteau)

• See five different World Heritage Sites
• Discover the surprising history and spices Zanzibar has to offer
• See giant tortoises, dolphins and whales

MALÉ TO DAR ES SALAAM
Silver Discoverer – 17 Days • Voyage 9627 • Dep. date: 17 DEC 2016

ISLANDS & WORLD 
HERITAGE SITES OF 
THE INDIAN OCEAN

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

LA DIGUE AND PRASLIN, SEYCHELLES

La Digue is probably the best-known island of the 
Seychelles. Its rock formations are so spectacular 
that the huge granite boulders scattered along  
the shore resemble modern art sculptures. Praslin 
Island is the site of the fabulous Vallée de Mai,  
one of Seychelles’ two UNESCO World Heritage 
Sites. It has substantial tracts of tropical forests 
with over 6,000 Coco-de-Mer palms with enormous 
fan-shaped fronds. 

ALDABRA, SEYCHELLES

Aldabra is virtually untouched by humans. Its 
distinctive island fauna includes the Aldabra  
Giant Tortoise (Aldabrachelys gigantea). Enjoy 
exhilarating drift snorkels as the incoming tide 
whisks us into a lagoon populated with eagle rays, 
turtles, and coral gardens teeming with marine life. 
Time and tides permitting, we cruise via Zodiac® 

through narrow channels between fossilised coral 
islands, and between mangrove-covered islands  
to observe large colonies of nesting boobies and 
Great Frigatebirds.

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

01

            Diving Expedition*   Wellness Expedition
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01 Diving, Seychelles
02 Great Frigatebird, Aldabra Atoll
03 Maldives Island
04 Aldabra Giant Tortoise

MOZAMBIQUE ISLAND, MOZAMBIQUE

Visit the Chapel of Nossa Senhora de 
Baluarte and Fort São Sebastião, dating 
back to the 16th century. Historical 
buildings at the northern side of the 
island include the Palace and Chapel of 
São Paulo. As a result of its rich history 
and architectural remains, the Island  
of Mozambique is a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site.

KILWA KISIWANI, TANZANIA

Visit the Kilwa Ruins, another UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. Our Zodiacs® will 
take us ashore to explore the ruins of 
Kilwa Kisiwani on foot. Divided into 
small groups we’ll look at the Malindi 
Mosque and cemetery, Fort Gereza,  
the tombs of the sultans, several 
mosques, and the Great House.

ZANZIBAR, TANZANIA

Visit the last UNESCO World Heritage 
Site of our voyage: Stone Town, a fine 
example of a Swahili coastal trading 
town. At the City Market we can see  
the tropical fruits that are on offer and 
smell the freshly ground spices. Our 
next stop will be a spice farm in the 
countryside.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

* Complimentary diving for pre-approved 
divers only. Subject to terms and conditions

02

03 04

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN
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VOYAGES 2016

“I determined never to stop until I had come to the  
end and achieved my purpose.” 

DR. DAVID LIVINGSTONE 

In the 15th century, Portugal was the first European country 
to undertake maritime exploration of West Africa and the 
Indian Ocean coastline of the continent, joined later by 
England, the Netherlands, France, Sweden, Denmark and 
Prussia, all seeking to command commercial interests in 
exploiting natural resources — and the slave trade. 

European exploration of Africa’s interior began in earnest 
in the 18th and 19th centuries. The African Association, 
founded in London in 1788 (later to become part of the 
newly formed “Geographical Society of London” in 1830) 
initially concentrated on exploration of West Africa 
before extending to the East in search of the source of 
the Nile. Other geographical feats included the major 
expeditions undertaken by the extraordinary Scottish 
explorer and missionary Dr. David Livingstone, whose 
mapping of Africa was in part funded by the Society.  

02

By the late nineteenth century, women had also begun 
to travel and explore; figures such as Mary Kingsley, 
whose best-selling book, Travels in West Africa (1897), 
palpably evokes her excitement at undertaking her first 
journey, shedding light for the first time on Africa for 
the early modern traveller. 

Today, the Society’s internationally renowned African 
holdings reflect this long standing connection with 
the continent, including some of the earliest maps 
along with photographs, watercolours, artefacts and 
archival material, spanning a period of over 500 years.

01  Thomas Baines, The Beach  
at Walwick Bay

02  Thomas Baines, Men fishing from small 
boat killing a 12 foot 9 inch shark 

01

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

SILVER EXPLORER – 132 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

23 MAR 23 7606  CAPE TOWN > Day at sea > Lüderitz > Walvis Bay  > Day at sea > Namibe > Lobito > Luanda > Pointe Noire > Day at sea > São Tomé >  
Kribi > Limbe > Day at sea > Cotonou > Lomé > Takoradi > 2 Days at sea > Aberdeen (Freetown) > Day at sea > Banjul > DAKAR  

15 APR 14 7607 DAKAR > Day at sea > Praia > Mindelo (St. Vincent Island) > 2 Days at sea > Ad Dakhla > Las Palmas > San Sebastian de la Gomera > 
Funchal > Day at sea > Safi > Casablanca > Portimão> LISBON 

SILVER DISCOVERER – 120 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

02 DEC 15 9626  PHUKET > Kawthaung > Mergui Archipelago  > Day at sea > Yangon  > Day at sea > Port Blair > Elephant Beach >  
South Cinque Island > Ross Island > 2 Days at sea > Galle > Kirinda (Yala National Park) > Day at sea > Malé > Kuda Bandos > MALÉ

17 DEC 17 9627 MALÉ > Maalhaveli (Meemu Atoll) > Hithadhoo (Addu Atoll) > 3 Days at sea > Mahe Island > La Digue > Praslin > Desroches Island >  
Day at sea > Aldabra Atoll  > Mamoudzou > Mozambique Island > Ibo Island > Kilwa Kisiwani > Zanzibar> DAR ES SALAAM

  Venetian Society  Overnight in Port  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Optional Shore Excursions available for purchase 

 Diving Expedition (for advanced divers approved prior to sailing)  Wellness Expedition  Culinary Expedition

Visit Silversea.com/expeditions for details on all of our voyages. 
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PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Cape Town, South Africa
Table Bay Hotel

Dakar, Senegal
Pullman Teranga

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Hyatt Regency Dar es Salaam,  
The Kilimanjaro

Lisbon, Portugal
Intercontinental Lisbon

Malé, Maldives
Pearl Hotel

Phuket, Thailand
Katathani Beach Resort

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Cape Town, South Africa
Cape Grace Hotel 

Lisbon, Portugal
Ritz Four Seasons

Malé, Maldives
Taj Exotica Resort

Phuket, Thailand
Amanpuri Resort

AFRICA & THE INDIAN OCEAN

Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

Ngala Wildlife Safari 
Ngala Game Reserve shares an unfenced 
boundary with the world renowned 
Kruger National Park, South Africa’s 
largest wildlife sanctuary and one of the 
biggest game reserves in the world. It 
enjoys otherwise unheard of access to 
this spectacular area. With comfortable 
facilities, and a genuine sense of the 
adventure native to the Kruger, Ngala  
is a stunning safari getaway.
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7606

Three nights post-cruise: Voyage 7605

Sanbona Safari
Situated in the Western Cape, Sanbona 
Wildlife Reserve, resting at the foot of 
the Warmwaterberg Mountains, pays 
homage to the San people who trekked 
this earth in the heart of South Africa’s 
Little Karoo. Sanbona, often referred to 
as the ‘Arizona of Southern Africa’ and 
the spirit of the San people, invites you 
to stay and explore a special wilderness 
sanctuary called Dwyka Tented Camp, 
offering five star accommodation 
surrounded by ancient volcanic 
mountains and endless vistas. Wildlife 
that may be viewed on the reserve 
includes lion, elephant, leopard, 
buffalo, white rhino, brown hyena, 
black-backed jackal, cheetah, 
hippopotamus, giraffe, springbok, 
zebra, eland and many more.
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7606

Three nights post-cruise: Voyage 7605
01 Kruger National Park 

Wines & Wildlife 
The Cape Peninsula is unquestionably 
one of the most beautiful places in the 
world. Travel down to the Cape of  
Good Hope. Discover the penguins  
of Boulders Beach. Sip and savour your 
way through selected vineyards, cellars 
and scenery of Cape Winelands, South 
Africa’s largest wine region, admiring 
the oak-lined streetscapes and Cape 
Dutch architecture of historic 
Stellenbosch.
Two nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7606

Two nights post-cruise: Voyage 7605

PHUKET, THAILAND

Golden Triangle Tented Camp
The Four Seasons Golden Triangle is 
your base for a most exotic adventure. 
Situated just south of Myanmar and just 
east of Laos, your tented camp offers 
luxury at an unprecedented scale. 
Interact with the resort’s elephants or 
simply enjoy the lush scenery.
Five nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9626

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions 51
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Alaska is a haven for the inquisitive: rare seabirds seeking a refuge, huge 
Brown Bears on the lookout for fresh salmon, and you in search of adventure. 
Discover the only WWII battle site in North America, set off in a Zodiac®  
to find Black-footed Albatross and share a traditional feast with remote 
Haida people. Embark on an intrepid quest to the “Last Frontier”. 

ALASKA

52



Totem Pole, Alaska
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01

01 Zodiac Cruising Kuril Islands,Russia
02 Killer Whales, Aleutian Islands, Alaska
03 Atlasova Island, Kuril Islands, Russia

ALASKA

Petropavlovsk

Geographic Harbor

Yankicha Island

Semidi

Atlasova Island

Kukak Bay

Korsakov

Seward

Otaru

Matua Island
Attu Island

Dutch Harbor

Seguam Island

Unga Village

Atka Island

Tyuleniy Island

Shumshu Island

Chirpoy Island

Chignik

Kiska Harbor

PACIFIC
OCEAN

NORTH
AMERICA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Marvel at spectacular natural landscapes, pristine tundra  
and massive volcanoes

• Travel along the historic routes of explorers and traders
• Be on the lookout for rare wildlife including the western grey 

whale and Steller sea lion
• Photograph a variety of wildlife including walrus, fur seal, otter,  

red fox and the enormous Kamchatka brown bear
• Cruise and explore by Zodiac®, watching for walrus haul-outs  

and sea otters at play in the surrounding waters

SEWARD TO OTARU        
Silver Discoverer – 16 Days • Voyage 9619 • Dep. date: 16 AUG 2016

ACROSS THE  
BERING SEA

 Birding Expedition   Photography Expedition

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

GEOGRAPHIC HARBOR, KATMAI NATIONAL PARK, 
ALASKA   

Kukak Bay is well known for its concentration of 
bears and the salmon on which they feed, and  
this is one of the prime areas in this region for  
bear viewing.

SEMIDI ISLANDS, ALASKA   

This nearly uninhabited archipelago is home to 
some of the largest populations of native and 
undisturbed wildlife in the United States. There are 
2.5 million birds here, almost half the breeding 
seabirds of the Alaska Peninsula. You’ll find huge 
numbers of Horned Puffins, Northern Fulmars and 
jaegers, and over a million murres.

UNGA VILLAGE, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, ALASKA    

Explore this Aleutian settlement, abandoned in the 
1960’s. Great Horned Owls nest near the church. 
During a Zodiac®-cruise in the bay kittiwakes, 
Double-crested and Pelagic Cormorants, as well as 
good numbers of Common Murres and Tufted 
Puffin can be seen.

SIRIUS POINT, ALASKA    

We intend to do a Zodiac® tour along the cliffs  
of Sirius Point, which can only be described as 
“magical“. We search for Least and Crested 
Auklets, Peregrine Falcons and Laysan and 
Black-footed Albatrosses, all the while keeping  
an eye open for the Sperm Whales that frequent 
the area.
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03

02

ALASKA

PETROPAVLOVSK-KAMCHATSKY, 
RUSSIA   

It’s the only major city on the peninsula 
and one of the oldest. Petropavlovsk  
is also the scientific and cultural centre 
of the region, and today we’ll see why  
as local guides take us on a comprehensive 
tour including the museum of ethnography 
and natural history, the art school and 
the gold-domed Russian Orthodox 
Cathedral.

MATUA ISLAND, RUSSIA 

Matua is home to one of the Kuril’s  
most active volcanoes, with more than 
14 documented eruptions in the past 
250 years. Learn about the Japanese 
military base that was set up here 
during WWII and how the Japanese 
used to capture geothermal heat from 
the volcano to keep the runway open 
during winter. 

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description 

Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 9619 & 9620



Enmelen

Unga Village

Geographic Harbor

Castle Bay

St. Mathew Island

Uyak BaySt. Paul Island

Dutch Harbor

Provideniya

Hall Island

Seward

NomeAnadyr

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Identify countless birds: puffins, guillemots, cormorants, Steller’s 
Sea Eagle, Brown-headed Thrush, Siberian Rubythroats, 
Blacklegged Kittiwakes, and Crested or Whiskered Auklets

• Marvel at spectacular natural landscapes, pristine tundra and 
massive volcanoes

• Travel along the historic routes of explorers and traders
• Be on the lookout for rare wildlife including the Western Grey 

Whale and Steller’s Sea Lion
• Photograph a variety of wildlife including walrus, fur seal, otter,  

Red Fox and the Brown Bear

NOME TO SEWARD
Silver Discoverer – 12 Days • Voyage 9616 • Dep. date: 11 JUL 2016

UNTAMED  
ALASKA

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

ENMELEN VILLAGE, CHUKOTKA, RUSSIA

Enmelen Village is a remote Yupik and Chukchi 
settlement, where we’ll be warmly received by  
a welcoming committee of traditionally-dressed 
adults and children. At the school, performers  
in beautiful handmade costumes will sing and 
dance. You’ll be asked to taste and enjoy some  
of the local foods.

ANADYR, CHUKOTKA, RUSSIA

One of the most impressive highlights of Anadyr  
is the Chukotka Museum, which has been recently 
renovated and holds an impressive collection of 
artefacts that include the most exquisite carvings 
of walrus ivory, baleen, mammoth tusk, stone  
and others.

ST. PAUL, PRIBILOF ISLANDS, ALASKA, USA

To observe the seals on the low side of the island 
you’ll have to use the seal blind — a narrow deck 
enclosed with wide slats of wood that allows 
viewers to peer out into the busy seal rookery 
without disturbing anything. There are large 
sub-adult male Northern Fur Seals and close to a 
thousand sea lions. Heading up to the bird cliffs, 
you’ll be rewarded with stunningly close views of 
Tufted Puffins and Common Murres perched on  
the rocky ledges.

01

ALASKA

 Birding Expedition
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01 Silver Discoverer in Kukak Bay, Alaska
02 Tufted Puffin, St. Paul Island, Alaska
03 Brown Bear, Amalik Bay, Alaska
04 St. Matthew Island, Alaska

DUTCH HARBOR, UNALASKA ISLAND, 
ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, ALASKA, USA

Famous for its fishing fleet and 
documentaries showing the catch of 
King Crabs. Dutch Harbor is one of the 
best (or easiest) places to see Bald 
Eagles. Birders will have possibly the 
best views of these magnificent animals. 

UYAK BAY, KODIAK ISLAND, ALASKA, USA

There are rookeries with thousands of 
puffins and kittiwakes as well as the 
emblematic Bald Eagles. Enjoy whale 
watching for Humpback, Orca and Fin 
Whales either from the Zodiac® or from 
Silver Discoverer. 

AMALIK BAY, GEOGRAPHIC HARBOR, 
KATMAI NATIONAL PARK, ALASKA, USA

The scenery is magnificent at 
Geographic Harbor at the head of 
Amalik Bay and the bears are 
ubiquitous. This is one of the prime 
areas in this region for bear viewing.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

02

03 04

ALASKA
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VOYAGES 2016

SILVER DISCOVERER – 120 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

11 JUL 12 9616  NOME > Cross International Date Line (lose a day) > Provideniya > Enmelen & Rudera Cape >  
Cross International Date Line (gain a day) > Anadyr > Hall Island > St. Matthew Island > St. Paul Island > Dutch Harbor >  
Unga Village > Castle Bay > Uyak Bay > Amalik Bay (Geographic Harbor) > SEWARD 

16 AUG 16 9619   SEWARD > Kukak Bay > Amalik Bay (Geographic Harbor) > Semidi Islands > Chignik > Unga Village > Dutch Harbor >  
Chagulak Island > Seguam Island > Atka Island > Kiska > Attu Island > Cross International Date line (lose a day) > Day at sea > 
Petropavlovsk (Kamchatsky) > Shumshu Island > Atlasova Island > Matua Island > Yankicha Island > Chirpoy Island >  
Tyuleniy Island > Korsakov > OTARU 

  Venetian Society  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Birding Expedition  Photography Expedition

ALASKA

“In summer a land of sound — a land echoed with the 
voices of birds, the ripple of running water... in winter  
a land of silence, its great rivers glimmering in the 
moonlight, wrapped in their shrouds of ice.” 

SIR WILLIAM BUTLER 

Russian explorers were the first to come to this wild and 
beautiful landscape, led by stories of the natural 
resources it might provide, whilst seeking a fabled land 
bridge between continents. From the arrival of the 
Imperial Russian Naval expedition led by Vitus Bering in 
1741, Alaska proved a rich new source of fur and became 
a magnate for traders, remaining under Russian control 
until the “Alaska Purchase” by the United States in 1867. 

Among the first to document the beauty of the 
wilderness was John Linton Palmer, a nineteenth-
century naval surgeon whose career took him all around 
the Pacific and to the northwest coast of America. His 
sketches of North-West Coast Indian and Inuit peoples 
and their artefacts, now in the Collections of the 
Society, provide a unique, pre-photographic record of 
the people and places he encountered. 

Later came the exploits of figures including the railroad 
magnet Edward Harriman whose ambitious Alaskan 

01

02

expedition of 1899 brought scientists to  
study the region for the first time and the dramatic 
recording of the Katmai eruption of 1912, and 
subsequent exploration of the newly-created  
”Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes”.

01  Sitka from Baranov Castle, 1890
02  Heywood Walter Seton-Karr, 

Icebergs in Lynn Canal, Alaska, 1886

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Alaska” for details on all of our voyages.
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

NOME/SEWARD, ALASKA, USA

Denali by Air 
Explore Denali National Park from an 
eagle’s perspective; ride the rails with 
Deluxe Dome Railcar service; 
participate in a guided Tundra 
Wilderness Tour; visit the home of a 
four-time Iditarod champion — all while 
the verdant scenery of South Central 
Alaska stretches out before you. 
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyages 9616, 9619

Four nights post-cruise: Voyage 9616

Denali – The Summit of North America 
Enjoy a train ride on the famous Alaska 
Railroad to Denali National Park, a four 
million acre wildlife refuge surrounding 
Mount McKinley, the tallest mountain in 
North America. The park is home to an 
abundance of wildlife including bears, 
caribou, Dall sheep, gray wolves and 
moose. Your full day, fully narrated 
Tundra Wildlife Tour ventures deep into 
the park in search of wildlife. On your 
way back to Anchorage, stop for an 
exclusive experience at the home of 
four-time Iditarod Champion Martin 
Buser to learn about the Last Great Race 
and the wonderful champion dogs he 
raises and trains for mushing.
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyages 9616, 9619

Four nights post-cruise: Voyage 9616

Flight to Bear Country 
Head for a prime grizzly habitat on a 
fifty-minute floatplane ride with scenic 
views of Cook Inlet along the way. 
Aboard a boat, head for an area of the 
lake where bears are known to fish,  
for a close-up (but respectful) view of 
these magnificent creatures. Lunch at 
the rustic Redoubt Lodge is included.
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyages 9616, 9619

Two nights post-cruise: Voyage 9616

Winterlake Lodge Retreat
Experience the glory of the Alaskan 
wilderness at one of the State’s premier 
and most remote wilderness lodges. 
Arrive by floatplane for two days of 
wildlife viewing, gourmet meals, 
outstanding services and options like 
helicopter glacier trekking, sport fishing 
and cooking classes in the kitchen of 
award-winning chef, Kirsten Dixon. 
Includes Anchorage overnight and city 
tour.
Two nights pre-cruise: Voyages 9616, 9619 

Two nights post-cruise: Voyage 9616

01 Alaska Flightseeing 
02 Moose in Alaska, USA 

0201

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Seward/Nome, Alaska
Captain Cook Hotel

Otaru, Japan
Hotel Nord

Vancouver, Canada
Fairmont Waterfront Hotel

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with  
a stay at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Otaru, Japan
JR Tower Sapporo

Vancouver, Canada 
Shangri-La 

ALASKA

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions
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“Out of this world” sums up this white wilderness of a continent. So head 
south for a mesmerising experience. Admire iceberg sculptures and calving 
glaciers, gaze at mystical midnight sunsets and sail into a collapsed volcano. 
Venturing ashore in the Falkland Islands, trek across rolling moorland where 
colonies of Black-browed Albatrosses nest side-by-side with feisty Rockhopper 
Penguins. Explore another world.

ANTARCTICA

60



Chinstrap Penguins, South Orkney Islands
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Antarctic
Peninsula

West Point Island

Elephant Island

South Georgia

New Island

Ushuaia

Stanley

SOUTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Follow in the footsteps of the great Antarctic explorers:  
de Gerlache, Shackleton, Stromness and Weddell

• Encounter Rockhopper, Gentoo, Macaroni, King, Adelie, 
Magellanic and Chinstrap Penguins

• Visit historic sites of the early explorers and the remains  
of whaling operations

• Watch for seals, dolphins, and whales
• Identify seabirds including albatross, shearwaters and petrels

USHUAIA ROUNDTRIP
Silver Explorer – 18 Days • Voyage 7601/7603/7629 
Dep. date: 03 JAN • 02 FEB • 22 DEC 2016

EXPLORER’S 
ANTARCTICA

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

NEW ISLAND, FALKLAND ISLANDS, UK

Once ashore, we’ll hike into the rocky cliffs to a 
rookery where rockhopper penguins and Blue-
eyed Shags share the same nesting area. We’ll 
observe black-browed albatross going about their 
daily routines. 

STANLEY, FALKLAND ISLANDS

Stanley, capital of the remote Falkland Islands, has 
a distinct British ambience. Stroll through the 
charming streets of this colourful little town, lined 
with quaint cottages and a variety of traditional 
pubs. Visit the 19th-century Anglican cathedral. 

SOUTH GEORGIA

This breath-taking destination of towering 
snow-covered mountains, mighty glaciers,  
and low-lying grasslands attracts an astounding 
concentration of wildlife. South Georgia is linked  
to the early Antarctic explorers. Captain James 
Cook first stepped ashore in 1775, but perhaps 
more famous is Ernest Shackleton’s arrival in 1916 
following the sinking of his ship Endurance. Visit 
Shackleton’s grave and the whaling museum at 
Grytviken. At Cooper’s Bay, enjoy a Zodiac®cruise 
to see numerous breeds of penguins, such as 
macaronis and chinstraps, on the rocks and waters 
surrounding the island. Grytviken, a historic 
whaling station, is now a museum. At the burial  
site of the famous explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton,  
we’ll toast the great explorer and his many 
accomplishments. Salisbury Plain is a favourite 
breeding ground for hundreds of thousands of 
King Penguins — it’s amazing to see how they 
completely cover the beaches and hills.

01

01 King Penguin Colony, South Georgia
02 Hiking, Whaler’s Bay, Deception Island
03 Silver Explorer, Cuverville Island 

ANTARCTICA
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ELEPHANT ISLAND, SOUTH SHETLAND 
ISLANDS

In 1916 when Ernest Shackleton’s ship 
Endurance was crushed in pack ice in 
the Weddell Sea, the crew was stranded 
here for 138 days. 

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

Brown Bluff is an ice-capped, 
745-metre-high, flat-topped mountain 
with a prominent cliff of reddish-brown 
volcanic rock. Adelie and Gentoo 
Penguins, Kelp Gulls, and Pintado 
Petrels use this as a breeding area. 
Paradise Bay is well named for its 
spectacular scenery of mountains, 
glaciers and icebergs.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

03

02

ANTARCTICA
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Antarctic
Peninsula

Ushuaia

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Attempt to cross the Antarctic circle the Antarctic Circle to  
get closer to the ice’s splendour following Charcot and other 
Antarctic explorers

• Marvel at spectacular iceberg sculptures and calving glaciers
• Set foot on the continent of Antarctica
• Encounter Rockhopper, Gentoo, Magellanic, Chinstrap and 

Adelie Penguins, as well as Snowy Sheathbill
• Spot seals — Antarctic fur seal, Weddell seal, leopard seal  

and crabeater seal

USHUAIA ROUNDTRIP
Silver Explorer – 12 Days • Voyage 7602 • Dep. date: 21 JAN 2016

SOUTH OF THE 
ANTARCTIC  
CIRCLE

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

DRAKE PASSAGE

Spend some time on deck watching the horizon 
and the variety of seabirds that glide in the air 
currents of our ship’s wake such as the Black-
browed Albatross, Sooty Shearwaters and White-
chinned Petrels. Have your camera ready to 
capture the magical colour of a midnight sunset 
while we are heading further south. 

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

Sail to Antarctica, where every turn can reveal a 
new and breath-taking adventure. As the pack ice 
becomes thicker, you will move closer into 
Antarctica’s vast white wilderness. The further 
south we go the more you will find ice. Remote  
and otherworldly as Antarctica is, the spectacular 
iceberg sculptures and calving glaciers are 
irresistible. The possibility of up-close encounters 
with marine mammals, watching seals sunbathing 
on slow-moving ice floes or humpback, Minke,  
and orca whales surfacing from below the frigid 
waters are truly unique. Each day you will attempt 
Zodiac® departures, and, if conditions permit,  
you will cruise amidst colourful icebergs or step 
ashore to visit a variety of penguin rookeries  
and perhaps scientific research stations on 
complimentary excursions led by our team of 
natural history experts.

Cuverville Island, Errera Channel
Large, bare rock areas provide nesting sites  
for Gentoo Penguins. Snow Petrels and Pintado 
Petrels also may be seen whilst Wilson’s Storm-
petrels nest in the higher scree of the island.

01

ANTARCTICA

01 Zodiac® tour, Hope Bay
02 Reflections in Lemaire Channel
03 Weddell seal, Paradise Bay
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ANTARCTICA

02

Paradise Bay
The bay is well named for its spectacular 
scenery of mountains, glaciers and 
icebergs. From the ship, observe 
Argentina’s “Base Almirante Brown”, 
one of many Antarctic research stations. 
Here, you’ll actually set foot on the 
continent of Antarctica.

Paulet Island
As you arrive, the sight of Adelie 
Penguins covering the entire island  
may well amaze you. The island is home 
to 80-90 thousand Adelies that come 
here to breed. On a nearby hill, view a 
massive colony of Blue-eyed Shags.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description 03
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VOYAGES 2016

SILVER EXPLORER – 132 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

03 JAN 18 7601 USHUAIA > Day at sea > New Island > West Point Island > Port Stanley > 2 Days at sea > South Georgia (3 days) > 2 Days at sea >  
Elephant Island > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (4 days) > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > USHUAIA

21 JAN 12 7602 USHUAIA > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (7 days) > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > USHUAIA 

02 FEB 18 7603 USHUAIA > Day at sea > New Island > West Point Island > Port Stanley > 2 Days at sea > South Georgia (3 days) > 2 Days at sea >  
Elephant Island > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (4 days) > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > USHUAIA

01 MAR 22 7605 USHUAIA > Day at sea > Steeple Jason Island > West Point Island > Port Stanley > 2 Days at sea > South Georgia (4 days) > 4 Days at sea > 
Gough Island > Tristan De Cunha > Nightingale Island > 4 Days at sea > CAPE TOWN

14 NOV 18 7626 VALPARAÍSO (SANTIAGO) > Day at sea > Niebla > Castro > Puerto Chacabuco > Cruising the English Narrows > Pio XI Glacier >  
Cruising the Chilean Fjords > Punta Arenas > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (5 days) >  
Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > USHUAIA

02 DEC 10 7627 USHUAIA > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (5 days) >  
Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > USHUAIA

12 DEC 10 7628 USHUAIA > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (5 days) > 
Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > USHUAIA

22 DEC 18 7629 USHUAIA > Day at sea > New Island > West Point Island > Port Stanley > 2 Days at sea > South Georgia (3 days) > 2 Days at sea >  
Elephant Island > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (4 days) > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days)> USHUAIA

ANTARCTICA

01

01 Endurance frozen in the ice,  
 Frank Hurley

“Difficulties are just things to overcome, after all.”  

SIR ERNEST SHACKLETON 

The Society is synonymous with Antarctic exploration. 
One of the first papers to be read at the newly-founded 
Geographical Society of London in 1830 was by a 
Lieutenant Kendall, describing his charting of Smith’s 
Island (South Shetland Islands) in 1829. Kendall noted 
that “before leaving, we buried a register thermometer, 
so that any future visitor might become acquainted with 
the extreme ranges of this inhospitable climate”. As an 
example of early polar science, Kendall reflected the 
objectives of this innovative new organization.

In 1893 its charismatic President, Sir Clements Markham, 
“determined to promote the cause of Antarctic 
exploration”. So began the exhaustive planning for 
expeditions led by Captain Robert Falcon Scott on the 
purpose-built vessel the Discovery (1901-04), and later 
the Terra Nova (1910-13). 

Support was also given to early expeditions led by Sir 
Ernest Shackleton on the Nimrod (1907-09), Endurance 
(1914-17) and Quest, or Shackleton-Rowett Expedition 
(1921-22); as well as engagement with other international 
figures, including the Norwegian Roald Amundsen. The 
Society’s historical collection relating to Antarctica 

provides a wealth of artefacts, photographs, archival 
material, maps, charts and books which tell this 
important story from its beginnings to the present  
day with a focus on the early explorers who made an 
unrivalled contribution to our understanding of the 
great continent of Antarctica. 

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Antarctica” for details on all of our voyages. 

  Venetian Society  Overnight in Port  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Birding Expedition  Photography Expedition

Guests embarking and / or disembarking in Ushuaia are required to purchase Silversea’s Air Charter Package for an additional charge. See page 151.
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

USHUAIA, ARGENTINA

Iguassú Falls
Spectacular Iguassú Falls lies in the 
midst of a natural wonderland of 
subtropical rainforest. Some 275 
waterfalls plummet across a bluff in  
a thunderous roar, while iridescent 
rainbows and butterflies hover in the 
mist. Visit both the Brazilian and 
Argentinean sides of this natural 
wonder. A look at Rio completes this 
Land Adventure.
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyages 7601, 7602, 
7603, 7605, 7627, 7628, 7629

Three nights post-cruise: Voyages 7601, 7602, 
7603, 7626, 7627, 7628, 7629

Vintages of Argentina

Spend two nights at the historic Posada 
Salente in in the heart of Argentina’s 
wine region. In addition to Merlot and 
Pinot Noir, the region is notable for its 
Malbecs. Enjoy tastings at award-
winning wineries.
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyages 7601, 7602, 7603, 
7605, 7627, 7628, 7629

Four nights post-cruise: Voyages 7601, 7602, 
7603, 7626, 7627, 7628, 7629

VALPARAISO (SANTIAGO), CHILE

Machu Picchu Grande Explorer
Enjoy a journey to Machu Picchu aboard 
the legendary Hiram Bingham, one of 
the top 10 rail journeys in the world. 
Travel in luxury in exquisitely and 
meticulously restored Pullman cars and 
enjoy brunch with live music as you 
travel through the dramatic Andean 
scenery of the Urubamba Valley. Stay 
overnight at the famed Sanctuary 
Lodge, the only hotel adjacent to 
Machu Picchu, allowing you to spend 
additional time to explore the ancient 
Inca citadel with fewer tourists. 
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7626

Mysterious Easter Island
Unlock the mysteries of Easter Island 
and its massive monolithic moai. 
Explore all the major sites from the 
ceremonial village of Orongo to the 
temple of Vinapu and Anankena Beach. 
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7626

Patagonian Paradise
Discover one of the most unspoilt and 
remote places in South America, 
acknowledged by UNESCO as a World 
Biosphere Reserve. Large parts of Chile 
boast great mountain scenery, but none 
is more spectacular than Torres del 
Paine National Park. Snow-capped 
mountains, glacial lakes, and gushing 
waterfalls all combine to make a visit to 
the park an unforgettable experience. 
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7626

Post-Cruise Land Adventures for Voyage 7605 
can be found on page 51.

01

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Cape Town, South Africa
Table Bay Hotel

Santiago, Chile
Grand Hyatt

Ushuaia, Argentina
Park Tower (Buenos Aires)

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Cape Town, South Africa
Cape Grace 

Santiago, Chile
Grand Hyatt (Club Room)

Ushuaia, Argentina
Alvear Palace (Buenos Aires)

ANTARCTICA

01 Easter Island

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Prepare to be inspired. Journey to a land where the sun shines at midnight 
and the terrain is forever snow-white. Enter deep fjords lined with rugged 
mountains. Crunch through pack ice and trek across tundra. Soak in 
steaming springs, watching icebergs float by. Encounter polar bears,  
whales and walruses. Explore the top of the world, where your daily 
experiences will be truly awe-inspiring.

ARCTIC

Polar Bear, Svalbard
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Svalbard

Bear Island

ARCTIC OCEAN

Longyearbyen

Tromsø
EUROPE

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Explore deep fjords lined with rugged mountains
• Search for Polar Bear, Walrus, Reindeer, Arctic Fox,  

and Bearded Seal
• Watch for whales including Minke and Beluga
• Trek along the tundra
• Enjoy Zodiac® cruises along remote bird cliffs

TROMSØ TO LONGYEARBYEN
Silver Explorer – 10 Days • Voyage 7613/7614/7615 
Dep. date: 23 JUN • 03 JUL • 13 JUL 2016

EXPEDITION 
SVALBARD

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

BEAR ISLAND, NORWAY

As we near this Arctic island, now a nature reserve, 
we’ll see thousands of seabirds diving into and out 
of the island’s steep cliffs. With our Zodiacs® we’ll 
explore the rugged coastline and if weather 
conditions are favourable, make a landing.

CRUISE & EXPLORE SVALBARD

Join us for a journey along an expansive archipelago 
of the Arctic Ocean between the North Pole and 
Norway. Svalbard is one of the last major European 
wilderness areas with pristine mountains, fauna, 
deep fjords, picturesque icebergs, and massive ice 
sheets. Our goal on this voyage is to explore the 
eastern and least-visited sections of Svalbard’s 
breathtaking and dramatic Spitsbergen. With the 
strengthened hull of Silver Explorer, we have the 
perfect platform to search for walrus and Polar Bears 
as we devote at least one day to exploring the pack 
ice north of Spitsbergen. Conditions permitting, our 
Expedition Leader may choose to take us out in the 
Zodiacs® for an even closer look.

Bellsund
Pushing about 50 miles (80 kilometres) into 
Spitsbergen lies the 12-mile wide Bellsund. At the 
entrance of the fjord we’re likely to encounter some 
Common Eiders, Arctic Terns, and Arctic Skuas. 
Snow Bunting and Purple Sandpipers are also 
common in the area.

Edgeøya
Enter the realm of the Polar Bear on the third-
largest island in the Svalbard archipelago. 
Conditions permitting, we’ll go ashore at the 
hard-to-get-to Diskobukta, where we’ll discover 
interesting fauna and flora and take a walk amongst 
thousands of kittiwakes and a few Arctic Foxes.

01

01 Gnålodden, Svalbard 
02 Bearded Seal, Lillihookbreen 
03 Aurora Borealis 
04 Silver Explorer and Walrus, Poolepynten, Svalbard 

ARCTIC
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ARCTIC

Hornsund 
This is the southernmost fjord on the 
rugged west coast of Spitsbergen 
Island. Jagged mountain peaks tower 
above glacier-filled bays. Listen for the 
crash of white thunder as huge chunks 
of ice fall into the fjord. Amidst floating 
iceberg jewels, watch for Bearded Seals, 
the rare Beluga Whale and the king of 
the Arctic — the Polar Bear.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

04
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Cumberland Peninsula

Prince Leopold Island

Lady Franklin Island

Monumental Island

Kangiqsualujjuaq

Beechy Island

Isabella Bay
Gibbs Fjord

UumannaqMilne Inlet
Upernavik

Illulissat

Sissimiut

Kangerlussuaq

Navy Board Inlet
Sam Ford Fjord

Cape Dyer

Pond Inlet

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Cruise into deep fjords with active glaciers and spectacular 
icebergs

• Learn of Greenland’s native Inuit
• Explore sites of the Franklin Expedition
• Discover the cultures of remote Greenlandic towns and isolated 

Nunavut villages
• Visit the world’s fastest moving glacier

KANGERLUSSUAQ ROUNDTRIP
Silver Explorer – 18 Days • Voyage 7619 • Dep. date: 22 AUG 2016

EXPEDITION  
HIGH ARCTIC

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

ILULISSAT, GREENLAND  
(UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE) 

Just after sunrise, be out on deck to see the fjord of 
the northern hemisphere’s most active glacier – 
Jakobshavn – often surrounded by icebergs in all 
shapes and sizes and in varying shades of white and 
turquoise. Known as the birthplace of icebergs, the 
Ilulissat Icefjord produces nearly 20 million tons of 
ice each day. While here, we may have the 
opportunity to see a demonstration of ancient 
fishing methods and enjoy some locally caught and 
prepared fish. During our guided walking tour of 
Ilulissat, we will visit the local history museum, 
located in the former home of Greenlandic folk 
hero and famed polar explorer Knud Rasmussen.

POND INLET, NUNAVUT, CANADA

Pond Inlet is considered one of Canada’s “jewels of 
the North”. Several glaciers and mountain ranges 
nearby make this one of the most picturesque 
communities. Pond Inlet is known as a major centre 
of Inuit art, especially printmaking and stone 
carving. 

MILNE INLET AND NAVY BOARD INLET, 
NUNAVUT, CANADA

The Sirmilik National Park covers much of this area 
and harbours large populations of Thick-billed 
Murres and Black-legged Kittiwakes which we 
intend to see. The importance this area has for 
birds is shown in its designation as Important Bird 
Area (actually three different ones) and Bylot Island 
Migratory Bird Sanctuary. Canada’s largest 
breeding colony of Greater Snow Geese in the 
Canadian High Arctic is on this island.

01

ARCTIC

01 Ilulissat, Greenland
02 Polar Bear and cub
03 Beechy Island
04 Upernavik, Greenland
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ARCTIC

03

PRINCE LEOPOLD AND BEECHEY 
ISLAND, NUNAVUT, CANADA

Fringed by a narrow beach, windswept 
and barren, Beechey Island is associated 
with the tragic Franklin Expedition 
looking for the Northwest Passage. 
Three graves of members of the 
expedition as well as a cairn and some 
small buildings were found here during 
the search for the survivors of the 
expedition. Parts of Northumberland 
House, a supply depot and emergency 
shelter dating back to the 1850s and the 
Belcher Expedition, can still be seen on 
the island today.

SAM FORD FJORD, NUNAVUT, 
CANADA

The Sam Ford Fjord area of Baffin  
Island is one of the most impressive 
concentrations of big walls in the  
world. It is a 68-mile waterway lined  
with vertical walls, results of ancient 
glaciers. What makes this area truly 
unique is that many of these walls rise 
straight out of the deep fjords.

CLYDE RIVER

Whale hunting is still being allowed and 
apart from the meat that is being eaten, 
bones are an important “by-product”  
of the catch: The local carvers produce 
interesting artefacts and the 
“Kangiqtugaapik” artists are famous  
for their whalebone carvings. Apart 
from whalebone, stone sculptures are 
also created here from a light green 
stone found north of Clyde River.  
The local carvings and sculptures  
are highly sought after.

ISABELLA BAY, NUNAVUT, CANADA

Some 150 to 200 Bowhead Whales, 
once extensively hunted, have found  
a protected area where they can feed 
and socialise. An extensive area off  
the coast of Baffin Island, known as 
Ninginganiq, has become Canada’s 
newest proposed National Wildlife Area.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description
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Chapoma Village

Zayatski Island
Archangel

Sem Islands

Murmansk

Skarsvag

Kirkenes
Tromsø

Solovetsky

Gjesværstappan

Morzhovets Island

Kanin Peninsula

Pyalitsa Village

Shoyna Village

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Tour the Solovetskiy Monastery – a UNESCO World Heritage Site
• Go ashore for nature walks across the Arctic tundra and taiga 
• Photograph landscapes in the light of the Midnight Sun 
• Visit historic sites of early settlers 
• Cruise the bird cliffs of Gjesværstappan by Zodiac® 

TROMSØ ROUNDTRIP
Silver Explorer – 12 Days • Voyage 7612 • Dep. date: 11 JUN 2016

WHITE SEA 
EXPEDITION 

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

GJESVÆRSTAPPAN ISLANDS, NORWAY

The largest colonies of cliff-breeding seabirds are 
mainly located on Storstappen, the biggest of the 
islands. While we’ll be circumnavigating 
Storstappen, looking for puffins, kittiwakes, 
guillemots, Razorbills, fulmars, cormorants and 
Arctic Skuas, keep an eye out for seals. 

MURMANSK, RUSSIA

Murmansk is the world’s largest city north of the 
Arctic Circle. We’ll go on a city tour visiting the 
major cargo port and its impressive fleet of 
nuclear-powered icebreakers, the Orthodox 
Church, Savior-on-Waters, and a lighthouse with 
panoramic views of the city. 

SHOINA VILLAGE AND  
KANIN PENINSULA, RUSSIA

Because of extensive trawling, the sea floor was 
destroyed, leading to sand dunes spreading across 
the landscape. Half the village is now buried under 
sand and only 300 souls still remain in Shoina. We’ll 
have a look at the village and sand dunes, but 
another reason for us to go here is the Shoyninsky 
State Nature Reserve just to the north.

BOLSHOI SOLOVETSKIY AND  
ZAYATSKIY ISLANDS, RUSSIA

A vast medieval fortress, the monastery is remarkably 
well preserved and has been designated a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. We’ll explore its network of 
covered passages and tunnels that connect the 
many churches and chapels, botanical gardens, 
and common buildings. 

01

ARCTIC

01 Interior of russian orthodox church, 
 Arkhangelsk, Russia
02 North Cape, Norway
03 Arkhangelsk, Russia 

 Photography Expedition
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ARCTIC

ARKHANGELSK, RUSSIA

Head out on deck to watch for the 
Beluga whales commonly found in the 
waters of the White Sea, especially 
during the summer season.

MORZHOVETS ISLAND, RUSSIA

Morzhovets Island is the last piece of 
land before entering the Barents Sea. 
Almost half the island consists of lakes, 
while the rest is tundra. Morzhovet’s 12 
inhabitants live in Severny Gorodok to 
man the meteorological station and a 
lighthouse.

SKARSVAG (NORTH CAPE), 
MAGEROYA, NORWAY

We’ll travel by coach to the North Cape 
where we’ll admire the glorious scenery, 
stop in at the visitor’s centre and, of 
course, document our presence at the 
famed globe monument with many 
photographs.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description
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VOYAGES 2016

01

SILVER EXPLORER – 132 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

11 JUN 12 7612 TROMSØ > Gjeasværstappan Islands > Murmansk > Sem Islands > Kanin Peninsula > Shoyna Village > Pyalitsa Village > Chapoma Village > 
Solovetsky Island > Zayatsky Island > Archangel > Morzhovets Island > Murmansk > Kirkenes > Skarsvag (Nordkapp) > TROMSØ 

23 JUN 10 7613 TROMSØ > Day at sea > Bear Island > Cruise and explore Svalbard (7 days) > LONGYEARBYEN 

03 JUL 10 7614 LONGYEARBYEN > Cruise and explore Svalbard (7 days) > Bear Island > TROMSØ

13 JUL 10 7615 TROMSØ > Day at sea > Bear Island > Cruise and explore Svalbard (7 days) > LONGYEARBYEN

23 JUL 7 7616 LONGYEARBYEN > Cruise and explore Svalbard (6 days)> LONGYEARBYEN

30 JUL 14 7617 LONGYEARBYEN > Cruise and explore Svalbard (5 days) > 2 Days at sea > Scoresby Sund (4 days) > Ittoqqortoormiit > Day at sea > REYKJAVIK 

13 AUG 9 7618 REYKJAVIK > Day at sea > Skjoldungen Fjord (Thyrms Glacier) > Prins Christian Sund > Aappilattoq > Nanortalik > Uunartoq Island >  
Qaqortoq > Hvalsey > Day at sea > Nuuk > Maniitsoq > KANGERLUSSUAQ 

22 AUG 18 7619 KANGERLUSSUAQ > Sissimiut > Ilulissat > Uumannaq > Upernavik > Day at sea > Pond Inlet > Milne Inlet > Navy Board Inlet >  
Prince Leopold Island > Beechy Island > Day at sea > Gibbs Fjord > Sam Ford Fjord > Kangiqsualujjuaq > Isabella Bay > Cape Dyer > 
Cumberland Peninsula > Lady Franklin Island > Monumental Island > Day at sea> KANGERLUSSUAQ 

09 SEP 12 7620 KANGERLUSSUAQ > Kangaamiut > Evighedsfjord > Nuuk > Day at sea > Iqaluit > Lower Savage Islands > Resolution Island > Akpatok Island > 
Kangiqsualujjuaq > 2 Days at sea > Red Bay > L’Anse aux Meadows > Fogo Island > ST. JOHN’S

02

01  John Ross, “A very extraordinary 
lump of snow”, 1833

02  John Ross, “A polar bear plunging 
into the sea”, 1819

01

ARCTIC

“... the most beautiful little land-locked bay that the 
heart of a sailor could desire.” 

ROALD AMUNDSEN DESCRIBES HIS BASE GJOA HAVEN 
ON KING WILLIAM ISLAND 

The search to discover the Northwest Passage linking 
the Atlantic and the Pacific led to a series of expeditions 
throughout the nineteenth-century. Often inadequately 
clothed and with insufficient rations (and reticent to 
seek advice from the indigenous Inuit peoples of the 
region, whose expertise was second to none) these first 
explorations of the Arctic were to set the scene for 
future explorations of Antarctica. 

Much was learnt and lost in the icy chill of the Arctic: 
from the early explorations of Sir William Edward Parry 
to the tragic fate of Sir John Franklin’s lost expedition on 
board the ships Erebus and Terror – and the bravery of 
the subsequent expeditions that sought to find him – 

uncover the thrilling and spine-tingling stories behind 
one of the most famous episodes in the history of 
exploration. 

It was Roald Amundsen, the Norwegian explorer who 
was first to find the elusive passage between oceans 
on his 1903-06 expedition aboard his small boat the 
Gjøa which navigated the narrow leads of water to 
achieve one of the greatest achievements of early 
twentieth century exploration. 

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Arctic” for details on all of our voyages. 

  Venetian Society  Overnight in Port  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Photography Expedition

Guests embarking and / or disembarking in Longyearbyen are required to purchase Silversea’s Air Charter Package for an additional charge. See page 151.
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

REYKJAVIK, ICELAND

Iceland’s Golden Circle & Blue Lagoon
Explore the UNESCO World Heritage 
Site of Thingvellir National Park, the 
majestic Gullfoss waterfall and the 
geothermal phenomena at Geysir. Relax 
in the famed Blue Lagoon — a natural 
geothermal spa located in the middle  
of a blue lava field.
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7618

Three nights post-cruise: Voyage 7617

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
St. Petri (Copenhagen, Denmark)

Longyearbyen, Norway
Radisson Blu Scandinavia (Oslo, Norway)

Reykjavik, Iceland
1919 Hotel

Tromsø, Norway
Radisson Blu Scandinavia (Oslo, Norway)

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
Hotel D’Angleterre

Longyearbyen, Norway
Grand Hotel (Oslo, Norway)

Tromsø, Norway
Grand Hotel (Oslo, Norway)

ARCTIC

01 Blue Lagoon, Reykjavik, Iceland
02 Norwegian fjord
03 Gullfoss waterfall, Iceland

01

02

03

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Don’t dip into Asia. Discover Asia. Step aboard the aptly named Silver Discoverer 
and gain a deep understanding of this bewitching continent. Unearth Myanmar’s 
secrets. Discover the Moken, a rare tribe of sea gypsies. Find your way into a 
Malaysian Bat Cave and trek through dense jungle, far from the Thai tourist trail. 
Many travellers visit Asia... join the privileged few who discover Asia.

ASIA

78



Komodo Dragon, Komodo
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Ngerekebesang Island

Watubela Archipelago

Den Weg Islands

Sonsorol Island

Mac Cluer Gulf
Teluk Alyui

Pulau Ayau

Darwin

Koror

Agats

Pulau Gorong

Pulau Wayag

Sorong

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Witness the spectacular biodiversity of Raja Ampat’s reefs  
and islands

• Discover ancient and mysterious Papuan rock art
• Look for the White-bellied Sea Eagle, Osprey, Brahminy Kite  

and many other birds
• Visit a working pearl farm and get first-hand explanations  

on how pearls are produced
• Experience the Asmat culture with its very special wood carvings

KOROR TO DARWIN
Silver Discoverer – 14 Days • Voyage 9606 • Dep. date: 14 MAR 2016

INDONESIA’S  
HIDDEN GEMS

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

NGERKEBESANG, PALAU, INDONESIA

Take an excursion to the famous Rock Islands for 
some swimming and snorkelling. The ride through 
the labyrinth of waterways is spectacular and every 
turn of the boat will reveal new interesting views of 
the ocean and the Rock Islands.

PULAU WAYAG, RAJA AMPAT, INDONESIA

A Zodiac® ride will take us past spectacular scenery 
that is sure to leave an impression. A strenuous hike 
up the steep coral cliff will be rewarded with 
incredible views of the mushroom shaped islands 
surrounded by white sandy beaches and turquoise 
coloured waters. 

ALYUI, RAJA AMPAT, INDONESIA

Today we continue our journey through Raja Ampat 
making our way to Alyui Bay for our trip to the local 
pearl farm. Explore the stunningly beautiful Kubai 
Passage between Gam and Waigeo Island. Here 
we’ll explore the limestone islands covered in lush 
tropical vegetation above water and the crystal 
clear waters below will reveal a kaleidoscope of 
coral colours.

DWARS IN DEN WEG ISLANDS AND KOKAS,  
WEST PAPUA, INDONESIA

Explore the islands close to Arguni. The area is 
known for its collection of rock art that can only 
been seen while approaching via boat or Zodiac®. 
We’ll search for the greatest concentration of 
designs, depicting hands, figures and boomerang-
like objects.

01

01 Arriving by Zodiac®, Boo Islands, Indonesia
02 Indonesian boat
03 Canoe warrior performance, Western Papua

ASIA

            Diving Expedition*  
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ASIA

AGATS (ASMAT EXPEDITION), PAPUA, 
INDONESIA

Zodiacs® take us through this remote 
riverine, cruising along narrow 
waterways lined with the entwined 
branches of thick mangrove forests, 
home to dozens of species of parrots, 
lorikeets and other birds including the 
spectacular Bird of Paradise. As we 
make our way upstream, Asmat villagers 
– whooping and chanting in elaborate 
warrior gear and war paint – paddle 
vigorously toward us in dozens of 
intricately carved canoes. Asmat culture 
is noted for its remarkable ritual objects 
and the Asmat have one of the most 
renowned and vibrant woodcarving 
traditions in the Pacific.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

* Complimentary diving for pre-approved 
divers only.

03

02
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Sakaiminato
Sado Island

Kanazawa

Hiroshima

Hakodate

Noshiro

Pohang

Aomori

Otaru

KobeUlsan

Moji
Okayama

Miya-Jima

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Marvel at spectacular historical constructions
• Contemplate the solemn memorials of Hiroshima
• See how international cooperation has brought the Crested Ibises 

back from the brink of extinction
• Visit two of the “Three Famous Gardens” of Japan
• Photograph the scarlet “floating” Torii gate – one of “The Three 

Views of Japan”

OTARU TO KOBE
Silver Discoverer – 11 Days • Voyage 9620 • Dep. date: 02 SEP 2016

LAND OF THE RISING 
SUN & THE KINGDOM  
OF SILLA

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

SADO, JAPAN

Visit Tori Forest Park to see the successful 
“reintroduction” of Crested Ibises into Japan —  
a bird that was down to a total world population  
of 12 birds in 1981. At that time the last five wild 
ibises found in Japan were taken into captivity  
on Sado and Japan and China cooperated in a 
breeding programme. 

KANAZAWA, JAPAN

“Kenrokuen” is one of the most famous gardens  
in Japan. Located next to Kanazawa Castle, 
“Kenrokuen” is classified as “One of the Three 
Gardens of Japan”. Visit the Higashi Chaya Gai 
Geisha District, a National Cultural Asset.

SAKAIMINATO, JAPAN

Yasugi has the Adachi Museum of Art, a private 
museum that houses one of the finest collections  
of contemporary Japanese paintings, but also has 
a 165,000 square metre garden — with plants and 
rocks collected by the museum’s founder. 

ULSAN, SOUTH KOREA

The modern city of Gyeongju is often called “the 
museum without walls”, and its historical area is a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site. Here the southern 
part of Korea was first unified under the Silla 
Kingdom and many archaeological remains can be 
seen in the area. 

01

01 Brown Booby, Ishigaki-shima
02 Korakuen Garden, Okayama
03 Torii Gate, Miyajima Island

ASIA

 Wellness Expedition   Photography Expedition
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ASIA

MOJI, JAPAN

Hiraodai Limestone Plateau is Japan’s 
most representative karst plateau. 
Approaching the area, one could 
mistake the pure white limestone 
scattered throughout the landscape  
for sheep grazing in the grass. 

HIROSHIMA AND MIYA-JIMA, JAPAN

The Peace Memorial Museum surveys 
the history of Hiroshima and the advent 
of the nuclear bomb, focusing on the 
events of 6 August 1945 and the human 
suffering as a result of the bomb.

OKAYAMA, JAPAN

The “Korakuen” Garden was severely 
damaged by bombs in WWII but the 
descriptions and paintings from the  
Edo period permitted an exact 
reconstruction. Designed in the 
“Kaiyu”— style it’s one of the “Three 
Famous Gardens” of Japan and has 
been designated a “Special Scenic 
Location”.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

02

03
Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 9619 & 9620
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VOYAGES 2016

SILVER DISCOVERER – 120 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

14 MAR 14 9606  KOROR (PALAU) > Ngerekebesang Island > Sonsorol Island > Sorong > Pulau Ayu > Pulau Wayag > Teluk Alyui >  
Den Weg Islands (Teluk Berau) > Mac Cluer Gulf (Teluk Berau) > Pulau Gorong > Watubela Archipelago > Day at sea >  
Agats (Asmat Expedition)  > 2 Days at sea> DARWIN 

27 MAY 15 9613    DARWIN > Wurrumiyanga > Victoria Settlement > Galwin’ku (Elcho Island) > Day at sea > Thursday Island > Day at sea >  
Agats (Asmat Expedition)  > Day at sea > Pulau Gorong > Boo Islands > Teluk Alyui > Pulau Wayag > Day at sea >  
Sonsoral Island > KOROR (PALAU)

02 SEP 11 9620    OTARU > Hakodate > Aomori > Noshiro > Sado Island > Kanazawa > Sakaiminato > Pohang > Ulsan > Moji > Hiroshima >  
Miya-jima > Okayama > KOBE 

18 OCT 11 9623   BALIKPAPAN > Day at sea > Tanjun Wangi > Pasuruan > Sumenep > Kumai (Camp Leakey)  > Day at sea > Badas Islands >  
Bawal Island > Tioman Island > SINGAPORE

10 NOV 11 9624  SINGAPORE > Malacca > Penang > Langkawi > Ko Adang > Ko Rawi > Ko Similan > Kawthaung > Mergui Archipelago  >  
Ko Phra Tong > Krabi  > PHUKET

21 NOV 11 9625  PHUKET > Day at sea > Port Blair > Neil Islands > Havelock Island > Port Blair >Day at sea > Yangon  > Day at sea >  
Mergui Archipelago > Kawthaung > PHUKET

  Venetian Society  Overnight in Port  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Photography Expedition 

 Diving Expedition (for advanced divers approved prior to sailing)  Wellness Expedition

Visit Silversea.com/expeditions for details on all of our voyages. 

0201

01  Alfred Russel Wallace, ‘The “king” 
and the ”twelve wired” birds 
of paradise’, from The Malay 
Archipelago, 1890

02  Alfred Russel Wallace, ‘Remarkable 
beetles found at Simunjon, Borneo’, 
from The Malay Archipelago, 1890 

“The luxuriance of the vegetation and the greenness  
in spring and throughout the summer are so wonderful 
that the islands of the Japanese Archipelago might well 
be called the Emerald Isles.” 

ISABELLA BIRD BISHOP 

From the cherry blossoms of Japan to the lush tropical 
forests and sparkling, abundant reefs of Indonesia and 
Malaysia, re-discover the routes and experiences of 
early explorers of Asia. From Alexander Dalrymple 
(1737-1808), the Scottish geographer and leading 
champion of the 18th century theory of the existence of 
Terra Australis Incognita to the remarkable studies of 
Alfred Russel Wallace, the nineteenth-century father  
of “biogeography” whose research in the Malay 
Archipelago and development of the “Wallace line” 
helped to advance Darwin’s theory of evolution. 

Explore the historical engagement of science and 
trade in the region, from early Dutch expeditions to 
exploit the spice trade in the 16th century to the 
foundation of the Dutch East India Company, and 
subsequent explorations of the region by European 
travellers, including the independent lady traveller, 
writer and photographer, Isabella Bird Bishop and her 
remarkable access to the people and places of Japan, 
Korea and China over 100 years ago. 

ASIA

Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 9613 & 9612 (p.94)
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

DARWIN, AUSTRALIA

Kakadu & The Rock  
Embrace the spectacular natural 
beauty, history and landmarks of 
Australia during this unforgettable 
expedition. Discover the magic centre 
of the country from the comfort of the 
luxury tented camp. Kakadu is a 
biological wonderland, teeming with 
mammal, reptile, bird and insect life. 
There are nearly 60 species of mammal 
found here, and the flood plains are a 
paradise for waterbirds. The area also 
boasts the longest continuous surviving 
human culture in the world. 
Five nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9613

Six nights post-cruise: Voyage 9606

OTARU, JAPAN

Japan Then & Now 
The modern Japan of today has its  
roots in the mists of time. Travel from 
Tokyo to the former capital of Kyoto. 
Visit shrines dedicated to the two 
principle religions of Japan; centres  
of instruction and learning during the 
Nara and Heian periods. Finally, pay 
homage to the modern-day quest for 
world peace that is exemplified in the 
monuments of Hiroshima. 
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9620

Lake Akan & The Cranes of Kushiro  
Immerse yourself in the great natural of 
Hokkaido. Trek in Kushiro Marshland 
National Park. Two thousand spectacular 
varieties of animals and plants thrive 
here in Japan’s largest marshland,  
which supports the only population of 
endangered Japanese Cranes in Japan. 
Designated as a Special Natural Living 
Treasure, the endangered, Red-crested 
Cranes known as “Tancho-zuru” roam 
freely.
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9620

SINGAPORE

Cambodia & Angkor Wat 
Siem Reap is your gateway to the 
grandeur of the ancient Khmer.  
View the majesty of Angkor Wat rising 
from the silence of its jungle setting. 
Explore the mysteries of the royal city  
of Angkor Thom as well as the exquisite, 
but lesser known, Banteay Srei and 
Banteay Samre temples. 
Five nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9624

Four nights post-cruise: Voyage 9623

Mystical Myanmar  — NEW
As Myanmar finally emerges from 
isolation, now is the time to explore 
exotic and authentic sites.  The great 
Ayeyarwaddy River is the heartland of 
the country.  Spend several days in 
5-star luxury aboard the Sanctuary 
Ananda river boat as you visit pagodas 
and temples as well as villages seldom 
seen by western tourists.  Overnight in 
Yangon and see the modernization that 
has taken place in the largest cities. 
Eight nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9624

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Balikpapan, Indonesia
Sheraton Bandara (Jakarta)

Darwin, Australia
Hilton Hotel

Kobe, Japan
Hotel Okura Kobe

Koror, Palau
Palau Royal Hotel

Malé, 
The Pearl Hotel

Otaru, Japan
Hotel Nord

Phuket, Thailand
Katathani Beach Resort

Singapore
Shangri-La Hotel

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Balikapan, Indonesia 
Shangri-La Hotel (Jakarta)

Kobe, Japan
Ritz Carlton

Koror, Palau
Palau Pacific Hotel

Malé, Maldives
Taj Exotica Resort & Spa

Otaru, Japan
JR Tower Nikko (Sapporo)

Phuket, Thailand
Amanpuri Resort

Singapore
Shangri-La Hotel (Valley Wing)

ASIA

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Unleash your pioneering spirit. Hike through colourful terrain and spot the “upside 
down tree”, take a Zodiac® trip to the base of mighty cascading waterfalls and get 
close to Aboriginal rock art. Explore sub-Antarctic islands, the habitat of half a 
dozen penguin species. Seek out saltwater crocodiles and giant raptors. Beyond  
the usual tourist sights, experience the real, raw Australia and New Zealand.

AUSTRALIA &
NEW ZEALAND

86



Kununurra, Kimberley, Australia
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Expedition
Kimberley 

Coast

Selaru Island

Wyndham

Broome

Darwin

AUSTRALIA

Bungle Bungle

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS*:

• Witness the spectacular tidal change at Montgomery Reef
• Discover Kimberley’s ancient and mysterious rock art
• View King George’s towering twin falls plunging over  

260 feet (80 m)
• Complimentary flight over the Bungle Bungles
• Enjoy numerous nature walks and Zodiac® tours, which reveal 

stunning scenery, pristine beaches, and awe-inspiring landscapes 
throughout your Kimberley Expedition

DARWIN TO BROOME 
Silver Discoverer – 10 Days • Voyage 9607/9608/9609/9610/9611/9612 
Dep. date: 28 MAR • 07 APR • 17 APR • 27 APR • 7 MAY • 17 MAY 2016

THE KIMBERLEY – 
AUSTRALIA’S HIDDEN 
TREASURE

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

WYNDHAM, AUSTRALIA

Wyndham is our gateway to the breathtaking 
Bungle Bungle mountain range in Purnululu 
National Park, a World Heritage Site. For more than 
350 million years, nature has shaped geological 
formations of giant orange and black striped 
domes rising out of the ground, a landscape unlike 
anything you’ve ever seen.

KIMBERLEY COAST, AUSTRALIA 

A flexible itinerary allows us to take advantage  
of the different natural phenomena. Here are some 
of the places we may visit during our time in this 
wondrous region:

Talbot Bay (Horizontal Falls) 
The region’s tides of close to 36 feet (or nearly 11m) 
create an amazing spectacle. Depending on 
whether the tides are ebbing or flowing, we board our 
Zodiacs ® for an exhilarating ride through the falls. 

01

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

Optional Excursions

MITCHELL FALLS FLIGHT &  
HORIZONTAL FALLS SPEEDBOAT
For those wishing to explore the 
Kimberley’s vast interior, an optional 
helicopter flightseeing excursion to the 
Mitchell Falls – four tiers of waterfalls 
plunging into pools that flow out into 
the Mitchell River – can be arranged. 
An optional speedboat excursion* can 
also be arranged to the Horizontal 
Falls, described by David Attenborough 
as “one of the greatest natural wonders 
of the world“. 

This optional excursion may only be reserved and paid 
for onboard.

* Please note that highlights are subject to tidal activity
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AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

01 Raft Point landscape, Kimberley, Australia
02 King George Falls, Kimberley 
03 Aboriginal artwork at Raft Point

03

02

Montgomery Reef
Observe the amazing tidal changes that 
take place here. Timing of the tides is 
everything today — low tide reveals up 
to 13 feet (4m) of reef exposing a river 
that allows access to this amazing 
semi-submerged world. As the tide 
continues to ebb, we’re surrounded by 
cascading waterfalls up to 10 feet high 
(3m), an abundance of reef birds and 
every imaginable sea creature, 
including turtles, manta rays and, if 
we’re lucky, the elusive dugong.

Hunter River 
The Hunter River is home to an immense 
mangrove. Be sure to look for the image 
of the Indian Head in the soaring red 
sandstone cliffs as we set out in 
Zodiacs® to explore the narrow 
mangrove channels, watching for 
numerous bird species and keeping an 
eye out for the Crocodylus Porosous 
(saltwater crocodile).

King George River & Falls
At 260 feet (80m), the twin cascades are 
among the highest in Australia. We 
drop anchor at the mouth of the river 
and ride Zodiacs® up this waterway, 
weaving through an amazing landscape 
of near vertical red rock formations and 
a parade of wildlife.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description 
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Little Boydong Reef

Seven Spirit Bay

Bathurst Island

Ribbon Reefs

Balikpapan

Lizard Island

Pare Pare Kabaena

Kalabahi

Cairns

Palopo

Thursday Island

Galwin'ku

Darwin

AUSTRALIA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• See landscapes as varied as lagoons, coral reefs, forests, 
waterfalls, and more

• Experience first-class diving* and snorkelling to see spectacular 
marine life

• Enjoy discovering local cultures and learning about their crafts 
and customs

• Explore mystic Tana Toraja during an overland and overnight 
excursion

• Discover Aboriginal rock art

CAIRNS TO BALIKPAPAN
Silver Discoverer – 14 Days • Voyage 9622 • Dep. date: 04 OCT 2016

FROM DREAMTIME  
TO TANA TORAJA

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

LITTLE BOYNDONG REEF, GREAT BARRIER REEF 
MARINE PARK, AUSTRALIA

Little Boyndong is a secluded and uninhabited 
island, where the sea around the reef teems with 
life. A perfect spot for snorkelling or diving, you 
can also walk across the sandbanks at low tide. 

GALIWIN’KU, ELCHO ISLAND, AUSTRALIA

The community is now the largest Aboriginal 
community in north-east Arnhem Land. Different 
projects have been started in Galiwin’ku, but 
Aboriginal art is one of the most rewarding.  
During our morning ashore we will have a look  
at Aboriginal life and art. 

SEVEN SPIRIT BAY, GARIG GUNAK BARLU 
NATIONAL PARK, AUSTRALIA

The Garig Gunak Barlu National Park covers an  
area of 4,500 square kilometres and preserves 
dunes, marine life, sea grass meadows, sandy 
beaches, coastal grasslands, rainforests,  
swamps, mangroves, lagoons and coral reefs.

DARWIN, AUSTRALIA

Located in the heart of Darwin city, Crocosaurus 
Cove allows visitors a unique view of Australia’s 
iconic Saltwater Crocodiles, bringing together 
some of the largest Saltwater Crocodiles in 
Australia and boasting the world’s largest display 
of Australian reptiles. Barramundi, Sawfish &  
Whip rays can be seen in a 200,000 litre fresh  
water aquarium.

01

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

01 Bajo village, Sulawesi, Indonesia
02 Stony Coral Colony and soldierfish 
03 Great Barrier Reef, Australia

            Diving Expedition*   Wellness Expedition
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AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

BATHURST SLAND, AUSTRALIA

Art plays a large part of the Tiwi culture 
and your senses will be dazzled by the 
sheer brightness and brilliance as it 
surrounds you. Your hosts will walk 
around the small township of Nguiu  
with you. 

ALOR ISLAND, INDONESIA

The island is renowned for its unique 
Moko drum culture, bronze kettledrums 
that have been traced back to the 
Dongson culture of Vietnam. They are 
highly valued and still used as dowry 
throughout Alor. Visit the traditional, 
hilltop village of Takpala where we are 
welcomed by the Chief and enjoy a 
cultural performance of dancing and 
chanting.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

* Complimentary diving for pre-approved 
divers only. Subject to terms and conditions

03

02
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Auckland Islands

Macquarie Island Campbell Island

Milford Sound

The Snares

Adele Island

Ulva Island

Lyttelton
Kaikoura

Nelson

Dunedin

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Let the striking beauty of the peaks and waterfalls of Milford 
Sound and Dusky Sound take your breath away

• Celebrate a myriad of rare animals, such as the smallest dolphin in 
the world, the Fiordland Penguins, and endangered sea lions

• Spend two days discovering Macquarie Island, Australia’s 
Sub-Antarctic jewel

• Visit the New Zealand Sub-Antarctic Islands, described by the 
United Nations Environment Programme as “the most diverse and 
extensive of all Sub-Antarctic archipelagos”. All five-island groups 
were honoured with World Heritage status in 1998

• Look for some of the 126 bird species found in the Sub-Antarctic 
islands, of which five breed nowhere else in the world. See the 
Southern Royal Albatross, the Yellow-eyed Penguin and the New 
Zealand (Hooker) Sea Lion

DUNEDIN TO LYTTELTON
Silver Discoverer – 16 Days • Voyage 9601 • Dep. date: 03 JAN 2016

WILD  
NEW ZEALAND

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND

One of Dunedin’s landmarks is its Railway Station,  
a superb example of Victorian architecture. 
Heading out to the Otago Peninsula, you’ll be  
able to observe New Zealand Fur Seals and go 
past Spotted Shags colonies to see the world’s 
most rare penguins. 

MACQUARIE ISLAND, AUSTRALIA

We hope to visit a King Penguin colony of more 
than 200,000 pairs and see colonies of Rockhopper, 
Royal and Gentoo Penguins. We also hope to see 
some of the 72 species of birds including the 
Wandering, Black-browed, Grey-headed and 
Light-mantled Sooty Albatross.

ENDERBY ISLAND & AUCKLAND ISLAND,  
NEW ZEALAND

Under New Zealand’s ecological management,  
the rata forests are regenerating and there’s a 
resurgence of herbaceous plants. Enderby Island  
is also home to the rare Yellow-Eyed Penguin,  
New Zealand Bellbirds and Red-Crowned Parakeets, 
as well as the Southern Royal Albatross that nest on 
the plateau. Auckland Island has an abundance of 
Gibson’s Albatross and White-Capped Mollymawks. 
It’s also the primary breeding ground for the most 
rare and endangered sea lions in the world, the 
New Zealand (Hooker) sea lion, and the breeding 
ground for 30% of the world’s population of the 
Yellow-Eyed Penguin.

01

01 Bottlenose Dolphin and Zodiac®, Dusky Sound
02 Yellow-eyed Penguins and Silver Discoverer
03 Queen Charlotte Sound, New Zealand

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

 Birding Expedition
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AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

THE SNARES, NEW ZEALAND

The Snares remains one of the last near 
pristine areas in New Zealand. Using  
the fleet of Zodiacs® we go in search  
of some endemic bird species such  
as the Snares Crested Penguin.

NEW ZEALAND FIORDLAND 
NATIONAL PARK

Dusky Sound is a prime-breeding site 
for the Fiordland Penguins. Captain 
Cook visited this area in 1770 and a 
short walkway at Pickersgill Harbor 
allows you to stand at the exact spot 
where his ship Resolution had been 
moored.

KAIKOURA, NEW ZEALAND

Step into the rich culture of the Māori as 
you learn their history in the Kaikoura 
area from the Tangata Whenua, the 
people of the land.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

03

02
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VOYAGES 2016

SILVER DISCOVERER – 120 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

03 JAN 16 9601  DUNEDIN  > Ulva Island (Stewart Island) > Day at sea > Campbell Island > Day at sea > Macquarie Island  > Day at sea >  
Enderby Island & Auckland Island > The Snares > Cruising Milford & Dusky Sounds > Day at sea > Adele Island > Nelson >  
Kaikoura > LYTTELTON 

28 MAR 10 9607  DARWIN > Fursui (Selaru Island) > Day at sea > Wyndham > Cruise and explore Kimberley Coast (6 days) > BROOME 

07 APR 10 9608  BROOME > Cruise and explore Kimberley Coast (6 days) > Wyndham > Day at sea > Fursui (Selaru Island) > DARWIN 

17 APR 10 9609  DARWIN > Fursui (Selaru Island) > Day at sea > Wyndham > Cruise and explore Kimberley Coast (6 days) > BROOME 

27 APR 10 9610  BROOME > Cruise and explore Kimberley Coast (6 days) > Wyndham > Day at sea > Fursui (Selaru Island) > DARWIN 

07 MAY 10 9611  DARWIN > Fursui (Selaru Island) > Day at sea > Wyndham > Cruise and explore Kimberley Coast (6 days) > BROOME 

17 MAY 10 9612    BROOME > Cruise and explore Kimberley Coast (6 days) > Wyndham > Day at sea > Fursui (Selaru Island) > DARWIN 

04 OCT 14 9622 CAIRNS > Lizard Island > Ribbon Reef > Little Boydong Reef > Thursday Island > Day at sea > Galwin’Ku (Elcho Island) > Seven Spirit Bay >  
Bathurst Island (Tiwi Islands) > Darwin > Day at sea > Kalabahi (Takpala) > Kabaena > Palopo > Pare Pare > BALIKPAPAN 

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

“New Holland is a very large Tract of Land. It is not yet 
determined whether it is an island or a main Continent; 
but I am certain that it joyns [sic] neither to Asia, Africa, 
or America.” 

WILLIAM DAMPIER  

A land of rich colours and stunning contrasts, the 
Kimberley region is well-documented in the Collections 
of the Society. The early explorations of a reformed 
pirate, William Dampier, led to the first truly scientific 
mission funded by the British Government. His account 
of the voyage, A New Voyage Around the World 
(published in 1699) is rightly seen perhaps as the first 
true travel book. A sage figure, where Dampier was 
unable to explain or interpret what he saw, he recorded 
everything for posterity, for “better qualified persons 
who shall come after me” to the first explorations of 
George Grey and Franklin Lushington in the 1830s,  
the later expeditions of Alexander Forest and A.W. 
Canning and the exploration of the region’s diamond 
mining past.

Further south, the Australasian Antarctic Expedition 
(1911-14), led by Australian geologist Douglas Mawson, 
explored Macquarie Island and the Antipodes while en 
route to the continent of Antarctica. In a prelude to the 
extraordinary photographs he captured during the 
Endurance Expedition (1914-17), the Australian 
photographer Frank Hurley documented the expedition 
and the places it visited, honing his skills. 

01

Delve into the results of this expedition’s discoveries, 
and explore the accounts of earlier nineteenth-century 
whaling, sealing and exploratory voyages, including 
those of Dumont D’Urville in 1839 and polar explorer 
James Clark Ross, and learn more about the history 
behind the naming of islands in the Sub-Antarctic.

01  Algernon Talmage, The founding  
of Australia at Sydney Cove, 1788

  Venetian Society  Overnight in Port  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Optional Shore Excursions available for purchase

Birding Expedition  Diving Expedition (for advanced divers approved prior to sailing)  Photography Expedition  Wellness Expedition

Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 9612 & 9613 (p.84)

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Australia & New Zealand” for details on all of our voyages.
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

DARWIN, AUSTRALIA

Kakadu & The Rock
Embrace the spectacular natural 
beauty, history and landmarks of 
Australia during this unforgettable 
expedition. Discover the magic centre 
of the country from the comfort of the 
luxury tented camp. Kakadu is a 
biological wonderland, teeming with 
mammal, reptile, bird and insect life. 
There are nearly 60 species of mammal 
found here, and the flood plains are a 
paradise for waterbirds. The area also 
boasts the longest continuous surviving 
human culture in the world.
Five nights pre-cruise: Voyages 9607, 9609, 9611

Six nights post-cruise: Voyages 9608, 9610, 9612

DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND

South Island Glacier
Acquaint yourself with Christchurch 
where building continues apace 
following the devastating earthquake of 
2011. Then, take off on a thrilling 
flightseeing excursion to the Tasman 
Glacier, where your plane lands and you 
walk out on the glacier itself. Your final 
adventure provides the opportunity to 
see the glacier from a completely 
different perspective. Finish your 
adventure in Queenstown, a city with a 
distinctive alpine atmosphere.
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9601

BROOME, AUSTRALIA

Wines of the West
Margaret River has forged a reputation 
for making wines of balance and 
subtlety. Whether it’s due mainly to the 
climate and soils here, or whether it is 
down to the region’s isolation is a topic 
of some debate. But the full-throttle, 
super-ripe styles that can still be found 
in Barossa and Coonawarra rarely occur 
here. As in much else, when it comes to 
winemaking, Margaret River and 
Western Australia march to a slightly 
different beat. 
Five nights pre-cruise: Voyages 9608, 9610, 9612

CAIRNS, AUSTRALIA

The Great Barrier Reef & Ayers Rock
Contemplate the beauty of Ayers Rock 
and watch the ever-changing colours as 
the sun rises and sets over Uluru. Stay at 
the Longitude 131° luxury wilderness 
camp. Explore the Great Barrier Reef 
aboard a luxury sailing catamaran.
Six nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9622

01 Tasman Glacier, New Zealand

01

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Balikpapan, Indonesia
Sheraton, Bandara (Jakarta)

Broome, Australia
Hyatt Regency (Perth)

Cairns, Australia
Hilton Hotel

Darwin, Australia
Hilton Hotel

Dunedin, New Zealand
Scenic Hotel

Lyttelton, New Zealand
Novotel (Christchurch)

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Balikpapan, Indonesia
Shangri-La Hotel (Jakarta)

Broome, Australia
Pan Pacific Hotel (Perth)

Cairns, Australia
Shangri-La Hotel

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Panama, Ecuador and Colombia will enrich and excite you. Watch “water 
elevators” lift our ship way above sea level. Trek through a tropical rainforest in 
search of tree sloths. Get close to Snow-bellied Hummingbirds and Black-headed 
Spider Monkeys. Visit an isolated jungle community and be feted with music and 
dancing. Amid intriguing places and people, savour enriching moments.

CENTRAL  
AMERICA
& CARIBBEAN

96



CENTRAL  
AMERICA
& CARIBBEAN

Peacock, Colombia
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Panama Canal Transit

Utria National Park

Darien Jungle

Isla de la Plata

Bahia Solano

Guayaquil

Machala

Colon

SOUTH
AMERICA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• See the largest Magnificent Frigatebird colony in the South Pacific
• Discover Colombia’s Pacific coast — special permission has been 

granted to visit Utria National Natural Park
• Walk along tropical rainforest paths in search of rare birds  

and tree sloths
• Take a local canoe or Zodiac® into the Darien Jungle to meet  

a remote Embera village community
• Transit the Panama Canal during daytime

COLON TO GUAYAQUIL
Silver Explorer – 8 Days • Voyage 7624 • Dep. date: 23 OCT 2016

RAINFOREST 
CULTURE & NATURAL 
ECOSYSTEMS

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

PANAMA CANAL, PANAMA   

The Panama Canal is an engineering marvel 
connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.  
Three sets of locks work as water elevators lifting 
ships to the level of Gatun Lake, 85 feet (26 metres) 
above sea level, and later lowering them again to 
sea level on the other side. 

BAY OF SAN MIGUEL, DARIEN JUNGLE, PANAMA

We’ll explore this pristine, seldom visited area by 
Zodiac® or local canoe, navigating up the tidal 
Mogue River. At the conclusion of our river 
adventure, we’ll hear the sound of distant drums 
welcoming us to the remote Embera Village.  
The Darien Jungle is rarely visited by outsiders 
(fewer than 1,000 tourists visit each year), and the 
Embera are one of several indigenous groups  
that live in relative isolation. 

UTRIA NATIONAL NATURAL PARK, COLOMBIA

Our explorations of the Colombian Pacific coast 
continue with a visit to Utria National Natural Park. 
From coral reefs and mangroves to the marine 
environment, tropical rainforest and rocky beaches 
where sea turtles come to lay their eggs, few places 
in the world encompass the diversity of Utria’s 
ecosystems. The Expedition Team will offer a 
choice of trail hikes.

ISLA DE LA PLATA, ECUADOR

The island’s name was derived from the legend  
of swashbuckling pirate Sir Francis Drake’s buried 
silver treasure. Best known for its fauna, which is 
amazingly similar to that of the Galápagos Islands, 
Isla de la Plata is a delightful place for birding, 
photography and long nature walks. 

01

01 Darien Jungle, Panama
02 Zodiac® cruise, Panama
03 Darien Jungle, Panama
04 White-headed Capuchin, Colombia

CENTRAL AMERICA & CARIBBEAN
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04

CENTRAL AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

MACHALA, ECUADOR

Opposite Machala is Jambeli Island, 
with its sun-drenched beaches and 
mangrove forests, Isla del Amor  
(the “Island of Love”), an ecological 
island where pelicans, frigatebirds,  
and egrets nest; Santa Clara, a refuge 
for seabirds, such as Blue-footed 
Boobies, frigatebirds and pelicans,  
is further out to sea — and even whales 
and dolphins can still be seen in Santa 
Clara’s vicinity in October.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

02

03 04
Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 8639 & 7624
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“Humboldt stirred in me a burning zeal to add even  
the most humble contribution to the noble structure  
of natural science.” 

CHARLES DARWIN  

From the extraordinary experiences of the Scottish 
settlement of Darien in the 18th century – which 
effectively bankrupted the Scottish nation leading  
to union with England – to the later plans for the new 
Panama Canal, explore the rich history of travel and 
exploration in this region.

In 1799, Alexander von Humboldt – inventor, geologist, 
botanist and meteorologist – began an epic five-and-a-
half-year expedition, accompanied by the French 
botanist Aimé Bonpland, including his journey through 
Colombia. As then part of the Spanish empire, the 
country’s borders were closed to foreigners and its 
interiors almost completely unexplored. 

02

Von Humboldt’s enterprise earned him the epithet  
of “a second Columbus” and the expedition came  
to be known as, “the scientific discovery of America” 
and he became a direct and passionate influence  
on the later work of Charles Darwin. 

01  H.H. Johnston, A road outwards - 
the country, 1908-1909 

02  Joseph Brown, Taking chocolate  
in Colombia, 1840

01

SILVER EXPLORER – 132 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

23 OCT 8    7624   COLÓN > Transit the Panama Canal > Darién Jungle > Bahia Solano > Utria National Park (Nuqui Harbor)  > Day at sea >  
Isla de la Plata > Machala > GUAYAQUIL

  Venetian Society  Overnight in Port  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures 

CENTRAL AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Central America & Caribbean” for details on all of our voyages.
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR

Devil’s Nose Andean Adventure
Travel along the famed Avenue of the 
Volcanoes to Cotopaxi National Park 
and the heartland of Ecuador. Take a 
thrilling ride on the train called the 
Devil’s Nose — a series of steep 
switchbacks that descend nearly 500 
meters in 12 kilometers. Visit Cuenca, 
designated as a World Heritage Site, 
and considered one of the most 
beautiful cities in Ecuador. 
Five nights post-cruise: Voyage 7624

Machu Picchu Grande Explorer
Enjoy a journey to Machu Picchu aboard 
the legendary Hiram Bingham, one of 
the top 10 rail journeys in the world. 
Travel in luxury in exquisitely and 
meticulously restored Pullman cars and 
enjoy brunch with live music as you 
travel through the dramatic Andean 
scenery of the Urubamba Valley. Stay 
overnight at the famed Sanctuary 
Lodge, the only hotel adjacent to 
Machu Picchu, allowing you to spend 
additional time to explore the ancient 
Inca citadel with fewer tourists. 
Three nights post-cruise: Voyage 7624

Amazon Explorer 
Pygmy marmosets, howler monkeys, 
toucans — the lowland forests of Peru’s 
Amazon Basin offer some of the most 
exceptional wildlife viewing 
opportunities on the planet. Journey to 
a destination where few travellers have 
set foot. Travel in all-suite luxury aboard 
M/V Aria, dining on perhaps the finest 
Amazonian-Peruvian gourmet cuisine 
on the river. Learn about this amazing 
ecosystem from expert naturalists as 
you cruise through wild lands of 
unsurpassed beauty. This adventure 
also includes an overnight stay and  
tour of Lima, Peru’s colonial capital.
Six nights post-cruise: Voyage 7624

01 Pisac Market, near Cusco
02 Cotopaxi volcano, Quito, Ecuador
03 M/V Aria, Amazon River

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Colon, Panama
InterContinental Miramar

Guayaquil, Ecuador
Oro Verde Hotel

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Guayaquil, Ecuador
Oro Verde Hotel (Club Rooms)

CENTRAL AMERICA & CARIBBEAN

03

02

01

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



In 1732 the Russian Tsar sent an expedition to find a land bridge between 
continents. Now it’s your turn. Cruise along a chain of volcanic islands, 
sighting hot springs, volcanoes and geysers. Landing on boggy terrain 
and shingle spits, seek out waders such as the Red-necked Stint and Pacific 
Golden Plover. Hike through wetlands and tundra carpeted with wild flowers. 
Find your own route to adventure.

RUSSIAN  
FAR EAST
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Zodiac® birdwatching, Chirpoy Island, Russia
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Petropavlovsk

Geographic Harbor

Yankicha Island

Semidi

Atlasova Island

Kukak Bay

Korsakov

Seward

Otaru

Matua Island
Attu Island

Dutch Harbor

Seguam Island

Unga Village

Atka Island

Tyuleniy Island

Shumshu Island

Chirpoy Island

Chignik

Kiska Harbor

PACIFIC
OCEAN

NORTH
AMERICA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Marvel at spectacular natural landscapes, pristine tundra  
and massive volcanoes

• Travel along the historic routes of explorers and traders
• Be on the lookout for rare wildlife including the western grey 

whale and Steller sea lion
• Photograph a variety of wildlife including walrus, fur seal, otter,  

red fox and the enormous Kamchatka Brown Bear
• Cruise and explore by Zodiac®, watching for walrus haul-outs  

and sea otters at play in the surrounding waters

SEWARD TO OTARU 
Silver Discoverer – 16 Days • Voyage 9619 • Dep. date: 16 AUG 2016

ACROSS  
THE BERING SEA

 Birding Expedition   Photography Expedition

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

GEOGRAPHIC HARBOR, KATMAI NATIONAL PARK, 
ALASKA   

Kukak Bay is well known for its concentration of 
bears and the salmon on which they feed, and this 
is one of the prime areas in this region for bear 
viewing.

SEMIDI ISLANDS, ALASKA   

This nearly uninhabited archipelago is home to 
some of the largest populations of native and 
undisturbed wildlife in the United States. There are 
2.5 million birds here, almost half the breeding 
seabirds of the Alaska Peninsula. You’ll find huge 
numbers of Horned Puffins, Northern Fulmars and 
jaegers, and over a million murres.

UNGA VILLAGE, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS, ALASKA    

Explore this Aleutian settlement, abandoned in the 
1960’s. Great Horned Owls nest near the church. 
During a Zodiac®-cruise in the bay kittiwakes, 
Double-crested and Pelagic Cormorants, as well as 
good numbers of Common Murres and Tufted 
Puffins can be seen.

SIRIUS POINT, ALASKA    

We intend to do a Zodiac® tour along the cliffs of 
Sirius Point, which can only be described as 
“magical“. We search for Least and Crested 
Auklets, Peregrine Falcons and Laysan and 
Black-footed Albatrosses, all the while keeping an 
eye open for the Sperm Whales that frequent the 
area.

01

01 Hiking above Yankicha, Kuril Islands
02 Tymlat Village, Kamchatka 
03 Orthodox Church in Petropavlosk 

RUSSIAN FAR EAST
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RUSSIAN FAR EAST

03

04

02

PETROPAVLOVSK-KAMCHATSKY, 
RUSSIA   

It’s the only major city on the peninsula 
and one of the oldest. Petropavlovsk  
is also the scientific and cultural centre 
of the region, and today we’ll see why  
as local guides take us on a comprehensive 
tour including the museum of ethnography 
and natural history, the art school and 
the gold-domed Russian Orthodox 
Cathedral.

MATUA ISLAND, RUSSIA 

Matua is home to one of the Kuril’s  
most active volcanoes, with more than 
14 documented eruptions in the past 
250 years. Learn about the Japanese 
military base that was set up here 
during WWII and how the Japanese 
used to capture geothermal heat from 
the volcano to keep the runway open 
during winter. 

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 9619 & 9620
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“We have only come to America to take water to Asia.” 

GEORG WILHELM STELLER  

A land of dramatic volcanic activity and remarkable 
wildlife, the Russian Far East is documented in the 
Collections of the Royal Geographical Society (with IBG) 
through historic early maps and charts, some of the 
earliest documentary photographs of the region, and in 
Russian language journals and other documents which 
can only be found in Helsinki, St. Petersburg, and at the 
Society’s London home.

03

Explore the work of Danish-born navigator Vitus 
Bering (the first European scientific explorer of 
Siberia), whose work was inspired and sponsored by 
Peter the Great and later by Czarina Catherine the 
First. Later, celebrate the important scientific expedition 
of 18th century French explorer Lapérouse, whose 1786 
voyage was the first European scientific expedition to 
explore the Sea of Okhotsk. From this remarkable and 
isolated land of rugged beauty, much has been learnt 
that enhances our knowledge of geography, science 
and cultural history over the past 300 years; the Society’s 
Collections provide a unique window onto the work of 
these early travellers and their expeditions for a 
modern audience.

01  Philip Franz von Siebold, ‘Krapto 
[Sakhalin]’ from Archiv zur 
Beschreibung von Japan, 1852

02  Lucien M. Turner, ‘Leucosticte 
Griseinucha’ from Contributions to 
the Natural history of Alaska, 1886

03  Stepan Petrovich Krasheninnikov, 
“Beschreibung des Landes 
Kamtschatka”, 1766

02

SILVER DISCOVERER – 120 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

16 AUG 16 9619   SEWARD > Kukak Bay > Amalik Bay (Geographic Harbor) > Semidi Islands > Chignik > Unga Village > Dutch Harbor >  
Chagulak Island > Seguam Island > Atka Island > Kiska > Attu Island > Cross International Date line (lose a day) > Day at sea > 
Petropavlovsk (Kamchatsky) > Shumshu Island > Atlasova Island > Matua Island > Yankicha Island > Chirpoy Island >  
Tyuleniy Island > Korsakov > OTARU 

  Venetian Society  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures Birding Expedition  Photography Expedition 

RUSSIAN FAR EAST

01

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Russian Far East” for details on all of our voyages.
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

OTARU, JAPAN

Japan Then & Now
The modern Japan of today has its roots 
in the mists of time. Travel from the 
Tokyo to the former capital of Kyoto. 
Visit shrines dedicated to the two 
principle religions of Japan; centres of 
instruction and learning during the Nara 
and Heian periods. Finally, pay homage 
to the modern-day quest for world 
peace that is exemplified in the 
monuments of Hiroshima.
Three nights post-cruise: Voyage 9619

Lake Akan & The Cranes of Kushiro
Immerse yourself in the great natural 
sites of Hokkaido. Trek in Kushiro 
Marshland National Park. Two thousand 
spectacular varieties of animals and 
plants thrive here in Japan’s largest 
marshland, which supports the only 
population of endangered Japanese 
cranes in Japan. Designated as a 
Special Natural Living Treasure, the 
endangered Red-crowned Cranes 
known as “Tancho-zuru” roam freely  
in a beautiful reserve dedicated to their 
preservation.
Three nights post-cruise: Voyage 9619

SEWARD, ALASKA

Denali by Air  
Explore Denali National Park from  
an eagle’s perspective; ride the rails 
with Deluxe Dome Railcar service; 
participate in a guided Tundra Wilderness 
Tour; visit the home of a four-time 
Iditarod champion — all while the 
verdant scenery of South Central 
Alaska stretches out before you.
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9619

Denali — The Summit of North America
Enjoy a train ride on the famous Alaska 
Railroad to Denali National Park, a four 
million acre wildlife refuge surrounding 
Mount McKinley, the tallest mountain in 
North America. The park is home to an 
abundance of wildlife including bears, 
caribou, Dall sheep, gray wolves and 
moose. Your full day, fully narrated 
Tundra Wildlife Tour ventures deep into 
the park in search of wildlife. On your 
way back to Anchorage, stop for an 
exclusive experience at the home of 
four-time Iditarod Champion Martin 
Buser to learn about the Last Great Race 
and the wonderful champion dogs he 
raises and trains for mushing.
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9619

01 Kyoto Shrine 
02 Denali National Park

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Otaru, Japan
Hotel Nord

Seward, Alaska
Captain Cook Hotel  

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay 
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Otaru, Japan
JR Tower Sapporo  

RUSSIAN FAR EAST

02

01

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Explore the past and embrace the beauty of the present. Visit the burial site of 
the king slain by Macbeth and take Zodiac® cruises to see kittiwakes, puffins and 
guillemots. Step onto the fabled Giant’s Causeway and row a kayak below the 
steep walls and torrential waterfalls of a World Heritage listed fjord. Amid 
living history and timeless landscapes, learn how our past shapes our present.

NORTHERN  
EUROPE &  
BRITISH ISLES
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NORTHERN  
EUROPE &  
BRITISH ISLES

Mont Saint-Michel, Normandy, France
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Portsmouth
St. Peter Port

Lisbon

Saint Malo

Bordeaux

Cies Islands

Leixões

BilbaoVigo

ATLANTIC OCEAN EUROPE

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Visit UNESCO World Heritage Sites
• Explore the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao
• Savour France’s Bordeaux wine region
• Wander amidst beautiful subtropical gardens in the  

Channel Islands
• Take part in culinary events aboard and ashore

LISBON TO PORTSMOUTH
Silver Explorer – 10 Days • Voyage 7608 • Dep. date: 29 APR 2016

VINTAGE EUROPE

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

OPORTO, PORTUGAL   

Our day in Oporto would not be complete without 
a visit to a well-known wine cellar for a taste of 
some world-famous port wine 

CÍES ISLANDS, GALICIA, SPAIN   

Cíes Islands — a true natural paradise of 
exceptional ecological interest. Here we will  
go ashore by Zodiac® together with our local 
guides to explore the cliffs of these three islands. 
Once well known as a hideout for pirates, the area 
is now a nature reserve and home to over 15,000 
nesting seabirds.

BILBAO, SPAIN   

The Guggenheim Museum of Modern Art is one of 
Frank Gehry’s masterpieces in flowing titanium and 
limestone, with sail-like shapes echoing Bilbao’s 
maritime heritage. The Museum in itself is a piece 
of art and we will enjoy a specially guided visit.

BORDEAUX, FRANCE   

Having explored the historical sights of Bordeaux 
during our first day we then turn to the culinary 
highlights the following day including lunch at  
2 Michelin-starred Relais & Châteaux Cordeillan-
Bages. UNESCO has accepted the French 
gastronomic meal as an intangible cultural world 
heritage — and Silversea, in conjunction with Relais 
& Châteaux, has the pleasure of drawing circles  
of family and friends closer together through a 
memorable meal in a historical setting.

ST. PETER PORT, GUERNSEY,  
CHANNEL ISLANDS   

Visit Guernsey’s lovely Sausmarez Manor for a 
deliciously quintessential English tea party. Enjoy  
a guided tour around the house and subtropical 
gardens, which are the delightfully informal setting 
for the enviable collection of over 200 sculptures 
from over 90 international artists and the largest 
display of sculptures for sale in Britain. 

01

NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

 Culinary Expedition
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01 Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao
02 Saint-Malo, France
03 Saint-Émilion, Bordeaux, France 
04 Guernsey, UK  

NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

SAINT-MALO, FRANCE   

Visit legendary Mont-Saint-Michel, the 
spectacular granite tidal island, situated 
on the border between Normandy and 
Brittany or visit the Bretagne region on  
a culinary expedition that would not  
be complete without tasting oysters  
or crêpes.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

02

03 04
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Lerwick

GreenockPortrush
Church Bay

Leith

Iona

Noss

St. Kilda

Isle of Rum
Duart

Kirkwall

Stornoway

Portree

Armadale

Oban

Lunga

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Visit UNESCO World Heritage Sites
• Visit Iona Abbey, birthplace of Christendom in Scotland
• Observe a variety of seabirds (guillemots, puffins, kittiwakes  

and others) ashore or from our Zodiacs®

• Visit ancient and historic religious sites and churches
• Experience the Giant’s Causeway

LEITH TO GREENOCK
Silver Explorer – 10 Days • Voyage 7610 • Dep. date: 21 MAY 2016

TRADITIONAL 
SCOTLAND

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

KIRKWALL, ORKNEY ISLANDS   

The main island hosts one of Scotland’s five 
UNESCO World Heritage Sites: the Heart of 
Neolithic Orkney. This includes the breathtaking 
Standing Stones of Stenness.

ISLE OF NOSS, SHETLAND, SCOTLAND   

Exploring via Zodiacs®, your Expedition staff will 
point out gannets, puffins, guillemots, shags, 
kittiwakes, razorbills, fulmars and great skuas. 
Recognised as a National Nature Reserve since 
1955, the Isle of Noss has one of Europe’s largest 
and most diverse seabird colonies.

STORNOWAY, ISLES OF LEWIS, SCOTLAND   

The Callanish Standing Stones are one of the  
most significant and important megalithic 
complexes in Europe. 

04

NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

01

 Birding Expedition
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01 Iona Island, Scotland, UK
02 Duart Castle, Scotland, UK
03 Northern Gannet
04 The Bay of St. Kilda, Scotland, UK

ST. KILDA, OUTER HEBRIDES, SCOTLAND   

St. Kilda is one of the few places in the 
world to have received dual World 
Heritage Status from UNESCO in 
recognition of its Natural Heritage and 
cultural significance.

ARMADALE BAY, ISLE OF SKYE, 
SCOTLAND   

At Clan Donald Skye, visit the award-
winning museum or walk round the 
grounds, visiting some of the 40 acres 
of impressive gardens and taking in 
some of the woodland walks. You will 
also be able to see the stunning ruins  
of Armadale Castle, the seat of the 
MacDonalds.

DUART CASTLE, ISLE OF MULL, 
SCOTLAND   

Land in Duart Bay with our Zodiacs®  
to visit one of the most spectacular  
and unique sites on the West Coast of 
Scotland, Duart Castle, standing on a 
crag at the end of the peninsula jutting 
out into the Sound of Mull, and lying at 
the intersection of the Sound of Mull, 
Loch Linne and the Firth of Lorne.

IONA ISLAND, SCOTLAND   

Early Christianity spread through 
northern Britain from this remote island 
community. Forty-eight Kings of 
Scotland are buried here, including 
Duncan, Macbeth’s victim. 

NORTHERN IRELAND   

The rambling ruins of the 17th-century 
Dunluce Castle, with its towers and 
gables cling precariously to a black 
basalt crag, and are dramatically 
surrounded by terrifyingly steep drops. 
Experience the Giant’s Causeway 
— one of Northern Ireland’s most 
famous landmarks. 

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a 
full day by day itinerary description

04

03

02
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“Wits are needed for those who travel widely —  
anything will do at home.” 

HAVAMAL  

From the remote corners of the British Isles come tales 
of early travellers, including Dr. Johnson and James 
Boswell, whose journey through the Western Isles is 
documented in the remarkable 16th century maps of 
Iona and the Isle of Mull by Herman Moll; a safe haven, 
Mull’s Tobermory harbor is thought to have been the 
resting place of one of the ships from Spain’s Armada 
which was blown off course following the famous battle 
against Queen Elizabeth I’s Navy led by Sir Francis 
Drake in 1588. Visited in 1847 by Queen Victoria and her 
husband Prince Albert, the Hebrides reinforced the 
royal couple’s love of the Scottish Highlands. 02

Next, discover the coasts and fjords of Norway, the 
haunt of explorers, trappers, and traders over several 
centuries. More recent highlights include the treasure 
trove of 20th century expedition reports held at the 
Society, which includes reports from a number of 
expeditions to Norway, Svalbard and Northern 
Europe from the 1960s onwards.

Turning to northern France, as part of its extensive 
Map Collection the Society holds a rich archive of 
mapping relating to the First World War, from the 
trenches of northern France and Belgium to the  
many theatres of war across the globe.

01  Herman Moll, Section showing the 
Giant’s Causeway, 1732

02  Sir Richard Colt Hoare, Caernarvon, 
1806

01

SILVER EXPLORER – 132 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

29 APR 10 7608   LISBON > Leixões > Vigo > Cies Islands > Day at sea > Bilbao > Bordeaux  > Day at sea > St. Peter Port >  
Saint-Malo  > PORTSMOUTH

21 MAY 10 7610   LEITH > Kirkwall > Lerwick > Isle of Noss > Stornoway > St. Kilda > Portree > Armadale > Isle of Rum > Duart > Oban > Iona >  
Lunga > Church Bay (Rathlin Island) > Portrush> GREENOCK

31 MAY 11 7611 GREENOCK > Iona > Lunga > St. Kilda > Loch Ewe > Stromness > Lerwick > Noss > Olden > Cruising Storfjord and Sunnylvsfjord >  
Geiranger > Kristiansund > Thorgatten > Vega Archipelago > Leknes > Cruising Trolfjord > TROMSØ

  Venetian Society  Overnight in Port  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures 

 Wine Series Birding Expedition  Culinary Expedition  Photography Expedition 

NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Northern Europe & British Isles” for details on all of our voyages.
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

PORTSMOUTH, UK

English Manor Retreat 

Revel in the pastoral tranquility of a 
unique hotel — a refined retreat with 
more than a few surprises. Set in 240 
acres of picturesque parkland on the 
borders of Windsor Great Park, 
Coworth Park blends the warmth and 
comfort of a traditional country house 
hotel with an eccentric spirit that is 
undeniably English and irrefutably 
modern.
Two nights post-cruise: Voyage 7608

Manors of Ireland 
Explore the Victorian Muckross House 
and the gardens at Powerscourt 
Demesne. Stay at the exquisite Relais  
& Châteaux Sheen Falls Lodge, 
Marlfield House and The Merrion,  
one of Dublin’s most luxurious hotels.
Four nights post-cruise: Voyage 7608

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Greenock, United Kingdom
The Grand Central Hotel

Leith, United Kingdom
The Glasshouse Hotel

Lisbon, Portugal
InterContinental Lisbon

Portsmouth, United Kingdom
Conrad London St. James

Tromsø, Norway
Radisson Blu Scandinavia (Oslo)

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Leith, United Kingdom
The Caledonian

Lisbon, Portugal
Ritz Four Seasons 

Portsmouth, United Kingdom
Claridges (London)

Tromsø, Norway
Grand Hotel (Oslo)

NORTHERN EUROPE & BRITISH ISLES

01 Summertime at Coworth Park
02 A Taste of the Ring of Kerry
03 The Summer Room, Coworth Park

03

02

01

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Many travellers visit museums, yet very few will set foot on this unique living 
museum of natural history. Few will descend into natural lava tunnels or spot 
rare creatures with no fear of predators. Hardly any will encounter Darwin 
finches, giant tortoises or the Flightless Cormorant. Join the few. Experience 
the wonder of stepping ashore on Darwin’s ‘ little world within itself ’.

GALÁPAGOS

Lava lizard, Fernandina Island
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Wizard Hill

Playa Espumilla

Estacion åDarwin
Bahia Elizabeth

Caleta Tagus

Galapaguera

Baltra
Bartolome

Punta Cormorant

Post Office Bay

Punta Vicente Roca

Los Gemelos
Punta Espinoza

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Swim with green sea turtles, sea lions and manta rays
• Encounter the largest colony of Marine Iguanas
• Watch for a unique species of Flightless Cormorant
• Visit one of the most volcanically active places on Earth
• Observe giant tortoises and sea lion colonies
• Snorkel with penguins

BALTRA TO BALTRA 
Silver Galapagos – 7 Days • Voyage 8602 to 8649

WESTERN 
ITINERARIES

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

PLAYA ESPUMILLA, SANTIAGO, GALÁPAGOS 

Beautiful Espumilla Beach is an important nesting 
site for the East Pacific Green Sea Turtle. We’ll walk 
through the arid vegetation zone of the interior 
where we’ll see the largest Palo Santo trees in the 
Galápagos, the perfect habitat for several species 
of Darwin’s finches. 

PUNTA ESPINOZA, FERNANDINA, GALÁPAGOS

The largest colony of Marine Iguanas in the 
Galápagos can be seen sunning on the black  
lava shores of Punta Espinoza. One of the most 
pristine islands in the world, Fernandina hosts  
an impressive array of wildlife including sea lions, 
colourful Sally Light-Foot Crabs and the rare 
endemic Flightless Cormorant. 

CALETA TAGUS, ISABELA, GALÁPAGOS

A short cruise across the Bolivar Strait brings us  
to Tagus Cove on Isabela Island. Yellow Warblers 
and Galápagos Mockingbirds may escort our hike 
between Palo Santos and Yellow Cordias, passing 
the briny Darwin’s Crater Lake along the way.  
Join the snorkelling tour to look for penguins, 
cormorants and the shy Brown Noddy Tern  
along the sheltered cliffs. 

PUNTA CORMORANT, FLOREANA, GALÁPAGOS

Punta Cormoránt is one of the most interesting 
sites in the islands. We’ll learn about the formation 
of beaches as we land on the olive-green sand and 
walk to Flour Beach, a favourite nesting site for 
Green Sea Turtles. 

01

01 Sea lions, Galápagos Islands
02 Nazca Boobies
03 Snorkelling with sea lion

GALÁPAGOS

 Birding Expedition
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GALAPAGUERA CERRO COLORADO, 
SAN CRISTÓBAL, GALÁPAGOS

The most emblematic animal in the 
archipelago is the Galápagos Giant 
Tortoise. Over-hunting and competition 
with introduced animals left its numbers 
close to extinction. Nonetheless, since 
the late 1950s, the tenacious work of the 
Galápagos National Park Service 
rangers and the scientists of the Charles 
Darwin Research Station has been 
bringing those numbers back. 

LOS GEMELOS, SANTA CRUZ, GALÁPAGOS

The second largest island in the 
archipelago is home to both the largest 
human settlement and the second 
largest wild tortoise population.  
There’s a good chance to spot land 
birds, especially one of the rare and 
endemic Galápagos Martins.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description 

03

02

GALÁPAGOS

All inclusive  
GALÁPAGOS EXPERIENCE: 
Now including flights, hotels, transfers 
and more on all voyages aboard Silver 
Galapagos. See page 123 for details.

Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 8639 & 7624
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Seymour Norte

El Eden, Santa Cruz

Bahia Sullivan

Bahia Darwin

Punta Suarez Gardner Bay

El Barranco

Punta Pitt

Rábida

Baltra

Galapaguera Cerro Colorado
Estacion Darwin & Puerto Ayora

Plazas Sur

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Observe sea lion families and the famed giant tortoises
• Admire Red-footed, Blue-footed and Nazca Boobies  

on one island (Genovesa)
• Find corals and bones on raised North Seymour Island
• Explore natural underground lava tunnels and hike  

across lava flows
• Climb Prince Philip’s Steps through a thriving seabird colony
• See the Waved Albatross (in season — April to December)

BALTRA TO BALTRA 
Silver Galapagos – 7 Days • Voyage 8601 to 8650 

NORTH CENTRAL
ITINERARIES

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

BAHÍA DARWIN, GENOVESA ISLAND, 
GALÁPAGOS

Take a walk on the sandy beach of Darwin Bay, 
home to one of the world’s largest Red-footed 
Booby nesting colonies. Yellow-crowned Night 
Herons feed near tidal lagoons, while hundreds  
of Swallow-tailed Gulls nest in the cliffs.

SULLIVAN BAY, SANTIAGO, GALÁPAGOS

See lava flows that are not much older than a 
hundred years. Here the very high temperature  
of the molten material, as well as its gas content, 
had caused the surface to be quite smooth.  

RABIDA, GALÁPAGOS

Here we can see Darwin’s finches, lava lizards  
and Galápagos Mockingbirds. Take a walk along 
the cliffs where the red rocks, green Palo Santo 
trees and blue turquoise sea create landscapes  
of stunning contrast.

EDEN ISLET, SANTA CRUZ, GALÁPAGOS

Eden is a small, eroded tuff cone and an excellent 
example of the unique geology of the Galápagos. 
It is home to Great Blue Herons, sea lions, and 
Blue-footed Boobies.

01

01 Swallow-tailed Gull, Bahia Darwin 
02 Galápagos Sea Lion
03 Galápagos Sally Lightfoot Crab
04 Waved Albatross

GALÁPAGOS

All inclusive  
GALÁPAGOS EXPERIENCE: 
Now including flights, hotels, transfers 
and more on all voyages aboard Silver 
Galapagos. 

See page 123 for details.

 Birding Expedition
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PUNTA PITT, SAN CRISTOBAL, 
GALÁPAGOS

San Cristóbal is one of the oldest 
islands in Galápagos and the well-
eroded landscape of Punta Pitt creates 
a dramatic landscape. We may see three 
species of boobies here — Red-footed, 
Blue-footed and Nazca, as well as both 
the Great and Magnificent Frigatebird.

THE FAUSTO LLERENA BREEDING 
CENTRE, SANTA CRUZ, GALÁPAGOS

At the breeding centre we’ll see 
dome-shaped and saddle-backed 
tortoises, as well as baby Giant 
Tortoises up to five years old that are 
waiting to be returned to their home 
island. There’s also an exhibit on 
Galápagos land iguanas. 

BAHÍA GARDNER, ESPAÑOLA, 
GALÁPAGOS

Relax on the white sands of this idyllic 
beach as the water laps gently in front  
of you. You may even spy some iguanas 
on the shore. Further out you can snorkel 
with large schools of colourful tropical 
fish and an occasional Manta Ray, while a 
Whitetip Shark naps on the bottom. The 
largest seabird to nest in the Islands, the 
Waved Galápagos Albatross, may be 
seen seasonally from April through 
December.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description 

GALÁPAGOS

Extend your expedition experience  
by combining Voyages 8640 & 7625

03

02

03 04
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VOYAGES 2016

BALTRA TO BALTRA — NORTH CENTRAL ITINERARY 
Aboard Silver Galapagos (100 Guests)
DATE DAYS  VOYAGE DATE DAYS VOYAGE

02 JAN 7 8601   02 JUL 7 8627   

16 JAN 7 8603   16 JUL 7 8629   

30 JAN 7 8605   30 JUL 7 8631   

13 FEB 7 8607   13 AUG 7 8633   

27 FEB 7 8609   27 AUG 7 8635   

12 MAR 7 8611   24 SEP 7 8637   

26 MAR 7 8613   08 OCT 7 8638   

09 APR 7 8615   22 OCT 7 8640   

23 APR 7 8617   05 NOV 7 8642   

07 MAY 7 8619   19 NOV 7 8644   

21 MAY 7 8621   03 DEC 7 8646   

04 JUN 7 8623   17 DEC 7 8648   

18 JUN 7 8625   31 DEC 7 8650   

  Venetian Society  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Birding Expedition

GALÁPAGOS

BALTRA TO BALTRA — WESTERN ITINERARY 
Aboard Silver Galapagos (100 Guests)
DATE DAYS  VOYAGE DATE DAYS VOYAGE

09 JAN 7 8602   09 JUL 7 8628   

23 JAN 7 8604   23 JUL 7 8630   

06 FEB 7 8606   06 AUG 7 8632   

20 FEB 7 8608   20 AUG 7 8634   

05 MAR 7 8610  03 SEP 7 8636   

19 MAR 7 8612   17 SEP 7 8636A    

02 APR 7 8614   01 OCT 7 8637A  

16 APR 7 8616   15 OCT 7 8639    

30 APR 7 8618   29 OCT 7 8641  

14 MAY 7 8620   12 NOV 7 8643   

28 MAY 7 8622   26 NOV 7 8645  

11 JUN 7 8624   10 DEC 7 8647   

25 JUN 7 8626   24 DEC 7 8649  

“It is not the strongest or the most intelligent who will 
survive but those who can best manage change.” 

CHARLES DARWIN  

Charles Darwin became a Fellow of the Royal 
Geographical Society, London in 1838 at the age  
of 29, two years after his return from the voyage of 
HMS Beagle. Darwin attended Society lectures and 
contributed to the Society’s Geographical Journal,  
also reviewing the content of articles submitted to  
the Society for publication. 

A frequent user of the Society’s Library following  
his circumnavigation, Darwin examined samples  
of Mastodon or Elephant tusk from Peru with the 
Society’s Librarian, and requested copies of charts 
from the Society’s collection relating to the western 
Pacific Ocean which he had visited during the voyage 
of HMS Beagle. Darwin was invited to join the 
governing Council of the Society in May 1840.  
He continued to make use of the Society’s library, 
requesting maps, books and charts to aid his scientific 
research work and often asking for particular items to 
be delivered for collection at his club, The Athenaeum 
in Pall Mall, or his home in Kent. 

Using the Society’s Galápagos-related items, today 
we are able to present some of the early influences on 
Darwin and his day-to-day work in the Islands, as well 
as highlighting some of the lesser-known figures 
associated with the archipelago, focusing on the work 
of Captain Fitzroy, the Captain of the Beagle and 
earlier characters, including William Ambrosia 
Cowley, the British buccaneer, who described the 
Galápagos as the “Enchanted Islands”.

01  Charles Darwin, The Beagle, 
“Journal of researches into the 
natural history“, 1890

01

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Galápagos”for details on all of our voyages. 
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

GUAYAQUIL & QUITO, ECUADOR

Machu Picchu Explorer
Enjoy the unmatched splendour of 
Machu Picchu, the glorious “Lost City  
of the Incas” and one of the “New Seven 
Wonders of the World”. Set high in the 
Peruvian Andes amidst craggy peaks 
and billowing clouds, this spectacular 
monument of human achievement lay 
undiscovered until 1911. Tours, 
overnights and flights from Lima to 
beautiful Cusco and stunning Quito, 
plus a scenic roundtrip journey in  
Peru’s Vistadome train are included  
in this unforgettable land programme. 
Four nights pre-cruise: All voyages

Three nights post-cruise: All voyages

Machu Picchu Grande Explorer
Similar to Machu Picchu Explorer,  
this enhanced land programme, 
however, features a journey to Machu 
Picchu aboard the legendary Hiram 
Bingham, one of the top ten rail 
journeys in the world. Travel in luxury in 
exquisitely and meticulously restored 
Pullman cars and enjoy brunch with live 
music as you travel through the 
dramatic Andean scenery of the 
Urubamba Valley. Stay overnight at the 
famed Sanctuary Lodge, the only hotel 
adjacent to Machu Picchu, allowing you 
to spend additional time to explore the 
ancient Inca citadel with fewer tourists. 
Four nights pre-cruise: All voyages

Three nights post-cruise: All voyages

Amazon Explorer 
Pygmy marmosets, howler monkeys, 
toucans — the lowland forests of Peru’s 
Amazon Basin offer some of the most 
exceptional wildlife viewing opportunities 
on the planet. Journey to a destination 
where few travellers have set foot. 
Travel in all-suite luxury aboard M/V 
Aria, dining on perhaps the finest 
Amazonian-Peruvian gourmet cuisine 
on the river. Learn about this amazing 
ecosystem from expert naturalists as 
you cruise through wild lands of 
unsurpassed beauty. This adventure 
also includes an overnight stay and tour 
of Lima, Peru’s colonial capital.
Six nights post-cruise: All voyages

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Extend your stay by adding additional 
nights or upgrade the Silver Shore 
Simply Hotel.

Guayaquil, Ecuador
Oro Verde Hotel

Quito, Ecuador
JW Marriott

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Guayaquil, Ecuador
Oro Verde Hotel (Club Room)

Quito, Ecuador
Casa Gangotena

GALÁPAGOS

ALL-INCLUSIVE  
SILVER GALAPAGOS 
PACKAGE:

• 7-day Galápagos Expedition 
cruise aboard Silver 
Galapagos

• Roundtrip economy flights 
between mainland Ecuador 
and the Galápagos Islands 
(Quito/Baltra and Baltra/
Guayaquil) 

• Two-night pre-cruise hotel 
stay with breakfast at the 
Quito JW Marriott

• Evening tour of Quito’s 
historic city highlights

• Post-cruise hotel day room at 
Hotel Oro Verde in Guayaquil 
(for guests with flights after 
10pm)

• Transfer from JW Marriott to 
the airport in Quito

• Transfer between the airport 
and Silver Galapagos in Baltra

• Transfer from the airport to 
the hotel in Guayaquil

• Transfer from Hotel Oro Verde 
to the airport in Guayaquil

01 Machu Picchu, Peru
01

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions
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Look beyond the white sands, swaying palms and crystalline waters of these South 
Pacific isles. Delve deeper. Discover multicoloured reef-fish, sea cucumbers, rays 
and sea turtles. Hike through pristine rainforest to a village in the crater of an 
extinct volcano and get to meet South Sea islanders partaking in the fascinating 
“Kula Ring”, described in Malinowski’s groundbreaking anthropological work 
“Argonauts of the Western Pacific”. Unravel the mysteries of these exotic islands.

MICRONESIA
MELANESIA
& POLYNESIA

Tufi Islands man, Papua New Guinea



MICRONESIA
MELANESIA
& POLYNESIA
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Deka Deka Island

Fergusson Island

Thursday Island

Tuam Island

Ribbon Reefs

Lizard Island

Murik Lakes

Dobu Island

Madang

Vanimo

Cairns

Koror

Tufi Islands

Samarai

Kopar Village

Stanley Island

AUSTRALIA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• See landscapes as varied as lagoons, coral reefs, forests, 
waterfalls, geysers and more

• Experience first-class diving and snorkelling to see spectacular 
marine life, as well as a number of WWII wrecks

• Enjoy discovering local tribes and learning about their local  
crafts and customs

• Observe indigenous flora and fauna that includes extraordinary 
marine life, flying foxes and the elusive bird of paradise

• Discover Aboriginal rock art

KOROR TO CAIRNS
Silver Discoverer – 14 Days • Voyage 9621 • Dep. date: 20 SEP 2016

PAPUA NEW GUINEA  
& THE CORAL SEA

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

MURIK LAKES AND KOPAR VILLAGE, SEPIK RIVER, 
PAPUA NEW GUINEA   

We’ll attempt to enter the lake passages using our 
fleet of inflatable Zodiacs®. At the small village of 
Karau a traditional Singsing will take place, with 
several groups singing and dancing almost 
simultaneously. Silver Discoverer will reposition  
to the Sepik River where we’ll navigate upriver for  
a scenic Zodiac® tour that will include a stop at 
Kopar, a small village at the mouth of the Sepik 
River. Our arrival here will also be heralded with  
a welcoming performance of song and dance. 

MADANG, PAPUA NEW GUINEA   

There are 34 sunken ships at Hansa Bay for our 
divers to explore. We will also visit Bilbil Village, 
famous for its pottery, where we’ll be welcomed  
by traditionally clad villagers performing local 
dances accompanied by drums. 

TUFI ISLANDS, PAPUA NEW GUINEA   

Upon arrival, we’ll canoe along the smooth waters 
of the Kwapurina Fjord. With local villagers as our 
oarsmen, we’ll be guided under canopies of 
ancient mangrove forests, home to Tufi’s colourful 
birds and butterflies.

FERGUSSON ISLAND AND DOBU ISLAND,  
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

The D’Entrecasteux Islands are famous for the 
natural hot springs that periodically “erupt” with 
vapour steam. Historically, their neighbours feared 
the Dobu islanders because they were revered 
sorcerers. 

01

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA

01 Fergusson Island springs
02 Local woman, Tufi Islands
03 Orange-fronted Fruit Dove
04 Cultural Performance, Tufi Islands

            Diving Expedition*   Wellness Expedition
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MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA

STANLEY ISLAND, AUSTRALIA   

Several spectacular rock art sites 
feature prominently on Stanley Island  
as the island is an integral part of the 
mythological complex of the Flinders 
Group. The best known is found at the 
huge Yintayin rock shelter.

LIZARD ISLAND AND RIBBON REEF, 
AUSTRALIA   

We’ll go ashore on the western side and 
explore the island on foot or swim and 
snorkel. Silver Discoverer will relocate 
during lunch to the Ribbon Reefs, a line 
of some 50 miles of reefs, numbered 
from 1 to 10. Apart from giant sea fans 
and giant clams there is a wide variety of 
fish.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description

* Complimentary diving for pre-approved 
divers only. Subject to terms and conditions

04

0302
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VOYAGES 2016

“It is perhaps to the kindness with which those 
navigators conducted themselves towards this people 
that we owe the confidence they seemed to place in us.” 

FRENCH EXPLORER LA PEROUSE CREDITS CAPTAIN COOK    

Explore the waters and islands of the Pacific Ocean 
through the accounts of early European scientists and 
navigators, including the îsles sous les vents of French 
Polynesia, first named by Captain James Cook as part  
of the “Society Islands” archipelago. 

Share in the discoveries made by the nineteenth-
century French explorers Captain Louis Isidore 
Duperrey and Dumont D’Urville, aboard the Coquille. 
Their scientific discoveries were recorded in the seminal 
account “Voyage Autour du Monde”, a five volume 
account by D’Urville, complete with remarkable 
illustrations of people and places never before seen in 
Europe and based on over 5,000 botanical and insect 
specimens brought back to Paris. 

A successful first foray into the Pacific in 1800 led French 
explorer Louis de Freycinet to undertake a voyage of 

02

circumnavigation in command of Uranie in 1817.  
His prime motive was to gather intelligence about  
the people and places of the Pacific in addition to 
collecting new botanical specimens. He was 
accompanied by Louis-Isidore Duperrey (1786-1865) 
who acted as chief surveyor for the expedition. 
Perhaps most remarkably, de Freycinet was 
accompanied on this second expedition by his wife 
Rose; it was unthinkable for a woman to travel on a 
voyage of this kind and in order to board ship Rose 
had to be disguised as a French naval officer. Later, 
photographers, archaeologists and anthropologists 
have worked in the region, including early intrepid 
traveller Mrs Patrick Ness, and the thrilling travel 
accounts of Lucy Evelyn Cheesman, an entomologist 
who ventured into the wilds of the Society Islands, 
Papua New Guinea, and Indonesia.

01  Franz Hernsheim, “Hafen von Jap” 
from Südsee-Erinnerungen, 1883

02  Franz Hernsheim, “Palao” from 
Südsee-Erinnerungen, 1883

SILVER DISCOVERER – 120 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

11 FEB 16 9604 DUNEDIN > Akaroa > Kaikoura > Resolution Bay > Picton > New Plymouth > 2 Days at sea > Norfolk Island > Day at sea >  
Ile des Pins > Lifou > Tanna > Ambrym Island > Luganville > Champagne Beach > Day at sea > Port Mary (Santa Ana) > HONIARA 

11 JUN 14 9614 KOROR (PALAU) > Ngerekebesang Island > Colonia (Yap) > Ulithi Atoll > Day at sea > Saipan > Pagan > Maug Islands > Day at sea >  
Chichi-jima > Tori-shima > Hachijo-jima > Miyako-jima > Day at sea > HAKODATE 

20 SEP 14 9621 KOROR (PALAU) > 2 Days at sea > Vanimo > Murik Lakes > Kopar Village > Madang > Tuam Island > Tufi Islands > Fergusson Island >  
Dobu Island >  Samarai & Kwato > Deka Deka Island > Day at sea > Thursday Island > Stanley Island > Lizard Island >  
Ribbon Reef > CAIRNS 

  Venetian Society  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Wellness Expedition Birding Expedition 

 Diving Expedition (for advanced divers approved prior to sailing) 

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA

01

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “Micronesia,Melanesia & Polynesia”for details on all of our voyages. 
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01 Ayers Rock, Australia 
02	 Mashū	lake,	Hokkaido,	Japan	

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Cairns, Australia
Hilton Hotel

Dunedin, New Zealand
Scenic Hotel

Honiara, Solomon Islands
Sofitel (Brisbane Australia)

Hakodate, Japan
La Vista Hakodate Bay

Koror, Palau
Palau Royal Hotel

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Cairns, Australia
Shangri-La

Koror, Palau
Palau Pacific Resort 

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA & POLYNESIA

Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

CAIRNS, AUSTRALIA

The Reef & The Rock
Contemplate the beauty of Ayers Rock 
and watch the ever-changing colours as 
the sun rises and sets over Uluru. Stay at 
the Longitude 131° luxury wilderness 
camp. Explore the Great Barrier Reef 
aboard a luxury sailing catamaran.
Six nights post-cruise: Voyage 9621

DUNEDIN, NEW ZEALAND

South Island Glacier
Acquaint yourself with Christchurch 
where building continues apace 
following the devastating earthquake  
of 2011. Then, take off on a thrilling 
flightseeing excursion to the Tasman 
Glacier, where your plane lands and you 
walk out on the glacier itself. Your final 
adventure provides the opportunity  
to see the glacier from a completely 
different perspective. Finish your 
adventure in Queenstown, a city with  
a distinctive alpine atmosphere.
Three nights pre-cruise: Voyage 9604

HAKODATE, JAPAN

Faces of Hokkaido
Immerse yourself into the natural 
wonders of Hokkaido, northernmost 
Island of Japan. Known for its place  
of pristine wilderness, the clear lakes, 
gentle hills, vast marshland, dense 
forests and hotsprings will show you  
an unexpected side to Japan. In this 
tour, you can see various aspects of 
Hokkaido. Take a walk in Onuma 
National Park in the shadow of a 
majestic dormant volcano. Taste  
the distinctive flavours of the region  
and visit a spectacular 1920s villa.
Two nights post-cruise: Voyage 9614

0201

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Exploration gets you closer to diverse cultures, landscapes and wildlife. Immerse 
yourself in the customs of local communities and investigate terrain ranging from 
volcanic islands and salt flats to the arid yet starkly beautiful Atacama dessert. 
View alpacas grazing, dolphins frolicking and sea lions basking on sunny beaches. 
Appreciate the advantages of immersion over tourism.

SOUTH  
AMERICA

130



SOUTH  
AMERICA

Guanaco, Torres del Paine, Patagonia, Chile
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Antarctic Peninsula

Puerto Chacabuco

Pio Xi Glacier
Punta Arenas

Valparaiso

Ushuaia

Castro

Niebla
PACIFIC
OCEAN

SOUTH ATLANTIC
OCEAN

ANTARCTICA

SOUTH AMERICA

VOYAGE HIGHLIGHTS:

• Learn of southern Chile’s native Mapuche, Spanish settlers and 
German immigrants

• See the wooden churches of Chiloé Island — A UNESCO World 
Heritage Site

• Set foot on the continent of Antarctica
• Discover the wild tranquillity of snow-capped mountains and 

peaceful fjords
• Encounter Gentoo, Chinstrap and Adelie Penguins

VALPARAÍSO (SANTIAGO) TO USHUAIA
Silver Explorer – 18 Days • Voyage 7626 • Dep. date: 14 NOV 2016

PATAGONIA,  
THE CHILEAN FJORDS 
& ANTARCTICA

A TASTE OF YOUR ITINERARY

NIEBLA, CHILE   

We’ll drive to the charming river port city of 
Valdivia, where we’ll find an interesting blend of 
influences from the native Mapuche, Spanish 
settlers, and German immigrants. Our destination 
is the Historical and Anthropological Museum, 
Maurice Van der Maele. 

CASTRO, CHILOÉ ISLAND, CHILE    

Achao is a lively town with boats arriving every day 
from the surrounding islands. We’ll visit the Jesuit’s 
Achao Church, the oldest wooden structure in 
Chiloé and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  

CHILEAN FJORDS, CHILE   

Our course will take us through the vast Chilean 
Fjords. Mountains loom on both sides of Silver 
Explorer and one can only marvel at the hardy flora 
trying to cling to the barren rocks.

PUNTA ARENAS, CHILE   

Punta Arenas today is the capital of Chile’s 
southernmost region “Magallanes and Antarctic 
Chile”. The city grew in the 19th century because  
of a gold rush and extensive sheep farming.

01

SOUTH AMERICA

01 Hiking, Whalers Bay
02 Torres del Paine
03 Guanaco 
04 Black-Browed Albatross

 Photography Expedition 
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SOUTH AMERICA

ANTARCTIC PENINSULA   

Remote and otherworldly, Antarctica is 
irresistible for its spectacular iceberg 
sculptures and calving glaciers, and for 
the possibility of up-close encounters 
with marine mammals. 

CUVERVILLE ISLAND,  
ERRERA CHANNEL   

Large, bare rock areas provide nesting 
sites for Gentoo Penguins. Snow Petrels 
and Pintado Petrels also may be seen 
whilst Wilson’s Storm-petrels nest in the 
higher scree of the island.

PAULET ISLAND    

As you arrive, the sight of Adelie 
Penguins covering the entire island may 
well amaze you. The island is home to 
80-90 thousand Adelies that come here 
to breed. On a nearby hill, view a 
massive colony of Blue-eyed Shags.

PORT FOSTER, WHALERS BAY 
(DECEPTION ISLAND)   

Deception Island is home to a collapsed 
volcano and an excellent example  
of a caldera where it’s believed that  
the volcano’s summit collapsed with 
one section sinking far enough to  
allow the sea to flood the interior.  
We plan to sail inside this breached  
wall through a narrow entrance called 
Neptune’s Bellows.

Visit www.silversea.com/expeditions for a full 
day by day itinerary description
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VOYAGES 2016

SILVER EXPLORER – 132 Guests
DATE DAYS VOYAGE PORTS

31 OCT 14 7625   GUAYAQUIL > Day at sea > Cruise Isla Lobos de Tierra > Salaverry > Guañape Islands > Callao > Paracas > Day at sea > Matarani >  
Arica > Day at sea > Antofagasta > Isla Pan de Acuzar > Isla Chanaral > Coquimbo > VALPARAÍSO (SANTIAGO)  

14 NOV 18 7626   VALPARAÍSO (SANTIAGO) > Day at sea > Niebla > Castro > Puerto Chacabuco > Cruising the English Narrows > Pio XI Glacier >  
Cruising the Chilean Fjords > Punta Arenas > Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > Cruise and explore Antarctic Peninsula (5 days) >  
Transit the Drake Passage (2 days) > USHUAIA

  Venetian Society  Pre - / Post-cruise Land Adventures  Photography Expeditions  Optional Shore Excursions available for purchase

SOUTH AMERICA

“Science will I hope be greatly benefitted, geography 
can scarcely fail to gain a good deal, and I am confident 
that we shall find the key to much lost history.” 

PERCY FAWCETT  

Sir Clements Markham, later to become President of the 
Royal Geographical Society, spent his early career as a 
midshipman, sailing between the ports of Chile and 
Peru. It was at his instigation that chinchona plants, from 
which quinine could be extracted, were exported to 
India to aid in the reduction of malaria. In later life his 
connections with the region remained strong and the 
Society’s Collections reflect the diversity of the 
landscapes of South America through maps and early 
historic watercolours and photographs. 

Scan this code with your smartphone or tablet or visit Silversea.com/expeditions  
and search “South America”for details on all of our voyages. 

02

This includes the work of the nineteenth century naval 
surgeon, John Linton Palmer, who was passionately 
interested in recording the natural history and 
ethnography he witnessed on his voyages, including 
the Juan Fernandez Islands, where eighteenth century 
castaway Alexander Selkirk, the original Robinson 
Crusoe, was stranded. Other highlights include the 
delicate and evocative watercolours of Victor 
Coverley-Price who documented the beauty of the 
Peruvian landscape as he explored its river systems in 
the 1930s, often at great peril. Unique and accessible 
images of the peoples and places of South America 
provide a sense of place for the modern traveller. 

01  Victor Coverley-Price, “Jungle, 
River Amazon”, 1932

02  Lourival Alves Muniz, “Planta da 
cidade de Manáos”, 1926-1929

01
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Extend your voyage with these Land Adventures. 
Offered before or after select voyages, these 
excursions explore a region’s must-see destinations 
and include accommodation, transfers, sightseeing 
and some meals.

VALPARAISO (SANTIAGO), CHILE

Patagonian Paradise
Discover one of the most unspoilt and 
remote places in South America, 
acknowledged by UNESCO as a World 
Biosphere Reserve. Large parts of Chile 
boast great mountain scenery, but none 
is more spectacular than Torres del 
Paine National Park. Snow-capped 
mountains, glacial lakes, and gushing 
waterfalls all combine to make a visit to 
the park an unforgettable experience.  
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7626 

Four nights post-cruise: Voyage 7625

USHUAIA, ARGENTINA

Iguassú Falls
Spectacular Iguassú Falls lies in  
the midst of a natural wonderland  
of subtropical rainforest. Some 275 
waterfalls plummet across a bluff in  
a thunderous roar, while iridescent 
rainbows and butterflies hover in  
the mist. Visit both the Brazilian and 
Argentinean sides of this natural 
wonder. A look at Rio completes  
this Land Adventure.
Three nights post-cruise: Voyage 7626

GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR

Machu Picchu Grande Explorer
This enhanced land programme 
features a journey to Machu Picchu 
aboard the legendary Hiram Bingham, 
one of the top ten rail journeys in the 
world. Travel in luxury in exquisitely  
and meticulously restored Pullman  
cars and enjoy brunch with live music as 
you travel through the dramatic Andean 
scenery of the Urubamba Valley. Stay 
overnight at the famed Sanctuary 
Lodge, the only hotel adjacent to 
Machu Picchu, allowing you to spend 
additional time to explore the ancient 
Inca citadel with fewer tourists. 
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyages 7625, 7626

Devil’s Nose Andean Adventure
Travel along the famed Avenue of the 
Volcanoes to Cotopaxi National Park 
and the heartland of Ecuador. Take a 
thrilling ride on the train called the 
Devil’s Nose — a series of steep 
switchbacks that descend 500 feet  
in 12 km. Visit Cuenca, designated as  
a World Heritage Site, and considered 
one of the most beautiful cities in 
Ecuador.  
Four nights pre-cruise: Voyage 7625

01 Torres del Paine National Park, 
 Patagonia, Chile
02 Domed Cathedral, Cuenca,  
 Ecuador

PRE- & POST-VOYAGE  
LAND ADVENTURES

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL

Overnight at a 4.5- or 5-star hotel before 
or after your cruise. Includes one night 
standard room accommodation and 
breakfast. Transfers, additional nights  
and upgrades available.

Guayaquil, Ecuador
Oro Verde Hotel

Santiago, Chile
Grand Hyatt

Ushuaia, Argentina
Park Tower (Buenos Aires)

SILVER SHORE GRANDE HOTEL

Extend your Silversea holiday with a stay  
at a landmark hotel or boutique 
property. Includes full breakfast and 
private transfer from airport to hotel. 
Additional nights and upgrades 
available upon request. 

Guayaquil, Ecuador
Oro Verde Hotel (Club Room) 

Santiago, Chile
Grand Hyatt (Club Room)

Ushuaia, Argentina
Alvear Palace (Buenos Aires)

SOUTH AMERICA

0201

Additional Pre- and Post-Cruise Land Adventures can be found on our website at www.silversea.com  
Please note that packages, flights and accommodations are subject to change.  
For more information, please call Silversea Reservations or visit www.silversea.com/expeditions



Strong yet nimble, our three ships are purpose-built for expedition 
cruising. Accommodating no more than 132 guests, each ship can 
navigate along narrow inlets, through inhospitable waters and into 
remote, secluded ports. Our fleet also explores the outer limits of luxury, 
with large ocean-view suites, restaurants serving dishes inspired by 
Relais & Chateaux, a spa and beauty salon.

OUR FLEET
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Silver Galapagos, Galápagos
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GO FURTHER.  
GET CLOSER. 

Stand on deck as your ship docks at a seldom-visited outpost in the Republic of 
Congo, cruise the English Narrows in the Chilean Fjords or call in on New Zealand’s 
volcanic Sub-Antarctic islands. On a Silversea Expedition, off-the-beaten-track 
destinations will be effortlessly brought within reach. In considerable comfort,  
you’ll cruise to far-off places that are way outside your comfort zone.

SILVER EXPLORER — 132 GUESTS

Silver Explorer has been designed specifically for navigating 
waters in some of the world’s most remote destinations, 
including both polar regions. A strengthened hull with a 
Lloyd’s Register ice-class 1A notation for ships allows her to 
safely push through ice floes with ease. There’s plenty of 
deck space for observing the natural wonders and whenever 
possible the Captain will manoeuvre the ship to provide 
spectacular views.

SILVER GALAPAGOS — 100 GUESTS

With sleek lines and a proven skill for navigating the 
waterways throughout the UNESCO World Heritage Site 
islands, Silver Galapagos is naturally suited to in-depth 
explorations of this spectacular region. Complimentary 
exploration activities include Zodiac tours, snorkelling, 
kayaking and nature hikes led by highly experienced guides 
certified by the National Park of the Galápagos.

SILVER DISCOVERER — 120 GUESTS

Silver Discoverer’s small size and shallow draft allows 
exploration of rugged coastlines and archipelagos that are 
inaccessible to bigger ships. With all ocean-view suites and 
plenty of deck space, she’s the perfect platform for viewing 
remote untamed landscapes. Her fleet of 12 Zodiacs allows 
guests to land on isolated shores and explore wetlands and 
submerged ecosystems up-close and in-depth. Unusual for 
an expedition vessel, she has a small swimming pool offering 
a refreshing dip after warm-weather excursions ashore.
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SILVER EXPLORER

SHIP SPECIFICATIONS

Lloyd’s Register 
Ice-class Rating 1A 
Crew 117 
Guests 132 
Tonnage 6,072 
Length 354 FT / 107.9 M 
Width 52 FT / 15.8 M 
Speed 14 Knots 
Refurbished 2012

DECK 07
Viewing Deck

DECK 06
Observation Lounge
The Theatre
The Spa
Outdoor Grill
Whirlpools

DECK 05
The Bridge 
Library / Internet Café
Connoisseur’s Corner
Panorama Lounge

DECK 04
The Restaurant
Boutique
Fitness Centre
Beauty Salon
Launderette

DECK 03
Lobby / Reception
Medical Centre
Changing Room

SUITE CATEGORIES
 Owner’s Suite 
 Grand Suite
 Silver Suite 
 Medallion Suite
 Expedition Suite
 Veranda Suite
 Vista Suite
 View Suite
 Explorer Suite
 Adventurer Suite
 Connecting Suites
 3rd Guest Capacity
 Fixed Queen Beds
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OWNER’S SUITE 
Owner’s Suites can accommodate 
three guests.

728 SQ FT / 67 M2 including private balcony  
(158 SQ FT / 15 M2)

Teak style balcony with patio furniture 
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors

Living room with sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom, with full-sized bath 
and separate shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Walk-in wardrobe with personal safe

Vanity table with hair dryer

Writing desk

Two flat screen televisions with 
interactive video, on-demand movies 
and music, and satellite news 
programming

Laundry service

Dry cleaning and pressing

Illy espresso machine

Afternoon canapés upon request

Dinner at officer’s table

Four hours of Internet service per suite, 
per voyage segment

Two hours of worldwide phone use from 
your suite, per voyage segment

GRAND SUITE 
Grand Suites can accommodate 
three guests.

618 SQ FT / 57 M2 including private balcony 
(86 SQ FT / 8 M2)

Teak style balcony with patio furniture 
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors

Living room with sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with full-sized bath 
and separate shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Walk-in wardrobe with personal safe

Vanity table with hair dryer

Writing desk

Two flat screen televisions with 
interactive video, on-demand movies 
and music, and satellite news 
programming

Laundry service

Dry cleaning and pressing

Illy espresso machine

Afternoon canapés upon request

Dinner at officer’s table

Four hours of Internet service per suite, 
per voyage segment

Two hours of worldwide phone use  
from your suite, per voyage segment

MEDALLION SUITE 

400 SQ FT / 37 M2 including private  
balcony (86 SQ FT / 8 M2)

Teak style balcony with patio furniture 
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors

Sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with full-sized bath 
and separate shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Writing desk

Hair dryer

Personal safe

Flat screen television with interactive 
video, on-demand movies and music, 
and satellite news programming

Laundry service

Afternoon canapés upon request

Dinner at officer’s table

Wifi available (fees apply)

SILVER SUITE  
EXPEDITION SUITE 
Silver and Expedition Suites can 
accommodate three guests.

SILVER SUITE: 422 SQ FT / 39 M2 incl. 2 
French balconies (Balcony: 30 SQ FT / 3 M2)

EXPEDITION SUITE: 388-397 SQ FT / 36-37 
M2 with 2 view windows or 2 picture 
windows

Two French balconies with floor-to-
ceiling glass doors (Silver Suite)

Two view windows (Expedition Suite, 
Deck 3)

Two large picture windows (Expedition 
Suite, Deck 4)

Living room (with convertible sofa to 
accommodate an additional guest)

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with full-sized bath 
and separate shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Walk-in wardrobe with personal safe

Vanity table with hair dryer

Writing desk

Two flat screen televisions with 
interactive video, on-demand movies 
and music, and satellite news 
programming

Laundry service

Afternoon canapés upon request  
(Silver Suite)

Dinner at officer’s table (Silver Suite)

Wifi available (fees apply)

VERANDA SUITE  
VISTA SUITE  

VIEW SUITE 

VERANDA SUITE: 206-216 SQ FT / 19-20 M2 
incl. French balcony (16 SQ FT / 1.5 M2)

VISTA SUITE: 192 SQ FT / 18 M2 with large 
picture window

VIEW SUITE: 192 SQ FT / 18 M2 with  
view window 

French balcony with floor-to-ceiling glass 
doors (Veranda Suite)

Large picture window providing 
panoramic ocean views (Vista Suite)

View window (View Suite)

Sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed (Veranda 
Suites 512 and 513 have a fixed queen-
sized bed)

Triple capacity that can accommodate 
young children on sofa bed (View Suites 
310, 311, 312, 313)

Wifi available (fees apply)

Marbled bathroom with tub/shower 
combination

Choice of bathroom amenities

Writing desk

Hair dryer

Personal safe

Flat screen television with interactive 
video, on-demand movies and music, 
and satellite news programming

Wifi available (fees apply)

EXPLORER SUITE  
ADVENTURER SUITE  

EXPLORER SUITE: 175-190 SQ FT / 16-18 M2 
with view window

ADVENTURER SUITE: 157-167 SQ FT / 14-15 
M2 with 2 portholes

View window (Explorer Suite)

Two portholes (Adventurer Suite)

Sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with tub/shower 
combination

Choice of bathroom amenities

Writing desk

Hair dryer

Personal safe

Flat screen television with interactive 
video, on-demand movies and music, 
and satellite news programming

Wifi available (fees apply)

AMENITIES & FEATURES  
FOR ALL SUITES

Butler service
Champagne upon request
Refrigerator and bar setup 
stocked with your preferences
Fine Pratesi® bed linens and 
down duvets
Premium mattresses
A choice of nine pillow types
iPod docking station
Plush robes and slippers
Personalised stationery
Umbrella
Daily suite service with nightly 
turndown

DECK PLANS & SUITES
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SILVER GALAPAGOS

06
05
04
03
02

SHIP SPECIFICATIONS

Crew 75 
Guests 100 
Tonnage 4,077 
Length 289.24 FT / 88.16 M 
Width 50.20 FT / 15.3 M 
Speed 10 / 17 Knots 
Refurbished 2014

DECK 06
Beauty Salon
Fitness Centre
Jacuzzi
Massage Room

DECK 05
The Grill

DECK 04
Piano Bar

DECK 03
Library
Explorer Lounge
Reception / Expedition Desk
Snorkelling Area

DECK 02
The Restaurant
Medical Centre

SUITE CATEGORIES
 Silver Suite  
 Deluxe Veranda Suite 
 Veranda Suite 
 Terrace Suite
 Explorer Suite
 Connecting Suites
 3rd Guest Capacity*

06

05

04

03

02

* Suites accommodating three guests are 
subject to change. Please check with 
Silversea Cruises Reservations 
Department regarding suites which 
accommodate a 3rd guest.

DECK PLANS & SUITES
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SILVER SUITE 
Silver Suite can accommodate 
three guests.

361 SQ FT / 34 M2 including a private 
balcony (74 SQ FT / 7 M2)

Teak style balcony with patio furniture 
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors

Sitting area with convertible sofa to 
accomodate an additional guest

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with local toiletries

Large wardrobe with personal safe

Writing desk

Vanity table with hair dryer

Mini-bar with local snacks and a range 
of soft and alcoholic drinks

Flat screen television

Sparkling wine served with Pacari

Ecuadorian organic chocolates and  
a bowl of fruit

Laundry service

Illy Espresso machine

Radio alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

DELUXE VERANDA SUITE 
Deluxe Veranda Suites 425 and 427 
can accommodate up to three guests.

303 SQ FT / 28 M2 including a private 
balcony (68 SQ FT / 6 M2)

Teak style balcony with patio furniture 
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors

Sitting area with convertible sofa to 
accommodate an additional guest

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with local toiletries

Large wardrobe with personal safe

Writing desk

Vanity table with hair dryer

Mini-bar with local snacks and a  
range of soft and alcoholic drinks

Flat screen television

Radio alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

VERANDA SUITE 
Veranda Suites 507, 508, 517 and 519 
can accommodate up to three guests.

268 SQ FT / 25 M2  including a private 
balcony (53 SQ FT / 5 M2)

Teak style balcony with patio furniture 
and floor-to-ceiling glass doors

Sitting area with convertible sofa to 
accommodate an additional guest

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with local toiletries

Large wardrobe with personal safe

Writing desk

Vanity table with hair dryer

Mini-bar with local snacks and a  
range of soft and alcoholic drinks

Flat screen television

Radio alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

TERRACE SUITE 
Terrace Suites 505 and 506 can 
accommodate up to three guests.

287 SQ FT / 26.38 M2

Large picture window providing 
panoramic ocean views

Easy access to public observation area 
with patio furniture

Sitting area with convertible sofa to 
accommodate an additional guest

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with local toiletries

Large wardrobe with personal safe

Writing desk

Vanity table with hair dryer

Mini-bar with local snacks and a range 
of soft and alcoholic drinks

Flat screen television

Radio alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

AMENITIES & FEATURES  
FOR ALL SUITES

Butler service
Refrigerator and bar setup 
stocked with your preferences†

Pratesi® fine bed linens  
and down duvet covers
Premium mattresses
Robes and slippers
Binoculars
Beach towelsEXPLORER SUITE 

Explorer Suites 337, 336, 339, 338, 341 and 340 can accommodate up to three guests.  
All suites on Deck 2 can accommodate up to 3 guests.

DECKS 3 & 4: 250-235 SQ FT / 23-22 M2  
with view window

DECK 2: 240-210 SQ FT / 22-20 M2  
with three portholes

View window (Decks 3 and 4)

Three portholes (Deck 2)

Sitting area with convertible sofa to 
accommodate an additional guest

Twin beds or queen-sized bed

Marbled bathroom with local toiletries

Large wardrobe or walk-in closet  
(Deck 2) with personal safe

Writing desk

Vanity table with hair dryer

Mini-bar with local snacks and a range 
of soft and alcoholic drinks

Flat screen television

Radio alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

Deck 2 Diagram with Walk-in Closets

† Due to local regulations, the wine and 
premium spirits selection offered on 
board Silver Galapagos is limited.

DECK PLANS & SUITES
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SILVER DISCOVERER

07

06

05

04

03

SHIP SPECIFICATIONS

Crew 96 
Guests 120 
Tonnage 5,218 
Length 338 FT /102.9 M 
Width 51 FT / 15.4 M 
Speed 14 Knots 
Refurbished 2014

DECK 07
Beauty Salon
Massage Room
Fitness Centre
Sun deck

DECK 06
The Bridge

DECK 05
Pool
The Grill
The Discoverer Lounge

DECK 04
The Explorer Lounge
Lobby/Reception

DECK 03
The Restaurant
Medical Centre

SUITE CATEGORIES
 Medallion Suite 
 Veranda Suite
 Vista Suite
 View Suite
 Explorer Suite
 3rd Guest Capacity
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MEDALLION SUITE 

408 SQ FT / 38 M2 including a private 
balcony (27 SQ FT / 2.5 M2)

Teak style balcony with floor-to-ceiling 
glass doors

Living room with sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed, 
with storage drawers

Marbled bathroom with walk-in shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Hair dryer

Writing desk

Wardrobe with personal safe

Laundry service

Two flat screen televisions with on-
demand movies and music, and satellite 
news programming

Radio/Alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

VERANDA SUITE 
Veranda Suites can accommodate  
up to three guests.

280 SQ FT / 26 M2 including a private 
balcony (35.5 SQ FT / 3.2 M2)

Teak style balcony with floor-to-ceiling 
glass doors

Sitting area with convertible sofa that 
can accommodate an additional guest 
up to the age of 14 years old. (Veranda 
Suites 601, 602, 603, 604 only)

Twin beds or queen-sized bed, 
with storage drawers

Marbled bathroom with walk-in shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Hair dryer

Writing desk

Wardrobe with personal safe

Flat screen television with on-demand 
movies and music, and satellite news 
programming

Radio/Alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

VISTA SUITE 

269 SQ FT / 25 M2 with 2 view windows

Two large view windows

Sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed, 
with storage drawers

Marbled bathroom with walk-in shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Hair dryer

Writing desk

Wardrobe with personal safe

Flat screen television with on-demand 
movies and music, and satellite news 
programming

Radio/Alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

VIEW SUITE 

181 SQ FT / 16.8 M2 with view window

View window

Sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed, 
with storage drawers

Marbled bathroom with walk-in shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Writing desk

Hair dryer

Wardrobe with personal safe

Flat screen television with on-demand 
movies and music, and satellite news 
programming

Radio/Alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

EXPLORER SUITE 

186 SQ FT / 17.3 M2 with 2 portholes

Two portholes

Sitting area

Twin beds or queen-sized bed, 
with storage drawers

Marbled bathroom with walk-in shower

Choice of bathroom amenities

Writing desk

Hair dryer

Wardrobe with personal safe

Flat screen television with on-demand 
movies and music, and satellite news 
programming

Radio/Alarm with iPod docking station

Wifi available (fees apply)

AMENITIES & FEATURES  
FOR ALL SUITES

Butler service
Champagne upon request
Refrigerator stocked with  
your preferences
Pratesi® fine bed linens 
and down duvet covers
Premium mattresses
Plush robes and slippers
Daily suite service with nightly 
turndown

DECK PLANS & SUITES
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VENETIAN  
SOCIETY *

The Venetian Society is Silversea’s loyalty 
programme. As soon as you complete 
your first Silversea voyage, you’ll become 
part of a special circle of friends eligible 
for exclusive privileges and valuable 
cruise rewards. 

Membership of the society opens the door 
to a world of exclusivity. You’ll join an 
extraordinary fellowship of international 
travellers who enjoy the Silversea lifestyle 
while exploring the world in luxurious 
fashion and receiving members-only 
benefits and cruise rewards. 

Visit the Venetian Society pages of our 
website at venetiansociety.com, where 
you can learn more about the benefits, 
special programmes and Venetian 
Society sailings.

FRIENDS OF THE SOCIETY 
PROGRAMME 
Introduce your friends to Silversea, and 
they will also enjoy special privileges and 
savings when you travel together. As a 
sponsoring Venetian Society member, 
you will receive bonus rewards including 
a USD$250 onboard Spending Credit† 
per suite and double days on designated 
Venetian Society sailings.

MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES
• Onboard recognition and private parties

• 5% additional savings on select voyages 

• Ship visitation privileges 

  Look for this icon when choosing  
your voyage for additional  
Venetian Society savings.

MILESTONE REWARDS
When you sail with us 100 days or more, 
your loyalty is rewarded.

• After 100 days, 5% additional savings 
and complimentary laundry service 
(excludes dry cleaning and pressing)

• After 250 days, 10% additional savings

• After 350 days, complimentary  
7-day voyage in a Vista Suite on  
Silver Explorer, an Explorer Suite  
on Silver Galapagos or a View Suite  
on Silver Discoverer (cruise only)†

• After 500 days, complimentary  
14-day voyage in in a Vista Suite  
on Silver Explorer, an Explorer Suite  
on Silver Galapagos or a View Suite  
on Silver Discoverer (cruise only)†

•  After 500-day milestone, receive  
a complimentary 7-day voyage for  
each additional 150 days sailed 

*  Venetian Society is a Registered Trademark of Silversea Cruises Ltd. in the United States, Canada, Australia, and the European Union.

† Restrictions apply

OUR PROGRAMMES
Silversea offers one of the most exclusive 
experiences at sea and one of the best 
values in travel. Book your voyage early 
and enjoy the best fares available. All 
programmes are capacity controlled  
and subject to availability.

SILVER PRIVILEGE FARES
Book early for the best fares and 
availability. Silver Privilege Fares are 
structured to make the cruise buying 
decision easier by offering guests one 
simple low fare for their desired suite. 
These cruise-only fares will reward 
guests who book early with the best 
possible fare and the privilege of being 
able to select their desired suite when 

the best inventory is available. For latest 
fares visit silversea.com/expeditions.

FARE GUARANTEE PROGRAMME
Silversea’s Fare Guarantee Programme 
provides guests with the peace of mind 
in knowing that when they plan ahead 
and book early, not only will they be able 
to reserve their desired suite, but they 
can also benefit from any future 
reduction in the Silver Privilege Fares for 
their voyage, upon request. For latest 
fares visit silversea.com/expeditions.

ONBOARD SAVINGS
Book your next voyage while you are sailing 
and enjoy additional savings of up to 5%.

EXTENDED VOYAGE SAVINGS
Combine two or more consecutive 
voyages and enjoy up to 5% additional 
savings.

REST-ASSURED PROGRAMME
On select voyages, enjoy peace  
of mind and the freedom to change your 
travel plans within the critical 1–120 days 
prior to sailing and receive a 100% Rest 
Assured Cruise Credit towards a future 
voyage. May not be available on all 
voyages or all suite categories. For full 
details, including pricing, terms and 
conditions, please visit silversea.com
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The air holidays in this brochure are ATOL Protected by the Civil Aviation Authority.  
Our ATOL number is ATOL 4681. Please see our terms and conditions for more information.

*  Silversea Air Programme is a Registered Trademark of Silversea Cruises Ltd. in the United Kingdom.

From shipping your bags to planning 
your adventures ashore and arranging 
your roundtrip flights, our commitment 
to superior service begins before you 
even step on board. Leave it to 
Silversea to handle all the details in just 
the way you prefer for the most 
complete and personalised travel 
experience available.

Silversea Air Programme
The Silversea Air Programme extends 
Silversea’s premium level of service 
beyond your ocean voyage for the 
ultimate ease in travel. Silversea 
maintains relationships with most 
international carriers to ensure that the 
best airfares and schedules are 
available in order to make travelling to 
and from your cruise as convenient as 
possible. Silversea’s standard air 
package includes roundtrip Economy 
Class air fare and transfers between the 
airport and pier on embarkation and 
disembarkation days. In conjunction 
with select flights, an overnight stay at a 
Silver Shore Hotel property will be 
added to the air package at the time of 
booking as an optional component and 
for an additional price.

Silver Galapagos Air Package
For Silver Galapagos voyages guests 
are strongly recommended to purchase 
the Silver Galapagos Air Package 
(“Galápagos Air Package”) to ensure a 
smooth arrival and departure in 
Ecuador. The Galápagos Air Package 
includes Economy Class Air between 
either Quito or Guayaquil to/from the 
Galápagos; Galápagos National Park 
entrance fees and Galápagos 
Immigration fee. In addition, Silversea 
recommends the purchase of airport/
hotel transfers in Quito and Guayaquil, 
two night pre-hotel accommodations in 

Quito and, if necessary, use of a hotel 
dayroom in Guayaquil (for those with 
late evening flight departures). Guests 
purchasing the Galápagos Air Package 
will be met by a Silversea host at Quito 
airport to assist them with the airline 
check-in and immigration process, and 
upon arrival in Galápagos our host will 
welcome and guide guests through the 
park entrance process and direct them 
to waiting ground transportation. 

Business Class Air Packages
Arrive rested and relaxed by taking 
advantage of Silversea’s attractive 
upgrade rates in Business and First 
Class. Most air carriers offer fully flat 
180° sleeper seats on the transoceanic/
international flights, separate check-in 
queues for business and first class 
passengers, access to airport lounges, 
amenity kits, and an increased 
baggage allowance. Be at ease, travel 
in style, begin and end your Silversea 
Cruise with an upgrade to Business or 
First Class.

Silversea Air Programme Advantages 
• Book now, pay later — lock in the 

price of your air ticket at time of 
cruise booking, air ticket payment 
due together with cruise final 
payment. 

• No fees, prior to ticketing, for making 
changes to your airline schedule. 
(Additional air costs still apply, not 
available on promotional air 
packages.) 

• Silversea Air Programme pricing 
includes transfers between the 
airport and pier on days of 
embarkation/disembarkation. 

• 24-hour air emergency help line for 
use during airline disruptions, 
weather delays. 

SILVERSEA  
AIR PROGRAMME*
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The following information pertains  
to Silversea’s Expeditions Fleet only 
which includes Silver Explorer,  
Silver Galapagos and Silver Discoverer. 

BOUTIQUE
The Boutique on board Silver Explorer 
features a selection clothes, jewellery, 
perfumes and Silversea logo items. The 
Boutique is closed whilst in port and on 
occasion due to local government 
regulations. On board Silver Galapagos 
and Silver Discoverer merchandise is 
displayed around the ship and features 
local arts and crafts and Silversea Logo 
Items. Toiletries and convenience items 
are also available for purchase. The items 
of choice are to be requested at the 
Reception Desk.

CLOTHING ABOARD THE SHIP
Shipboard attire ranges from casual  
to informal. Casual wear is appropriate 
for daytime aboard ship or ashore, and 
consists of standard sports outfits as 
worn at five-star resorts. Shoes should  
be flat or low heeled for deck activities. 
Evening attire is casual with the 
exception of the Captain’s Welcome 
Aboard and Farewell Dinners, which are 
informal. On casual evenings, open-neck 
shirts, trousers and casual wear are 
appropriate. On the two informal 
evenings, women usually wear dresses  
or trouser suits; men wear jackets (tie 
optional). Remember to pack swimwear.

CLOTHING ASHORE
The right gear is essential for enjoying 
the full experience of your Silversea 
Expedition without the limitations of 
weather and other conditions. Clothing 
that can be layered to accommodate 
different temperatures is most versatile 
and comfortable. A detailed packing list 
is provided at silversea.com/expeditions. 
Click on Gear Shop. For guests sailing 
aboard Antarctic, Arctic, Chilean Fjords, 
New Zealand Sub-Antarctic and Russian 
Far East voyages, please be sure to 
select the size for your complimentary 
parka online.

COMMUNICATION SERVICES
Business Services 
On board Silver Explorer, fax reception is 
complimentary; ship-to-shore phone calls 
and fax transmissions are available at an 
additional charge. A black and white laser 
printer is available for printing in the 
Internet Café at no additional charge.  
On board Silver Galapagos and Silver 
Discoverer, ship-to-shore phone calls can 
be made at an additional charge.

Internet Access 
Onboard Internet services are available 
with a range of pricing plans. Guests may 
use their own tablet or own laptop with 
wireless card to conveniently access the 
Internet and personal email in the privacy 
of their own suite, and at WiFi locations 
throughout the ship. Computers and 
Internet access are also available on 
board via the Internet Café, for a nominal 
fee (Silver Explorer only). In remote areas, 
a regular and steady Internet connection 
cannot be guaranteed. 

Wireless Phone & Data Services 
On board, guests may make and receive 
phone calls, text messages and other 
select data services on their own mobile 
phone or PDA device (excluding on board 
Silver Galapagos). Guests will be billed by 
their home mobile phone provider and 
calls or messages will appear as roaming 
charges on their bill. Before leaving home, 
guests should contact their provider to 
confirm a roaming agreement with 
Silversea has been established. Silver 
Explorer and Silver Galapagos are also 
equipped with a phone system that allows 
guests to make direct-dial calls from their 
suite whilst at sea. Calls will be billed to 
the guest’s onboard account. Please 
consult the ship’s Reception Desk for the 
current rate. Please note that these 
onboard technologies utilise satellite 
equipment. As such, there may be 
temporary outages of any satellite-
connected shoreside service, including 
Internet connections, cell phones, in-suite 
phones, television broadcast channels and 
world news summaries. Longer outages 
can be expected when travelling to the 
higher Arctic and Galápagos regions.

CREDIT CARDS & CURRENCY
Any and all onboard payments to Silversea 
shall be made in US dollars. All charges 
for services provided and products 
purchased on board the ship must be 
paid for by cash (US dollars), traveller’s 
cheque (US dollars) or credit card (VISA®, 
MasterCard®, American Express®) at the 
end of each voyage segment and before 
your final disembarkation from the ship.  
A 2% transaction fee will be charged for 
all cash advances. Foreign transaction 
fees are possible.

DINING ON BOARD
Silver Explorer, Silver Galapagos and  
Silver Discoverer feature onboard dining 
options including The Restaurant, Outdoor 
Grill and complimentary Room Service is 
available 24-hours on board Silver Explorer 
and from 06:00 to 23:00 on board  
Silver Galapagos and Silver Discoverer.

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Silver Galapagos has 110-volt and 
220-volt / 60 Hz AC power. Silver Explorer 
has 220-volt / 60 Hz AC power only. Silver 
Discoverer has 110-volt only.  Most 
modern electronic devices support dual 
voltages, but if you are uncertain, please 
verify your equipment prior to plugging 
it in. A hair dryer is provided in each suite 
and stateroom. It is recommended that 
you pack an international adaptor. 

EMBARKATION / DISEMBARKATION
Embarkation times are included in your 
final cruise documents. Please arrive at 
the ship during these times. Guests 
should plan on vacating their suites by 
08:00am on disembarkation day.

ENTERTAINMENT & ENRICHMENT
Silversea Expeditions voyages are 
staffed with an enthusiastic and 
informative Expedition Team. Each 
voyage is hosted by leading naturalists 
who share their expert knowledge of 
each area’s unique wildlife, history, 
ecology and geology. The Panorama 
Lounge on Silver Explorer features a 
pianist for light evening entertainment.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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FITNESS CENTRE
Silver Explorer, Silver Galapagos and 
Silver Discoverer are equipped with a 
fitness centre that is open daily, and 
offers an elliptical trainer, stationary 
bike and a weight machine. A treadmill 
is also available on board Silver Explorer 
and Silver Discoverer.

GRATUITIES
All hotel service gratuities are included 
in your cruise fare. Gratuities for services 
received shoreside or in the salon and 
spa are at your own discretion.

LAUNDRY / VALET SERVICES
Complete valet services, including 
laundry and pressing , are available at 
an additional charge on Silver Explorer 
and Silver Galapagos and may be 
arranged through your Butler. A 
self-service launderette is available  
on Silver Explorer.

LIBRARY
The Library on Silver Explorer and  
Silver Galapagos is well stocked with  
an extensive selection of reference 
books and magazines.

MAIL
Postage and mailing services are available 
on board the ship. Please note that due 
to  the remote destinations visited 
during your expedition cruise, it may not 
be possible to send or receive mail.

MEDICAL SERVICES
Silver Explorer, Silver Galapagos and 
Silver Discoverer are equipped with a 
Medical Centre, which is customarily 
staffed by a doctor on 24-hour call when 
at sea. Guests may be charged for 
medical services and for medications 
used for their medical treatment.  
The Medical Centre is not intended or 
designed to provide ongoing treatment 
of pre-existing conditions or for 
extended critical care, and Silversea is 
not responsible for the diagnosis, 
treatment or services furnished by 
shipboard medical personnel. Guests 

requiring oxygen for medical reasons  
are welcome to bring an oxygen 
concentrator on board. Guests wishing 
to bring their own portable oxygen tanks 
must obtain prior written authorisation 
from Silversea, as restrictions may  
apply. When Silver Explorer is docked, 
supplementary emergency care  
may also be obtained through local 
medical facilities. 

MINORS & CHILDREN
Minors under the age of 18 must be 
accompanied, in the same or 
connecting suite, by a parent or other 
responsible adult over the age of 21 for 
the duration of the voyage and on all 
shore excursions and Land Programmes. 
Silversea cannot accommodate infants 
under the age of one (1) year on board 
the Silver Explorer and Silver Discoverer, 
and is unable to accommodate children 
less than six (6) years of age on Silver 
Galapagos. For Silver Explorer and 
Silver Discoverer no children under the 
age of six (6) years will be allowed on 
board the Zodiacs®. Children under the 
age of six (6) years will be unable to 
participate in any expedition excursions 
or embarkations that require the use of a 
Zodiac®. Guests must be 21 years of age 
or older to purchase or consume 
alcohol. Silversea reserves the right to 
refuse to serve anyone who in its sole 
judgment may be under the influence of 
alcohol, or for any reason necessary in 
its judgment to preserve the health and 
safety of guests and employees.

PETS
We cannot accommodate pets on  
Silver Explorer, Silver Galapagos or 
Silver Discoverer.

RELIGIOUS SERVICES
Facilities are provided for non-
denominational worship aboard ship  
on Sundays.

SALON SERVICES
Hairstyling, manicures and pedicures 
are available on board Silver Explorer, 

Silver Galapagos and Silver Discoverer 
for an additional charge. Appointments 
may be made on board.

SHORE EXPEDITIONS
From nature hikes, and Zodiac® cruises 
to diving, every Silversea Expeditions 
voyage features complimentary shore 
excursions led by the Expedition Team 
or guest host. Activities vary daily for 
each itinerary and are designed for all 
levels of interest and physical ability. 
Find your preferred expedition itinerary 
at silversea.com/expeditions and click 
on Voyage Highlights. Detailed 
day-by-day highlights are available 
online. Optional Silver Shore Collection 
excursions may be offered at an 
additional charge to be paid on board. 

SMOKING
At Silversea, the comfort, enjoyment and 
safety of all guests are paramount. Most 
areas on board the Silver Explorer,  
Silver Galapagos and Silver Discoverer 
are non-smoking, and as a safety 
precaution, smoking is not permitted in 
any guest suites or on any guest suite 
verandas or balconies. On board Silver 
Explorer, cigarette, cigar and pipe 
smoking are permitted in the 
Connoisseur’s Corner and in specifically 
designated outside areas on decks 5 and 
6. There is also a designated smoking 
area on Deck 6 of Silver Discoverer. 
Silversea kindly requests that all guests 
observe the non-smoking areas. 

THE SPA
For an additional charge, indulge in a 
range of invigorating therapies 
including facials and massages, plus 
innovative treatments featuring 
state-of-the-art spa technology. 
Appointments may be made on board.

SPECIAL OCCASIONS AT SEA
If you are celebrating a birthday, 
anniversary, honeymoon or other 
special occasion during your voyage,  
we will be happy to celebrate the event 
with you. Please indicate on your Guest 
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Information Form or have your travel 
agent advise us of such occasions at 
least four weeks prior to departure.

VALUABLES
Your suite is equipped with a personal safe 
on Silver Explorer and Silver Discoverer 
and locked drawer on Silver Galapagos. 
Silversea is not responsible for any 
articles such as money, jewellery, 
cameras, binoculars, documents or  
any other items that you retain in your 
personal control or in your suite, 
including the safe. See passage contract 
for complete terms and conditions.

WAITLIST
Should the voyage of your choice be 
unavailable, you may ensure a position 
on a waitlist for that voyage by making a 
deposit of USD$250, or international 
currency equivalent, per guest, which 
will be applied toward your voyage 
deposit requirement and / or final 
payment should a suite become 
available. If a suite becomes available 
and you choose not to reserve, or should 
no suite become available, your deposit 
will be refunded. Voyage pricing for your 
reservation will be the fare in effect on 
the date your suite becomes available.  

WEBSITE
Our website, silversea.com/expeditions, 
provides a wealth of information, 
including deck plans with views of all 
suites, current fares and special savings 
offers. Search for your next voyage by 
destination or by date, then browse 
detailed itineraries and find a Silversea 
travel agent near you. Sign up to receive 
the latest news and special offers at 
silversea.com.

GENERAL INFORMATIONS
 Continued

Connoisseur’s Corner Silver Explorer
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BOOKING TERMS & CONDITIONS
 Rights reserved and limits of responsibility

IMPORTANT NOTICE – PLEASE READ
Terms and Conditions apply to all Silversea ships. 

Any and all information contained herein is in effect 
at this time and is subject to change at any time. 

Information contained herein does not form part 
of any offer or contract. The transportation of 
guests and baggage on Silversea ships is pro-
vided solely by Silversea and is governed by 
the terms and conditions printed on the Holiday 
Contract. The Holiday Contract will be included 
with your travel documents, is available upon re-
quest, or can be accessed through our website 
at silversea.com, and contains complete and 
important information regarding cancellations, 
itineraries, Silversea’s liability, health and immi-
gration requirements, and other relevant terms 
and conditions. The terms and conditions of the 
Holiday Contract will apply to persons who have 
booked a cruise regardless of whether or not 
they have embarked the ship. Please read your 
Holiday Contract carefully. Should the terms and 
conditions of the Holiday Contract be modified, a 
revised  Holiday Contract, the terms of which will 
govern the subject cruise, will be sent to guests 
at least 150 days before sailing. To the extent that 
any of the information in these Booking Terms & 
Conditions conflicts with the terms of the Holiday 
Contract, the terms and conditions contained in 
the Holiday Contract shall control.

Itinerary arrival and departure times are always 
subject to change without notice. Silversea re-
serves the right to cancel, alter, advance, post-
pone or substitute any scheduled sailing or itin-
erary, substitute another ship for the scheduled 
ship, or substitute or cancel scheduled ports of 
call, which, in its sole judgment and discretion, is 
justified for any reason, and to do so without lia-
bility for any loss whatsoever to guests as a result 
of said change(s). Additionally, Silversea reserves 
the right to cancel reservations and bookings in 
the event of a full-ship charter, whether or not a 
deposit or full payment has been received, and 
in such event, Silversea’s only liability will be to 
refund to the guest the amount it has received.  

Silversea makes arrangements for transportation, 
other than ocean passage, only as a booking 
agent. Silversea’s responsibility does not extend 
beyond the ship. In arranging for the transporta-
tion of guests to and from the ship, Silversea does 
so with independent contractors. Silversea is not 
responsible for incidents such as airline cancella-
tions, re-routings or any disruption of scheduled 
services or accommodation, or lost luggage.  

All fares indicated herein including land, air and 
hotel, are capacity controlled, subject to change 
at any time without notice and do not guarantee 
availability. Special savings programmes are all 
subject to change and/ or cancellation without 
notice. All schedules, fares, and terms and con-
ditions are subject to change at any time. Please 
refer to www.silversea.com for the most current 
schedules, prices, and terms and conditions. 

Travel documents will not be dispatched until full 
and final payment and guest Contact Information 
(defined below) has been received by the Com-

pany and cleared. For purposes of this Agree-
ment, Contact Information shall mean a guest’s 
full name, passport number, address, telephone 
number (land and mobile), electronic mail ad-
dress and emergency contact information and 
any other information as requested by Compa-
ny. Company must be able to reach each guest’s 
emergency contact at any time of day. Company 
must, therefore, be provided with all information 
to allow Company to do so (such information 
should include the name, address, electronic mail 
address (if available) and phone number (includ-
ing a mobile phone number if available) of a par-
ent, guardian, spouse, domestic partner, or other 
person to contact in the event of an emergency. 
No guest will be allowed to embark a Silversea 
ship unless Company has received all of the Con-
tact Information. Should Company determine 
that any of the Contact Information provided is 
incorrect, guest may be asked to disembark the 
voyage. Company will not make a refund or oth-
erwise be liable to guests who are denied board-
ing or disembarked.

CRUISE FARE
Cruise fares cover certain shipboard services in-
cluding: suite accommodations, onboard meals 
and entertainment, gratuities aboard ship (except 
spa), complimentary beverages aboard ship (in-
cluding select wines, champagnes (Silver Galapa-
gos excluded), spirits, soft drinks, water, tea and 
coffee) and, on a limited number of select sail-
ings, a special shore event. All fares are quoted 
in Pounds Sterling and are per guest and based 
on double occupancy. Not included in your cruise 
fare are: airfare, hotel accommodations, transfers 
and luggage handling, optional shore excursions, 
meals ashore, fuel  surcharges, meals in Le Cham-
pagne and Seishin Restaurant (Silver Spirit only), 
accommodations whilst ashore, casino gaming, 
laundry or valet services, purchases from the ship 
boutiques or any item or service of a personal 
nature such as medical care, massages, spa treat-
ments, private fitness instruction, hair styling and 
manicures. Some champagne, premium wine and 
spirit selections, caviar, cigarettes and cigars are 
not included in your fare and may not be availa-
ble at all times.  Champagne and caviar are not 
offered onboard Silver Galapagos.  

Under normal conditions the cruise fare is guar-
anteed at the time of booking. However, the 
fare that you pay is determined far in advance 
of initial departure on the basis of then-existing  
projections of fuel and other costs. In the event 
of any significant change in such costs beyond 
our control, including but not limited to increas-
es in the price of fuel, currency fluctuations af-
fecting our costs, increases in government taxes 
or levies, or increased security costs, Silversea 
reserves the right to surcharge guests to cover 
such unexpected costs. Silversea has the right to 
refuse to transport guests unless the addition-
al surcharge is paid in advance of initial depar-
ture.  All cruise-only Silversea holidays, though 
not covered by the ATOL scheme, are protected 
by the Cruise Lines International Association’s 

consumer protection scheme. It is guests’ re-
sponsibility to arrange flights and/or other travel 
arrangements to ensure arrival in good time for 
embarkation and to make suitable travel arrange-
ments for return journey. Silversea strongly rec-
ommends guests ensure that any independent 
travel arrangements are adequately protected by 
an ATOL, other similar license or insurance.   

SILVERSEA EXPEDITIONS  
AIR CHARTER PACKAGES
To facilitate travel to certain remote embarka-
tion/debarkation ports it may become mandato-
ry for guests sailing on Silver Explorer and Silver 
Discoverer to purchase a Silversea air charter 
package (“Air Charter Package(s))”. If an Air Char-
ter Package is required, the charter flight will be 
in economy class and will include the transfers 
from the airport to ship and ship to the airport.  
Silversea will make the final determination of the 
necessity of a charter flight 120 days prior to the 
voyage departure date.   

SILVER EXPLORER  
AIR CHARTER PACKAGES
For Silver Explorer voyages embarking and / or 
disembarking in Ushuaia and Longyearbyen, 
guests are required to purchase Silversea’s Air 
Charter Package for an additional charge.

Air Charter Packages for voyages embarking and 
/ or disembarking in Ushuaia include Economy 
Class charter air service between Buenos Aires 
and Ushuaia plus applicable transfers in Ushuaia 
between airport / pier.

Air Charter Packages for voyages embarking and 
/ or disembarking in Longyearbyen include Econ-
omy Class charter air service between Oslo and 
Longyearbyen plus applicable transfers in Long-
yearbyen between airport / pier.

Purchase of the Silver Explorer Air Charter Pack-
ages is required regardless of utilisation. Addi-
tional restrictions may apply.  

Ushuaia, and Longyearbyen Air Charter Packages 
may only be cancelled upon complete cancellation 
of the cruise reservations and are 100% non-re-
fundable 70– 0 days prior to the initial sailing date.

SILVER GALAPAGOS PACKAGE
For those guests purchasing Silversea’s All Inclu-
sive Silver Galapagos Experience the package 
includes 2 nights pre hotel in Quito with break-
fast each morning, a Quito by Night tour, transfer 
from the hotel to the airport, Economy Class Air 
from Quito to Galápagos and return to Guay-
aquil; Galápagos National Park entrance fee, 
Galápagos Immigration fee, transfers to/from the 
ship in Baltra; a post cruise day room in Guayaq-
uil for guests with flights after 10pm, and trans-
fers to/from the hotel in Guayaquil.  No credit of 
any kind will be given for unused components of 
the package. The All Inclusive Silver Galapagos 
Experience is non-refundable within 60 days of 
the initial sailing date. No refund or credit will be 
given for cancellation of the package, in whole or 
part, within 60 days of the sailing departure date.  
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Cruise only guests not purchasing the All Inclu-
sive Silver Galapagos Experience will receive a 
credit in the amount of £400, which credit will be 
applied to the guest’s final invoice. Cruise only 
guests will be responsible for making their own 
arrangements to/from the Baltra airport and for 
the payment of the National Park and immigra-
tion fees. All fees must be paid in US dollars, no 
debit or credit cards are accepted.  

SILVERSEA AIR PROGRAMME 
The Silversea Air Programme is offered from se-
lect UK gateways. Silversea’s ability to offer air 
service from specific gateway cities is limited to 
airline scheduling and the availability of negoti-
ated airfares. Airfares negotiated by Silversea 
limit your  ability to exchange, endorse or make 
changes to air tickets.  Silversea reserves the 
right to select the air carrier, routing and layo-
ver city if necessary and reserves the right to 
substitute charter flights for scheduled service 
and scheduled service for charter flights. Air-
fares may be revised upwards or downwards at 
any time prior to flight confirmation, are limited 
to certain classes of service as specified by each 
airline partner contract, are subject to availability 
and may not apply during holiday periods. Busi-
ness and First Class upgrades are guaranteed on 
the international / transoceanic flights only and 
subject to availability of select carriers. In pro-
viding air arrangements, Silversea acts only as an 
agent on the guest’s behalf and does not oper-
ate, control or supervise any airline and will not 
be held responsible for carriers failing to meet 
schedules whether or not air schedules / tickets 
were issued by Silversea. Silversea reserves the 
right to change inclusive items as needed includ-
ing private versus group transfer, and any other 
item that may be designated as part of the Sil-
versea Air Programme package. Final payment is 
due prior to ticket issuance and release of docu-
ments. Silversea reserves the right to modify the 
Silversea Air Programme procedures and fees at 
any time without notice. All travel documents are 
the guest’s responsibility. In the event guests are 
denied boarding by air carriers for failure to have 
proper travel documents neither air carriers nor 
Silversea will have any liability and no refunds of 
any kind will be made by air carriers or Silversea 
to guests. Guests are strongly advised to pur-
chase travel insurance. 

Note for 2016 World Cruise* guests: For a lim-
ited time, guests purchasing the 115-Day Full 
World Cruise and adding the optional Silver-
sea Air Programme to their booking will receive 
Business Class Air (“Promotional Air Package”). 
Due to limited air availability, Business Class Air 
may not be available at time of booking in which 
case Economy Class will be substituted. All Air 
Packages are: (1) valid for full fare cruise guests 
booking/purchasing the applicable Air Package 
for roundtrip travel via Silversea’s Preferred Air-
line Partners, (2) capacity controlled and subject 
to availability, (3) limited to specific UK gateways 
and airlines, (4) applicable to first and second full-
fare guests per suite only. Silversea may choose 
to withdraw or modify Air Package offers at any 
time without advance notice. Silversea reserves 
the right to select the air carrier, routing and de-
parture airport from each gateway city. Silversea 
reserves the right to request full payment of the 
Airfare at any time. Once airline tickets are is-
sued, or within 90-days of scheduled departure, 
penalties apply for cancellation. Changes made 
to travel dates or flight itinerary will be subject to 
fees (refer to Deviation and Administrative Fees 
at Silversea.com). Airline baggage fees are not 

included. All other Terms and Conditions of the 
Silversea Air Programme apply. Refer to Silver-
sea.com for complete details. 

Silversea’s standard air package is referred to 
as the Air / Sea Package and includes roundtrip 
Economy Class air and transfers between airport 
/ pier on days of embark / debark. Guests opting 
to add a Silver Shore Simply Hotel will receive a 
transfer between the Simply Hotel and pier in lieu 
of the airport-to-pier transfer already included in 
the Air / Sea Package. Transfer between airport 
and Simply Hotel is not included, but available 
for purchase through Silversea’s Reservations 
Department. Note: Due to limited air availability 
and / or airline schedule changes, guests may be 
required to purchase a pre- and / or post-cruise 
hotel stay (or dayroom) plus applicable transfers 
in conjunction with their confirmed air schedule. 
Silversea is available to assist with these arrange-
ments. Additional costs are the sole responsibil-
ity of the guest. Guests opting to independently 
purchase hotel arrangements forfeit the applica-
ble transfer(s) included in the Air / Sea Package 
and will be required to confirm their own transfer 
arrangements. Silversea is unable to provide air 
flights to unaccompanied minors, defined as chil-
dren under the age of 18. 

When Silversea has determined that a dayroom or 
overnight may be required due to possible con-
flicts between flight arrival / departure and sched-
uled embark / debark, Silversea’s Air Package Plus 
will apply and, for an additional charge, a Silver 
Shore Simply Hotel will automatically be added 
to the booking as an optional component. Silver-
sea’s Air Package Plus includes roundtrip Economy 
Class Air and applicable transfers between airport 
/ hotel and hotel / pier. Guests opting to cancel the 
Simply Hotel reservation must email their request 
to Silversea Concierge at silverskyuk@silversea.
com. Guests deviating from the pre-determined 
travel dates and/or original air schedule or can-
celling their Simply Hotel reservation may incur an 
administrative fee as well as deviation charges and 
hotel penalties, if applicable. Guests opting to in-
dependently purchase hotel arrangements forfeit 
the applicable transfer(s) included in the Air Pack-
age Plus and will be required to confirm their own 
transfer arrangements. 

Note: Guests are at all times responsible for addi-
tional costs incurred when purchasing additional 
hotel nights, early check-in, late check-out, room 
upgrades, meals, additional ground transporta-
tion, etc. The Air / Sea Package or the Air Pack-
age Plus shall be collectively referred to herein as 
the “Air / Sea Package(s)”. 

On select voyages, Silversea offers Specially 
Priced Promotional Airfares (the “Promotional 
Fare(s)”). Promotional Fares are capacity con-
trolled, subject to availability, limited to specific 
gateways and airlines, and available only for a 
limited time. Business Class Air Upgrades apply 
only to the international transoceanic flight(s). 
Economy class will be substituted when neces-
sary. Silversea may choose to withdraw or modify 
Promotional Fares at any time without advance 
notice. Silversea reserves the right to request full 
payment of the Air / Sea Package fare at any time 
prior to cruise departure. Once airline tickets are 
issued, or within 120 days of scheduled depar-
ture, penalties apply for cancellation. Requested 
changes to confirmed air schedules at any time 
prior to departure will incur fees and charges 
as the airline supplier may impose and any ad-
ditional air costs associated with the confirmed 
changes to travel dates, flight schedules and / 
or airlines (“Deviation Charges”) will be the re-
sponsibility of the guests and relevant fees will be 

applied to the guest’s booking. In addition, for 
each confirmed change, guests will be charged 
a non-refundable administrative fee of £50 per 
person. Deviation Charges are at all times in ad-
dition to administrative fees. Guests are required 
to send their detailed deviation request in writing 
to Silversea Concierge at silverskyuk@silversea.
com. Responses are generated within approxi-
mately 72 business hours. Administrative Fees 
and Deviation Charges are non-commissionable. 

Silversea requires the full passport details in-
cluding but not limited to: passport number, 
expiration date, gender, date of birth, national-
ity, residential address, destination address and 
guest’s name as it appears on their passport at 
the time of booking. Name changes are not al-
lowed after initial confirmation without forfeiting 
the air schedule, the airline tickets if issued, and 
any seats if pre-assigned. Payment of additional 
costs incurred for changing a name on an airline 
reservation / ticket will be the sole responsibili-
ty of the guest, regardless of Air / Sea Package 
booked. This information is required at the time 
of booking the Air / Sea Package. Failure to pro-
vide this information as required may result in 
complete cancellation of air schedules. Silversea 
cannot guarantee the re-booking of the original 
air schedule if cancelled, and additional airline 
fees / penalties may be assessed. Airline tickets 
and cruise documents will not be released until 
required information and additional payment is 
provided in full to Silversea. 

As a courtesy, Silversea Concierge will send a 
generic request to the airline(s) for pre-assigned 
seats. This is strictly a courtesy and Silversea is not 
responsible for changes or cancellation of pre-as-
signed seats prior to flight departure, for any rea-
son. Guests are advised to contact the airline(s) 
directly to confirm and / or change pre-assigned 
seating. Other requests such as adding frequent 
flyer numbers and requesting special meals or 
wheelchair assistance must be requested directly 
with the airline(s). Guests are, at all times, respon-
sible for paying all service fees imposed by the 
airline(s). Airline service charges are, at all times, 
non-refundable. Some airlines restrict the accu-
mulation and / or use of frequent flyer miles in 
conjunction with fares used by Silversea. Please 
note that each guest is fully responsible for any 
/ all baggage fees that may be imposed by the 
airline(s) upon check-in. Guests are, at all times, 
responsible for airline baggage fees. For travel to 
/ from and within the United States, please visit 
https://bags.amadeus.com/ or the individual air 
carriers’ website for a complete listing of bag-
gage fees. Guests are required to review their Sil-
versea invoice in detail to ensure accuracy of all 
items including guest names, confirmed class of 
service and fare, and any other information that 
may affect guest’s airline reservation. Discrep-
ancies must be brought to Silversea’s attention 
immediately and prior to ticket issuance. Discrep-
ancies brought to Silversea’s attention after ticket 
issuance will result in full forfeiture of the original 
airfare paid and guest(s) will be required to pay 
applicable penalties prior to Silversea issuing 
replacement ticket(s). Silversea issues airline tick-
ets within 90 days of sailing and only after final 
payment has been received. Due to the fact that 
airlines change their schedules often, guests are 
urged to review their flight details upon receiv-
ing their electronic ticket receipt, and should also 
contact the airline(s) directly at least 72 hours in 
advance to reconfirm flight schedules and bag-
gage allowance/fees.   

All the flights and flight-inclusive holidays are fi-
nancially protected by the ATOL scheme. Upon 
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payment, you will be supplied with an ATOL 
Certificate (only applicable to UK departures 
excluding the Channel Islands; the Isle of Man & 
Republic of Ireland).  Please check to ensure that 
everything that you booked (flights, hotels and 
other services) is listed on it. Also see our book-
ing conditions for further information. For infor-
mation about financial protection and the ATOL 
certificate, go to www.atol.org.uk/atolcertificate.   

On select voyages, Economy & Specially Priced 
Promotional Airfares may be available to guests 
opting to book the Silversea Air Programme. 
Promotional Airfares are available for a limited 
time only; capacity controlled; limited to select 
gateways, air carriers and routings of Silversea’s 
choosing. Guests should book early to secure the 
best airfare and flight schedule.

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL,  
GRANDE HOTEL & LAND ADVENTURES
Silver Shore Simply Hotel Programme and the 
Silver Shore Grande Hotel Programme (the “Ho-
tel Programme(s)”) and / or Land Adventures in-
clude accommodation at a deluxe hotel unless 
otherwise noted. The Silver Shore Simply Hotel 
Programme includes one-night, standard room 
accommodation and breakfast only; transfers  
are not included. The Silver Shore Grande Hotel 
Programme includes one night accommodation, 
a full breakfast, private transfer between airport 
and hotel and group transfer between hotel and 
pier. All fares listed for the Hotel Programmes 
and Land Adventures are per guest, based on 
double occupancy. Single accommodations are 
available for an additional charge. 
Silversea reserves the right to substitute hotel 
selection and provide transfers and porterage 
as applicable. All Land Adventures require a 
minimum number of participants in order to op-
erate as described. If this minimum number is 
not met, Silversea reserves the right to offer the 
programme at a different rate based on private 
arrangements, or to cancel the specific depar-
ture. Silversea’s published cruise cancellation 
policy will remain in effect. All Hotel Programme 
and Land Adventure fares are subject to change 
and not guaranteed until payment is received in 
full by Silversea. 

SILVER SHORE CONCIERGE
When utilising this optional service, a charge 
of £70 per port will apply. This non-refundable 
charge will be credited to the cost of your final 
arrangements.

SINGLE & THIRD GUESTS
A limited number of suites are available for pur-
chase on a single- or third-guest occupancy ba-
sis. The supplement for single occupancy ranges 
from 5% – 100% above the double occupancy 
fare, depending upon the sailing and suite select-
ed. Suites for singles and third guests are capaci-
ty controlled. Fares and supplements are subject 
to change without notice based on availability.

Note for 2016 World Cruise guests: Single sup-
plements start from 50% above the double occu-
pancy fare and may vary by category. 

SILVER PRIVILEGE FARES
All Silver Privilege Fares shown are cruise-only, 
per guest, based on double-occupancy. Fares 
are capacity controlled, and subject to change 
at any time without notice. Availability of all suite 
categories cannot be guaranteed. Fares for sin-
gle guests are available upon request. Additional 
restrictions may apply. 

SILVERSEA FARE GUARANTEE PROGRAMME
Guests will be eligible for reimbursement if the 
Silver Privilege Fare for their particular voyage 
and suite category is reduced after they have 
made a booking and deposit with Silversea and 
Silversea has received their written request for 
a fare adjustment prior to their sailing date. Re-
quests for reimbursement received on or after 
the sailing date will be denied. Reimbursement 
provided under this guarantee will be in the form 
of a shipboard credit, suite upgrade, future cruise 
credit, fare reduction or other method. Silversea 
reserves the sole right to determine the method 
of reimbursement made to guests. The amount 
of reimbursement the guests receive will be de-
termined by the difference between the Silver 
Privilege Fare actually paid by the guest and the 
Silver Privilege Fare displayed on Silversea.com 
the day the request is received is by Silversea.

VENETIAN SOCIETY (VS) SAVINGS
On select voyages, past guests of Silversea save 
an additional percentage as indicated by voy-
age. Savings are capacity controlled, subject to 
availability and may change at any time without 
notice. 

EXTENDED VOYAGE SAVINGS (EVS)
Combine two or more consecutive voyages and 
save up to 5% on each voyage selected. Savings 
may vary by voyage and are subject to change 
or withdrawal without notice. Savings are appli-
cable to full published voyages, but not to seg-
ments of the same voyage. Contact your travel 
agent or Silversea for applicable savings. Other 
restrictions apply.  

ONBOARD SAVINGS
Guests onboard save up to 5% off future select 
voyages when booked whilst sailing. Extended 
Voyage Savings, Venetian Society Savings and 
Onboard Savings are applied sequentially to Sil-
ver Privilege Fares and may not be combined with 
other promotional offers. Savings programmes 
do not apply to Silversea Air Programme fares, 
Hotel Programmes or Land Adventures.

TRAVEL AGENTS
Travel agents are considered to be the agent of 
guest and not of Silversea. Silversea is not liable 
for any representation, act or omission of guest’s 
travel agent. Guest’s cruise fare is not considered 
paid until Silversea receives full payment, and the 
amount thereof is subject to change at any time 
prior to Silversea’s receipt of payment. Guest 
shall at all times remain liable to Silversea for the 
price of passage. Silversea reserves the right to 
refuse embarkation if all charges and surcharges 
have not been paid in advance of departure.  

UNSCHEDULED  
EMBARKATION / DISEMBARKATION
International cabotage laws may prohibit guests 
from embarking or disembarking their voyage in 
any port except the main scheduled embarkation 
and disembarkation ports. Only those guests 
with a medical emergency may be allowed to 
embark or disembark the ship at an unscheduled 
embark / disembark port. If an unscheduled em-
barkation or disembarkation is permitted as a 
result of an emergency, those guests may incur 
additional charges intended to cover any fine or 
penalty levied against Silversea and any other 
additional costs. Such additional costs will be 
added to the guests’ onboard account prior to 
disembarking. 

PAYMENT SCHEDULE
To reserve your Silversea cruise, a 25% deposit 
of the total cruise fare is required within seven 
days of booking or sooner, depending on voyage 
and time of booking. Full payment is due no later 
than 120 days prior to departure. Guests will not 
be permitted to change travel agents more than 
30 days after Silversea’s receipt of guests initial 
deposit or after final payment has been received 
by Silversea, whichever occurs earlier. Final docu-
mentation will be issued after receipt of final pay-
ment and approximately 30 days prior to sailing. 
All reservations are subject to cancellation if pay-
ments are not received by the due date, and are 
guaranteed only when paid in full 120 days prior 
to sailing. Reservations made within 120 days of 
sailing require full payment within seven days 
of booking or sooner, as specified by Silversea. 
Payments may be made by bank transfer, VISA®, 
MasterCard®, or American Express® credit cards. 

Note for 2016 World Cruise guests: To reserve a 
suite on the 115-Day World Cruise 2016 or any 
voyage segment, a 25% deposit of the total 
cruise fare is required. Deposits must be received 
within seven days of booking or sooner, depend-
ing on time of booking. Unless otherwise noted, 
final payment must be received by Silversea 120 
days prior to cruise departure. For bookings 
made within 30 days of departure, final payment 
must be received within 48 hours. 
  
CRUISE CANCELLATIONS
If you find it necessary to cancel your reservation 
or any component thereof, you or your travel 
agent are required to contact the Silversea Reser-
vations Department by telephone as well as sub-
mit your cancellation in writing. If your cancella-
tion request is received more than 120 days prior 
to your initial sailing date, a £150 non-refundable 
administrative fee will be charged per booking. 

This administrative fee may be converted to a fu-
ture cruise credit valid for travel within 12 months 
from the date of the cancelled voyage. Cruise 
cancellation requests received within 120 days of 
the initial sailing date will be subject to the fol-
lowing charges, regardless of suite resale: 

120 – 91 days prior to the initial sailing date: 15% 
of the total cruise fare per person;

90 – 46 days prior to the initial sailing date: 50% 
of the total cruise fare per person;

45 – 31 days prior to the initial sailing date: 75% of 
the total cruise fare per person;

30 – 0 days prior to the initial sailing date or non-
appearance at the time of sailing: 100% of the 
total cruise fare per person.

Cruise tickets must be returned to Silversea be-
fore refunds(if owed) can be processed.

For World Cruise 2016 and itssegments the fol-
lowing cancellation penalties apply:

SAILING 54 – 115 DAYS:
From the date of deposit to 121 days prior to sail-
ing: £145 per guest sailing in a Vista, Terrace, Ve-
randa 1, Veranda 2, Veranda 3 or Veranda 4 Suite; 
£290per guest sailing in a Medallion, Silver, Roy-
al, Grand, or Owner’s Suite.

120 – 91 days prior to your initial sailing date: 
20% of the total cruise fare per guest 90 – 75 days 
prior to your initial sailing date: 50% of the total 
cruise fare per guest 74 – 0 days prior to your ini-
tial sailing date or non-appearance at the time of 
sailing: 100% of the total cruise fare per guest.
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PENALTIES: SAILING 11 – 53 DAYS:
120 – 91 days prior to your initial sailing date: 15% 
121 days or more prior to your initial sailing date, 
a £150 non-refundable administrative fee will be 
charged per booking. This administrative fee 
may be converted to a future cruise credit valid 
for travel within 12 months from the date of the 
cancelled voyage.

120 – 91 days prior to your initial sailing date: 15% 
of the total cruise fare per guest 

90 – 46 days prior to your initial sailing date: 50% 
of the total cruise fare per guest 

45 – 31 days prior to your initial sailing date: 75% 
of the total cruise fare per guest 

30 – 0 days prior to your initial sailing date, or 
non-appearance at the time of sailing: 100% of 
the total cruise fare per guest 

Guests who are booked on the full 115-Day World 
Cruise 2016 who cancel any portion of the cruise, 
will have their entire booking cancelled and will 
be re-booked on the revised segment(s) subject 
to space availability at the time of change. Guests 
booked on the full 115-Day World Cruise 2016 in 
a Silver Suite or higher, who cancel any portion 
of the cruise will forfeit their suite. Silversea re-
serves the right to allocate suites or suite cate-
gories to specific combination segments, hence 
all suites or suite categories may not be available 
for specific segments or segment combinations. 
Changes are subject to cancellation penalties.

Penalties apply to changes and cancellations to 
the following optional package programmes as 
follows:

SILVERSEA AIR PROGRAMME AND AIR 
CHARTER PACKAGES CANCELLATION FEES
The following cancellation fees are in addition to 
the applicable cruise penalty, deviation charges, 
air supplier charges and any Fees previously in-
curred:

90 – 71 days prior to the initial sailing date: £50 (in 
accordance with the currency of the booking) per 
person processing fee;

70– 0 days prior to the initial sailing date: £50 per 
person processing fee and 100% of the Air / Sea 
Package fare paid

Air Charter Packages may only be cancelled upon 
complete cancellation of the cruise reservations 
and are 100% non-refundable 70 – 0 days prior to 
the initial sailing date.

SILVER SHORE SIMPLY HOTEL &  
GRANDE HOTEL PROGRAMME  
CHANGES AND CANCELLATIONS
90 – 61 days prior to the initial sailing date: £70 
per person;

60 – 0 days prior to the initial sailing date: 100% 
of the programme fare per person.

SILVER SHORE LAND ADVENTURES  
CHANGES & CANCELLATIONS
(Unless otherwise advised) 90 – 0 days prior to 
the initial sailing date: 100% of the programme 
fare per person.

TRANSFER-ONLY OPTION  
CHANGES AND CANCELLATIONS
(Unless otherwise advised) 5 – 0 days prior to in-
itial sailing date or non-appearance at the time 
of transfer: 100% of the total transfer price per 
person.

Silversea’s cancellation penalties as mentioned 
above are strictly enforced. No refund or adjust-

ment will be made in the event of interruption or 
cancellation of the cruise holiday after the com-
mencement of same. Silversea reserves the right 
to re-invoice in the event of errors.

HEALTH & MEDICAL REQUIREMENTS
All guests are required to report in writing to Sil-
versea at the time their reservation is made:

1. Any physical or mental condition that may re-
quire medical or professional treatment or atten-
tion during the voyage.

2. Any condition that may render the guest un-
fit for travel, or that may require special care or 
assistance.

3. Any condition that may pose a risk or danger to 
the guest or anyone else onboard the ship.

4. Any condition that may require oxygen for 
medical reasons.

5. Any intention or need to use a wheelchair cart, 
other mobility device or a service or assistance 
animal aboard ship.

By booking passage and by boarding the ship, 
the guest represents and warrants that he / she is 
physically and otherwise fit to travel, and that the 
guest will comply at all times with applicable rules 
and regulations of the ship and orders and in-
structions of the ship’s officers and medical staff. 
Silversea reserves the right without liability to re-
quire a guest to disembark and / or to refuse to 
board and transport a guest who, in the judgment 
of Silversea or the ship’s Master, is unfit to travel 
or may require care beyond that which Silversea 
is reasonably able to provide. Silversea strongly 
recommends wheelchair guests travel with some-
one who is able to assist them both ashore and 
at sea as Silversea may be unable to offer spe-
cial assistance. Please note that wheel-on and / 
or wheel-off access may not be available at some 
ports-of-call. Wheelchair guests must bring their 
own collapsible wheelchair. For guests travelling 
aboard Expedition Fleet1 ships, Silversea strongly 
recommends wheelchair guests travel with some-
one who is able to assist them both ashore and 
at sea as Silversea may be unable to offer spe-
cial assistance. Please note that wheel-on and / 
or wheel-off access may not be available at some 
ports-of-call. Wheelchair guests must bring their 
own collapsible wheelchair. For guests travelling 
aboard Silver Galapagos, those guests requiring 
wheel-on and / or wheel-off access must contact 
Silversea prior to making a booking. Silversea re-
serves the right to deny boarding to any guest 
who failed to notify Silversea of such requirement 
at the time of booking.
1 “Expedition Fleet” means Silver Explorer and 
Silver Discoverer. 

PREGNANCY
At the time of booking, expectant mothers are re-
quired to supply a medical certificate establishing 
their fitness for travel at the time they are due to 
travel. Silversea is unable to accommodate wom-
en who have entered their twenty-fourth (24th) 
week of pregnancy and will not be responsible or 
liable for any complication relative to any preg-
nancy during the entire duration of their Silversea 
cruise / holiday or thereafter. Additionally, airlines 
may have restrictions that may differ from Silver-
sea’s. Please contact your travel agent or airline.

ACCOMMODATION OF CHILDREN
For Classic Fleet2 voyages: Carrier is unable to 
accommodate children less than six (6) months of 
age. Guests must notify Carrier of any children 
between the ages of six (6) months and one (1) 

year who will be sailing onboard and they will 
require a signed and notarized waiver. Carrier 
reserves the right to limit the number of children 
less than three (3) years of age aboard the ship.

For Expedition Fleet voyages: Carrier is unable 
to accommodate children less than one (1) year of 
age. No children under the age of six (6) years will 
be allowed onboard Zodiacs. Children under the 
age of six (6) years will be unable to participate in 
any expeditions which require the use of Zodiac 
transfer to go ashore.

For Silver Galapagos voyages: Carrier is unable 
to accommodate children less than six (6) years 
of age. 

Any child under the age of eighteen (18) years of 
age must be accompanied in the same or con-
necting suite by a parent or other responsible 
adult over the age of twenty-one (21) years. In 
addition, if the adult accompanying this child is 
not a parent, a “Parental Consent Guardianship 
Form” must be signed by parent or legal guard-
ian and received by Carrier prior to sailing. Chil-
dren under eighteen (18) years of age are not 
permitted in the Ship’s casino.

No childcare services will be provided onboard.

To ensure the safety of younger guests, children 
up to the age of 8 years old are only permitted 
to participate in suitable Silver Shore Excursions/
shuttle service if the vehicles are equipped with 
the correct safety harness and seating equip-
ment to accommodate young guests. Alternately 
guests may use their own approved safety seat, 
booster seat or harness provided they are com-
patible with the local touring vehicle and can 
properly secure the young guest. Child harnesses 
and secure seating cannot be guaranteed and Sil-
versea reserves the right to refuse children under 
the age of 8 years old on any tour on the grounds 
basis of safety.
2 “Classic Fleet” means Silver Cloud, Silver Wind, 
Silver Shadow, Silver Whisper and Silver Spirit.

BAGGAGE
You may bring aboard the ship a reasonable 
amount of clothing and personal effects without 
charge. Baggage for Silversea guests or guests on 
Land Adventures must be handled in accordance 
with regulations and tariffs of airlines, air charters 
and / or ground operators. Baggage exceeding 
these limitations is subject to the charges as set 
forth by the individual operators. Airlines are 
strict with baggage limitations. Guests are en-
couraged to contact individual airlines for weight 
limitations. Guests are also encouraged to pack a 
smaller bag for all Land Adventures to avoid extra 
baggage charges. All baggage must be securely 
packed, and properly and clearly labelled. Liquid, 
fragile, perishable and other articles not suitably 
packed are transported at your own risk. 

Silversea is not responsible for loss or damage 
to baggage or any other personal item during air 
travel, hotel stays, land adventures or shore ex-
cursions. Baggage and personal belongings will 
be taken off the ship upon guest disembarkation.
Under no circumstances will baggage be stored 
onboard without the owner of such baggage be-
ing on the ship. Under no circumstances may dan-
gerous items (including but not limited to: explo-
sives, firearms, combustible or illegal substances) 
be taken aboard the ship. We recommend that 
you hand-carry travel documents (passport, visa, 
cruise tickets), medications and valuables. These 
items are the full responsibility of the guest at all 
times. Silversea shall not be responsible for the 
loss of, or damage to, such personal items.
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GALÁPAGOS RESTRAINED PRODUCTS
Local authorities manage the quarantine system 
of Galápagos National Park in order to avoid the 
arrival of foreign species to the islands. All cargo 
and luggage that arrives to Galápagos National 
Park or that is transferred from one island to an-
other must be inspected. To preserve the human 
health and the native species of the Galápagos 
Islands, the following products may not be trans-
ferred to Galápagos: fresh vegetables and fruits, 
animal products and or its derivate or dairy prod-
ucts. Other live animals, pathological samples, 
dry coffee beans, genetically modified organ-
isms, forest species or the disseminative parts, 
grass and its disseminative parts, fresh flowers 
medicinal plants and their disseminative parts, 
banana tree leaves, microorganisms (fungi, bac-
teria, etc.) soil and sand, and animal vaccines are 
strictly prohibited. 

LOST PROPERTY
Silversea may levy a charge for the return of per-
sonal items left onboard or lost and subsequently 
found. 

LECTURERS & PERSONALITIES
Independent contractors retained by Silversea 
(including but not limited to; lecturers, guest per-
sonalities, bridge instructors, guest hosts, chefs, 
enrichment specialists and entertainers) are sub-
ject to change and / or cancellation without notice.  

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
All travel documents (air and cruise tickets, pass-
port, medical card, inoculation verification) are 
the guest’s responsibility. It is also the guest’s 
responsibility to obtain any necessary visas and 
public health documents for all applicable ports 
and to comply with all customs requirements. 
Without the required documents, a guest may be 
denied boarding and accommodation by Silver-
sea, or the guest may be disembarked during the 
voyage and Silversea will not make a refund or 
be otherwise liable to any guest for such denial 
of boarding or disembarkation. In the event that 
Silversea, as a courtesy, provides information or 
advice as to necessary travel documents, visas 
and medical inoculations, guests are still obligat-
ed to verify such information with the appropri-
ate government authorities and Silversea does 
not warrant or guarantee the accuracy of such 
information. Some countries require passports 
to be valid six months following your return date. 
Please check with the appropriate consulate for 
specific requirements. 

Security measures imposed by governments may 
change from time to time and each guest will be 
required to comply with them. Please consult 
your travel agent for advice on such requirements 
to avoid loss of boarding privileges.

CRUISE CREDITS
Silversea Cruise Credits have no cash value, are 
non-transferable, and may only be used in con-
junction with the purchase of a Silversea cruise 
prior to the expiration date. These credits are 
valid toward the published cruise only fares and 
are applied to bookings after all other savings 
programmes. Certain restrictions may apply. 

ONBOARD SPENDING CREDIT
Any onboard spending credit issued to a guest 
is provided in the form of a shipboard credit, in 
US dollars, based on double occupancy suite, 
not per voyage and may only be applied once on 
combined voyages; can be used for onboard ex-

penses such as shore excursions, spa treatments, 
premium wines and spirits, specialty restaurant 
dining fees and / or purchases in the Internet 
Café and onboard boutiques; not for use in the 
Casino or for Silver Shore Simply Hotel, Grande 
Hotel and Land Adventures. Single occupancy 
suites receive 50% of the shipboard credit shown. 
Onboard spending credits may not be redeemed 
for cash and any unused portion will be forfeited.

TAXES, GOVERNMENT FEES / QUASI- 
GOVERNMENT FEES & FUEL SUPPLEMENTS
Silversea reserves the right to pass through to 
its guests (including fully paid and deposited 
guests) any taxes and government fees / qua-
si-government fees that relate specifically to a 
guest’s itinerary. “Taxes and Government fees / 
quasi-government fees” include any and all fees, 
charges, surcharges, tolls and taxes imposed by 
governmental or quasi-governmental authorities 
including, but not limited to, customs fees, per 
person berth taxes or fees, embarkation and / or 
disembarkation fees at ports, airline transporta-
tion fees, dockage fees, and wharfage fees. 

Silversea reserves the right to charge a per per-
son fuel supplement in the event that the price of 
Brent* crude oil is greater than US$80.00 per bar-
rel at any time prior to sailing, up to and including 
the day of embarkation. 

* Brent crude oil prices published on 
 www.bloomberg.com

Silversea may collect any taxes, government fees 
/ quasigovernment fees and fuel supplement (the 
“Surcharges”) at the time of booking, prior to 
sailing or onboard the ship, even if the cruise fare 
has been paid in full. Surcharges will be invoiced 
accordingly.

TRAVEL INSURANCE 
Travel Insurance must be taken out at the time of 
booking and details of the Insurance stated on 
the Guest Information Form. This must include 
cover for cancellation or curtailment of the holi-
day by yourself as well as the cost of repatriation 
in the event of accident or illness. It is your re-
sponsibility to arrange suitable insurance cover 
for your holiday. If you require further informa-
tion, we recommend that you speak to an inde-
pendent insurance broker or expert. If any insur-
ance policy is returned during a “cooling-off” 
period, then equivalent insurance must be taken 
out and paid for immediately and details immedi-
ately provided to Silversea. 

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS
Silversea will not pay for claims arising out of loss 
or damage directly or indirectly occasioned by cir-
cumstances where performance and /or prompt 
performance of the Holiday Contract is prevented 
by reason of war, or threat of war, riot, civil strife, in-
dustrial dispute whether by Silversea’s employees 
or others, terrorist activity or the threat of terrorist 
activity, failure of supplies of power, health risks 
or epidemics, natural or nuclear disaster, fire or 
adverse weather conditions or adverse sea states, 
suicide or attempted suicide or deliberate expo-
sure to unnecessary danger (except in an attempt 
to save human life), or the consequences of partici-
pating in an unusual and dangerous activity and all 
similar circumstances outside Silversea’s control. 
Silversea reserves the right to correct errors and 
omissions at any time without prior notice, and to 
cancel any offered product, service, programme, 
reward, savings, credit, amenity, etc. in the event 
of any error or omission in the description, includ-
ing pricing and availability.

HOLIDAY CONTRACT  
TERMS & CONDITIONS IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Where a Holiday is booked other than through 
Silversea (whether through a third party trav-
el agent, tour operator or otherwise) (“Third 
Party”), the Third Party is deemed to be an 
agent for the Guest in relation to the forma-
tion and performance of the Holiday Contract 
including, without limitation, payment of the 
Holiday Price.
By booking the Holiday (whether through a 
Third Party or otherwise), the Guest irrevoca-
bly agrees to be bound by these Terms and 
Conditions (including this notice).
If the Holiday Contract you have received is in 
a language other than English it has been pro-
vided to you as a courtesy. In the event of any 
ambiguity in or dispute as to the meaning or 
interpretation of any wording in the Holiday 
Contract, the English version of the Holiday 
Contract shall prevail.

1. DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
1.1 In these Terms and Conditions, use of any 
gender includes all other genders and capitalised 
words and expressions shall have the following 
meanings:

“Additional Service” means any accommoda-
tion, transport (including, without limitation, the 
Silversea Air Programme) or other tourist services 
arranged by Silversea at a guest’s request sepa-
rately and in addition to the Holiday.

“Additional Service Fee” means any fee payable 
by the Guest to Silversea in connection with an 
Additional Service;

“Deviation Charges” has the meaning set out in 
clause 15.5;

“Excursion” shall mean any activity offered for 
guests during the Holiday which typically takes 
place away from the Ship, including without limi-
tation, Off-Ship Activities, Silversea Experience® 
and other trips on shore;

“Guest” means the person identified as the 
lead passenger on a booking, and references to 
“guests” shall include the Guest and, if applica-
ble, any other members of the Guest’s party;

“Holiday” means the holiday arranged by or 
on behalf of Silversea and supplied by Silversea 
and/or SCL (as defined below) which is the sub-
ject of a reservation by a Guest and is governed 
by the Holiday Contract. For the avoidance of 
doubt, the Holiday excludes any Additional 
Service, which if Silversea agrees to arrange, 
shall form a separate and severable contract 
between the guests and each one of them and 
Silversea;
“Holiday Contract” means the contract con-
cluded between the Guest and Silversea and/or 
SCL incorporating these Terms and Conditions 
upon Silversea’s receipt of the applicable deposit 
in accordance with clause 3.1;

“Holiday Price” means the total sums payable by 
the Guest for the Holiday pursuant to the Holiday 
Contract which shall exclude any sums payable in 
respect of any Additional Service, notwithstand-
ing that any such Additional Service related sums 
may be invoiced, for ease of administration, at 
the same time as the Holiday;

“Silversea” means Silversea Cruises (UK) Ltd 
Level 3, The Asticus Building, 21 Palmer Street, 
London SW1H 0AD, United Kingdom, Telephone: 
0844 770 9030, Facsimile: 0844770 9060; and its 
successors, assigns and transferees;
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“Silversea Air Programme” means the air trans-
portation arrangements made by Silversea with 
air carriers on behalf of guests, only upon re-
quest, in connection with the Holiday which shall 
be governed by a separate and severable con-
tract between (i) the Guest and (ii) Silversea and/
or the relevant air carrier, which is independent of 
the Holiday Contract;

“Silversea Experience®” means excursions 
which may be offered, free of charge, to guests 
in certain ports on certain itineraries, subject to 
conditions which will be notified to such guests 
upon request;

“SCL” means Silversea Cruises Ltd. with a regis-
tered office of Sassoon House, Shirley Street & 
Victoria Ave., Nassau, New Providence, The Ba-
hamas; and its successors, assigns and transfer-
ees; and

“Ship” the ship that will be utilised for the provi-
sion of the Holiday.

1.2 Headings in these Terms and Conditions are 
for convenience and do not affect the interpreta-
tion of the clauses to which such headings relate.

2. RESERVATION AND FORMATION  
OF THE HOLIDAY CONTRACT
2.1 Reservation of a Holiday may be made 
through a Third Party or with Silversea. Wheth-
er booking alone or in a group, the Guest shall 
be deemed the single point of contact for that 
booking and the one with whom Silversea will 
deal (whether directly or through the Guest’s 
travel agent) in all subsequent correspondence 
and notices. The Guest must be at least eighteen 
(18) years’ old at the time of booking and have the 
mental capacity and necessary authority to make 
the booking. The Guest must ensure that he or 
she and all other guests named on the booking 
strictly adhere to these terms and conditions of 
this Holiday Contract. The reservation must con-
tain all relevant personal data of all guests within 
the booking and be made accessible to both the 
Third Party and Silversea. The Guest must pro-
vide the full and correct names and personal de-
tails of all guests which accord with passport de-
tails at the time of reservation. Names of guests 
cannot be changed after reservation unless a 
written request is made to Silversea in accord-
ance with clause 2.3 below. 

Where a reservation is made through a Third 
Party, the Third Party (for the purposes of 
the Holiday Contract) is the agent or repre-
sentative for the Guest (and not for Silver-
sea). Accordingly, all communications with 
the Guest in relation to the Holiday Contract 
including all declarations, notices, remind-
ers, announcements, documents and tickets 
may be sent by Silversea to the Third Party, 
and will be deemed to have been received 
by the Guest if received by the Third Party. 
A deposit of twenty five per cent (25%) of 
the Holiday Price must be paid at the time  
of reservation.
2.2 SCL and any party who arranges or supplies 
part of the Holiday, and their respective employ-
ees, agents and subcontractors, as well as all em-
ployees, agents and subcontractors of Silversea 
shall have the benefit of all rights, limitations and 
exemptions available to Silversea.

2.3 Silversea will accept a request for changes of 
name or other details of a reservation provided al-
ways that Silversea will be entitled to charge fees 
in relation to any change made to a reservation as 
a result of a request made under this clause in ac-

cordance with the provisions applicable to Guest 
cancellation as set out in clause 5 below.

2.4 Despite best intentions and a desire to wel-
come and accommodate all persons on board its 
ships, the nature of the cruise which forms part 
of the Holiday and the technical specifications of 
the Ship mean that Silversea is unable to accept 
a booking for or allow embarkation of any person 
on board the Ship, who, at the time the Holiday 
commences:

(a) has entered their 24th week of pregnancy; or

(b) is less than six (6) months’ old if sailing on 
board Silver Cloud, Silver Wind, Silver Shadow, 
Silver Whisper or Silver Spirit; or

(c) is less than one (1) year old if sailing on board 
Silver Explorer or Silver Discoverer; or

(d) is less than six (6) years old if sailing on board 
Silver Galapagos.

No children under the age of six (6) years will be 
allowed on board zodiacs. Children under the 
age of six (6) years will be unable to participate 
in any Excursions which require the use of zodiac 
transfer to go ashore.

It is a condition of the booking that (i) any per-
son under the age of eighteen (18) years of age 
(“minor”) must be accompanied in the same or 
connecting suite by a parent or other responsi-
ble adult over the age of twenty-one (21) years; 
and that (ii) if the adult accompanying this minor 
is not a parent or its legal guardian, a “Parental 
Consent Guardianship Form” must be signed by 
parent or legal guardian and received by Silver-
sea prior to sailing. In addition, minors are not 
permitted in the Ship’s casino should it have one.

2.5 It is a condition of the booking that the Guest 
and all other guests in his or her party, includ-
ing minors, are adequately insured on holiday 
and the Guest is strongly recommended to pur-
chase adequate insurance before completing this 
booking.

2.6 Silversea and/or SCL may at any time assign, 
transfer or deal in any other manner with any or all 
of their respective rights and obligations under 
these Terms and Conditions.

3. HOLIDAY PRICE AND TICKETS
3.1 On receipt and acceptance by Silversea of a 
deposit of twenty five per cent (25%) (or such oth-
er proportion as may be agreed by Silversea) of 
the total Holiday Price per guest, Silversea will, 
subject to availability, issue confirmation of the 
formation of the Holiday Contract and issue an 
invoice for the balance of the Holiday Price. It 
is the responsibility of the Guest to ensure that 
all confirmation details are correct and to advise 
Silversea of any amendments at the earliest pos-
sible opportunity. Suites are subject to cancella-
tion and resale if the required deposit amount is 
not received within the specified option period.

3.2 The balance of the Holiday Price and, if ap-
plicable, any Additional Service Fee must be re-
ceived and accepted by Silversea not later than 
one hundred and twenty (120) days before de-
parture, or immediately upon receipt of invoice if 
received less than one hundred and twenty (120) 
days before departure, failing which Silversea re-
serves the right to cancel the Holiday Contract 
and to resell the Holiday. In such instance, the 
Guest will forfeit their deposit.

3.3 Notwithstanding the formation of a Holiday 
Contract, in no event will Silversea or SCL be 
obliged to supply the Holiday or any part of it un-
til Silversea has received payment of the full Holi-
day Price in cleared funds in accordance with the 

terms of the Holiday Contract. For the purposes 
of the Holiday Contract, Silversea acts as agent 
for SCL for the cruise element of the Holiday and 
as principal for all other arrangements which form 
part of the Holiday.

3.4 Holiday Prices quoted include all government 
taxes which do not have to be paid locally. Taxes 
which have to be paid by the guests locally are 
extra and for the guests’ account.

3.5 In these Terms and Conditions, a payment 
will only be considered to have been accepted 
and received by Silversea before a certain date 
if it has actually been accepted and received by 
Silversea (rather than a Third Party) before that 
date.

Any and all payments for any Holiday must be 
received and accepted by Silversea on or be-
fore the due date. If payment is not received and 
accepted by Silversea in time, then Silversea re-
serves the right to refuse to accept the payment 
and any associated proposed reservation and 
to cancel any associated Holiday Contract that 
has been made. This means that if a Holiday is 
offered at a particular price on the condition that 
payment is received and accepted by Silversea 
before a certain date and that condition has not 
been met, then Silversea may:

a) refuse to accept the proposed reservation; or

b) cancel any reservation it had previously ac-
cepted.

3.6 Subject to clause 2.3 above, all tickets issued 
in respect of the Holiday are non- transferable. 
Silversea shall not be liable to make any refund 
for any lost or unused or partly unused ticket.

4. EXCURSIONS, LECTURERS  
AND PERSONALITIES
4.1 Any and all Excursions included within the 
Holiday may be subject to minimum or maximum 
numbers of participants. Excursions are subject 
to availability. Silversea has no liability for any 
land based arrangements which do not form part 
of the Holiday booked with Silversea. Excursions, 
lecturers and personalities may vary from those 
advertised in advance.

4.2 Subject to clause 12, Silversea shall not be 
liable for any loss or damage, including but not 
limited to, loss of enjoyment, disappointment or 
distress for changes to, or cancellation of any Ex-
cursions, lecturers and personalities.

4.3 Without prejudice to the generality of the 
foregoing, in consideration of payment of the 
Holiday Price, the guests, unless otherwise pro-
vided herein, will have the option to utilise equip-
ment provided by Silversea and to participate in 
various sports and recreational activities and ex-
pedition excursions off, under, around, about and 
in the environs of the Ship and locations visited 
during the Holiday. These activities may include 
but are not limited to zodiac transfers, kayaking, 
snorkelling, hiking and extensive walking (“Off-
Ship Activities”). All guests acknowledge that: 
(a) there are risks and dangers involved in the par-
ticipation in Off-Ship Activities and that these are 
potentially dangerous activities that can result in 
serious injury or death; (b) Silversea can in no way 
guarantee the safety or welfare of the guests in 
any Off-Ship Activities and that Silversea is mere-
ly providing equipment and instruction to en-
hance the guests’ enjoyment; (c) The guests shall 
knowingly and voluntarily assume the risk of and 
shall indemnify Silversea against any claims made 
by him or on his behalf as a result of using equip-
ment provided by Silversea and participating in 
Off-Ship Activities; (d) The guests shall acquire 
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the training and skill necessary to participate 
in Off-Ship Activities and shall follow the rules, 
guidance, directions and procedures of Silversea; 
and (e) Silversea shall accept no responsibility 
for the guest’s failure to abide by governmental 
rules, regulations and restrictions and Silversea’s 
rules, guidance, directions and procedures con-
cerning Off-Ship Activities. 
The guests will be required to sign an Indemnity 
and Release before being allowed to participate 
in any Off-Ship Activities. Any guests unwilling to 
sign an Indemnity and Release will be unable to 
participate in any Off-Ship Activities. On those 
voyages where scuba diving is offered, Guests 
wishing to participate will be required to have a 
current Advance Open Water Dive certification 
(a copy of which must be provided to Carrier) as 
well as medical and dive insurance covering evac-
uation, medical treatment and repatriation (cop-
ies of which must be provided to Carrier). Guests 
who are unable to meet these requirements will 
be unable to participate in any scheduled dives. 
Silversea reserves the right to limit the number of 
Guests per dive.

5. CANCELLATION BY THE GUEST
5.1 If guests find it necessary to cancel their Hol-
iday or any component thereof, they or the Third 
Party through whom they booked the Holiday are 
required to contact the Silversea Reservations 
Department by telephone as well as to submit 
the Guest’s cancellation in writing.

5.2 Cruise cancellation requests received will be 
subject to the following charges, regardless of 
resale:

From date of booking up to 121 days prior to the 
initial sailing date 5% of the Holiday Price; maxi-
mum £150 /  €200 /  US$200 per booking;

120 – 91 days prior to the initial sailing date: 15% 
of the Holiday Price;

90 – 46 days prior to the initial sailing date: 50% 
of the Holiday Price;

45 – 31 days prior to the initial sailing date: 75% 
of the Holiday Price;

30 – 0 days prior to the initial sailing date, or 
non-appearance at the time of sailing: 100% of 
the Holiday Price.

Silversea’s cancellation charges are strictly en-
forced.

Note: Terms and conditions for any voyage(s) 
designated as a “World Cruise” and its segments 
may vary. Please refer to Silversea.com or contact 
Silversea for further details. No refund or adjust-
ment will be made in the event of interruption or 
cancellation of the cruise holiday after the com-
mencement of the same. Any change or cancella-
tion of Silver Shore “Simply Hotel” and “Grande 
Hotel” Programmes within 90 days of departure 
will be charged according to the following scale:

90 – 60 days prior to sailing: £70, €100 or US$100 
per person (according to the currency in which 
the Holiday was booked);

60 – 0 days prior to sailing: 100% of the fare paid 
per person (according to the currency in which 
the Holiday was booked).

Silver Shore Land Adventures changed or can-
celled 90 days or less prior to departure will be 
charged 100% of the fare paid per person.

6. ALTERATION BY SILVERSEA
6.1 Arrangements for the Holiday are planned 
many months in advance and very occasionally 
alterations may become necessary.

ALTERATIONS BEFORE DEPARTURE

6.2 Where it is necessary to alter significantly an 
essential part of the Holiday before departure, 
Silversea will notify the Guest or the Third Party 
as quickly as possible. The Guest may:

a) accept the change and its impact (if any) on the 
Holiday Price; or

b) book another Holiday with Silversea from its 
current brochure, subject to availability and pay-
ment or refund in respect of any difference in the 
Holiday Price; or

c) cancel and receive a full refund of the Holiday 
Price.

The Guest must inform Silversea in writing of 
such a choice within seven (7) days of the noti-
fication by Silversea under this clause 6.2 and if 
the notice is given less than seven (7) days before 
the date of departure, as soon as possible after 
receipt but in any event prior to departure.

ALTERATION AFTER DEPARTURE

6.3 Where after departure a significant propor-
tion of the Holiday is not provided or Silversea 
becomes aware that it will be unable to provide /  
procure a significant proportion of the Holiday, 
then Silversea will, at no extra cost to the guests, 
either:

a) make suitable alternative arrangements for 
the continuation of the Holiday; or b) provide the 
guests with equivalent transport to the sched-
uled destination.

Where appropriate, in either case, Silversea shall 
pay compensation to the guests of an amount 
relating to the Holiday Price, pro-rata, for the 
part of the Holiday lost and not made up for by 
alternative arrangements except that no com-
pensation shall be payable where the alteration 
is caused by unusual and unforeseeable circum-
stances beyond the control of Silversea or an 
event which Silversea, even with all due care, 
could not have foreseen or forestalled or a failure 
which is attributable to either a third party uncon-
nected with the services contracted for which are 
unforeseeable or unavoidable or by the guests.

If it is impossible to make the arrangements de-
scribed in clauses 6.3(a) or (b) above, or this is not 
accepted by the guests for good reason, Silver-
sea will, where appropriate, provide the guests 
with equivalent transport back to the place of 
departure or to another place which the Guest 
has agreed.

6.4 During cruises, Silversea cannot guarantee to 
call at every site specified in the original itiner-
ary or to maintain every aspect of the advertised 
itinerary and reserves to itself and to the Master 
the absolute right to deviate or omit any site or 
change any times of the itinerary, to transfer the 
guests and luggage to any other ships or means 
of transportation, to assist other ships, or to oth-
erwise manage the Ship, without any compensa-
tion being payable to the guests provided that 
such action is reasonable or done in the interests 
of safety or comfort of guests. Any such deviation 
or change shall not represent a significant altera-
tion to the Holiday.

6.5 Silversea is entitled to provide an alternative 
suite on board the Ship of the same or a higher 
grade than that originally booked.

7. CANCELLATION BY SILVERSEA
7.1 Silversea may cancel the Holiday prior to de-
parture as a result of (i) unforeseeable, unavoid-
able or unusual circumstances beyond the con-
trol of Silversea or (ii) if the number of bookings 

received by Silversea is fewer than the minimum 
number required by Silversea; whereupon the 
Guest shall be notified in writing and shall be en-
titled to either:

a) book another Holiday with Silversea from its 
current brochure, subject to availability, and pay-
ment or refund in respect of any difference in 
Holiday Price; or

b) receive a full refund of the Holiday Price and 
any Additional Service Fee paid.

The Guest must inform Silversea in writing of 
such a choice within seven (7) days of notification 
by Silversea under this clause 7.1, or, if notice is 
given less than seven days before departure, as 
soon as possible and in any event before depar-
ture failing which the Guest will be deemed to 
opt for option 7.1b).

7.2 If Silversea cancels a Holiday in circumstances 
other than those described in clause

7.1 and compensation is due to guests as a result 
of the cancellation, Silversea will pay the Guest 
no more than the compensation payments (that 
apply in the aggregate to the Guest and to the 
other guests in his party) set out in the table be-
low regardless of suite or suite resale:

more than 61 days prior to the initial sailing: nil

60 – 31 days prior to the sailing date: £50, €100 
or US$100 (according to the currency in which the 
Holiday was booked);

30 – 15 days prior to the sailing date: £150, €300 
or US$300 (according to the currency in which the 
Holiday was booked);

14 – 0 days to prior to the sailing date: £250, €500 
or US$500 (according to the currency in which the 
Holiday was booked).

8. HOLIDAY PRICES
8.1 Silversea will not increase Holiday Prices for 
the Holiday unless an increase in the cost of pro-
viding the Holiday of more than 2% is caused by 
an increase in transportation costs outside the 
control of Silversea, including the price of Brent* 
crude oil exceeding US$80.00 per barrel, or an 
increase in dues, taxes or fees chargeable for 
services such as landing taxes, or embarkation or 
disembarkation fees at ports and airports, or ex-
change rates, in which case Silversea shall be en-
titled to pass on any such increase to the guests 
at cost by way of an increase in Holiday Price. A 
significant decrease in such costs may be passed 
on to the guests at the discretion of Silversea. In 
any event, no increase will be made within thir-
ty (30) days of departure. If an increase exceeds 
ten per cent (10%) of the Holiday Price, the Guest 
may cancel the Holiday without penalty and re-
ceive a full refund of any amount paid to Silversea 
within seven (7) days of notification; otherwise 
the Guest will be deemed to accept the increase.

* Brent crude oil prices published on 
 www.bloomberg.com

8.2 Where air travel or air travel upgrades (oth-
er than Additional Services, in respect of which 
different cancellation provisions apply), hotel 
bookings, or land programmes are included in 
the Holiday reservation at a specially negotiated 
price, if the Holiday is subsequently cancelled 
by the Guest, no use of or refund in respect of 
the air travel or hotel reservation can be made. 
If the cancellation is by the Guest, any charge, 
payment or expense charged to Silversea in con-
nection with the flight, accommodation or land 
programme originally booked must be reim-
bursed by the Guest to Silversea in addition to 



the charges payable in accordance with clause 5 
(Cancellation by the Guest) above.

8.3 No refund will be made by Silversea in rela-
tion to any unused package components.

9. GUEST RESPONSIBILITIES
9.1 All guests must comply and the Guest shall 
procure that all other guests comply with and 
abide by the terms and conditions of the Holiday 
Contract and all other rules and regulations of 
Silversea and any agent, subcontractor or other 
supplier of services in connection with the Hol-
iday, as well as all orders and directions of the 
Master and other officers of the Ship. Copies of 
all applicable rules and regulations are available 
from Silversea on request. The officers on board 
the Ship have the right to use all reasonable 
means to enforce such rules, regulations, orders 
and directions including, but not limited to, the 
removal of guests from the Ship. If it appears to 
the staff or crew at any time during the cruise that 
guests are or are becoming for any reason unfit 
to travel or likely to endanger the health, safety 
or comfort of anyone on board then the Master 
or duly authorised representative may refuse to 
embark or disembark the guests at any port or 
place, transfer the guests from one suite to an-
other, or otherwise deal with the guests as may 
be necessary. In such circumstances the guests 
shall not be entitled to any refund or compensa-
tion and shall be liable to pay any fines, losses or 
compensation due to any party.

9.2 Subject always to clause 15 below, all guests 
who have purchased a Silversea Air Package (in-
cluding an Air Charter Package (as such term is 
defined in clause 15.2)) must be at the designat-
ed airport(s) at least two (2) hours before the ap-
pointed departure time for each flight.

9.3 All guests must be at Silversea’s designat-
ed pier in the initial port of embarkation site at 
least two (2) hours before the appointed time for 
sailing.

9.4 Each guest shall be responsible to Silversea, 
SCL and their respective officers, employees, 
servants, agents, sub-contractors, shareholders 
and affiliates (each, an “Indemnitee”) for, and 
shall indemnify Silversea and any other Indem-
nitee against, all damage to the Ship, breakage 
of any fixtures on the Ship, and any other losses 
or expenses which an Indemnitee may incur (in-
cluding, any penalties, fines, charges, legal fees, 
losses or expenses incurred or imposed upon 
Silversea) arising out of the guests’ presence on 
board or any conduct or activity undertaken by, 
or any omission of, that guest. No guests shall 
pay, nor receive any general average contribution 
with respect to any property.

9.5 Each guest agrees to fully indemnify and hold 
harmless Silversea and any other Indemnitee 
(as such term is defined in clause 9.4) against 
any damages, liabilities, losses, penalties, fines, 
charges or expenses incurred or imposed upon 
Silversea and any other Indemnitee as a result of 
any act, omission or violation of law by the guest 
or any minor for whom the guest is responsible.

9.6 All guests must be twenty one (21) years of 
age or older to purchase or consume alcohol. 
Silversea reserves the right to refuse to serve an-
yone who in its sole judgment may be under the 
influence of alcohol, or for any reason necessary 
in its judgment to preserve the health and safety 
of guests and employees.

9.7 Any and all payments by guests to SCL for ser-
vices provided on board the Ship shall be made 
in U.S. Dollars or such other currency as is accept-

able to SCL. All amounts payable to SCL or any 
such service providers shall be paid before final 
disembarkation from the Ship. [A transaction fee 
will be charged for all cash advances (currently 
2%)].

9.8 All guests must attend all mustering drills 
while on board the Ship. This is an exercise that 
is required by law and is held for guests’ safety. 
A failure by any guests to attend a mustering drill 
may result in disembarkation of any such guest 
from the Ship without any recourse to, or liability 
of Silversea or SCL.

9.9 All guests shall allow Silversea, the Master and 
the Ship’s officers, in their sole discretion, in or-
der to ensure the safety of the passengers, the 
Ship and crew, the right to search a guest and 
any guest’s suite/stateroom or property in order 
to investigate any reported incident, whether 
involving a crime or personal injury or damage 
to property and they may preserve evidence of 
any reported incident in order to comply with any 
requests from law enforcement authorities and to 
carry out any investigation aboard the Ship.

10. DOCUMENTS
10.1 All guests will be required to complete a 
“Guest Information Form” prior to boarding. No 
questions may be left unanswered. No guests 
may be permitted to board the Ship or embark 
on the cruise if complete information has not 
been provided. Silversea shall in no way be liable 
to any guest denied boarding as a result of an 
incomplete Guest Information Form or if false in-
formation has been provided. Any guests board-
ing without completing the questionnaire may be 
asked to disembark without liability to Silversea.

The “Guest Information Form” requests the fol-
lowing information: 

– Full name of each guest, as per their passport

– Passport details

– Telephone numbers (landline and mobile) 

– Email addresses

– Home addresses.

Contact information of family or other in the 
event of an emergency (Carrier must be able to 
reach each guest’s emergency contact at any 
time of day. Carrier must, therefore, be provid-
ed with all information to allow Carrier to do so 
(such information should include the name, ad-
dress, electronic mail address (if available) and 
phone number (including a mobile phone num-
ber if available) of a parent, guardian, spouse, 
domestic partner, or other person to contact in 
the event of an emergency).

10.2 All guests must possess their tickets, a full 
passport valid for six (6) months beyond the re-
turn date of the Holiday and any necessary visas 
(visas for Excursions are sometimes required for 
certain countries). All guests are responsible for 
determining which travel documents, visas, vac-
cinations and medications are required for the 
ports of call and sites on the advertised itinerary 
and for obtaining the same at their own cost and 
Silversea shall not be liable to provide such in-
formation to guests. If Silversea, as a courtesy to 
guests, provides information or advice as to nec-
essary travel documents, visas and vaccinations, 
guests must verify such information with the ap-
propriate government authorities and Silversea 
does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy of 
such information. Silversea may at certain times 
deem it appropriate to require the guests to have 
specific vaccinations. Details will be advised as 
soon as possible.

10.3 All guests must also comply, without delay, 
with the requirements of all immigration, port, 
health, customs and police authorities, and all 
other laws and regulations of each country or 
state from or to which the guest will travel. The 
carrier shall not be liable to ensure the guests’ 
compliance nor for a guests’ failure to comply 
and the guest must reimburse Silversea for any 
resulting expenses or fines that it may incur in 
such circumstances.

10.4 If the government in a scheduled port of call 
denies guests from entering, going ashore or dis-
embarking due to the nature or content of their 
passport or visa or for any other reason whatso-
ever, guests understand that he/she may not be 
permitted to embark, disembark or go ashore 
in that country and that carrier cannot be held 
responsible if the guest is unable to embark the 
Ship as scheduled, the guest is disembarked dur-
ing the voyage or the guest is required to stay on 
board during the call.

11. HEALTH/DISABILITY REQUIREMENTS
11.1 The Guest must report to Silversea in writing, 
at the time the reservation is made or, if the con-
dition arises subsequent to the reservation, im-
mediately, any of the following medical or health 
conditions which may apply to him or to any other 
guest:

a) any physical or mental condition that may re-
quire special care, medical treatment or assis-
tance;

b) any physical or mental condition which may 
render a guest unfit for travel;

c) any condition which may constitute a risk or 
danger to the health, safety or comfort of the 
guest or to anyone else on board the Ship;

d) any physical or mental condition requiring ox-
ygen for medical reasons.

11.2 All guests must also give written notice to 
Silversea of any relevant change of condition aris-
ing subsequently.

11.3 Any guests who have any of the physical or 
mental conditions listed in 11.1 a) to d) above may 
be required to be accompanied by a non-disa-
bled adult who will be able to assist them during 
the cruise, aircraft flights, transfers and in the 
event of an emergency, where Article 8(1) of Reg-
ulation B (as defined in 12.6 below) applies. On 
all ships with the exception of Silver Galapagos 
those guests requiring wheel-on and/or wheel-
off access are requested to bring their own col-
lapsible wheelchair. Some ports are anchorage 
ports and physical conditions may preclude 
wheelchair guests from going ashore. For Silver 
Galapagos those guests requiring wheel-on and/
or wheel-off access must contact Silversea prior 
to making a booking. Silversea and SCL reserve 
the right to deny boarding to any guest failing to 
notify Silversea of such requirement at the time 
of booking. In order to meet applicable safety 
requirements established by international, Euro-
pean Union or national law or in order to meet 
safety requirements established by competent 
authorities; or where the design of the Ship or 
port infrastructure and equipment, including 
port terminals, makes it impossible to carry out 
the embarkation, disembarkation or carriage of 
the said person in a safe or operationally feasible 
manner, Silversea may refuse passage to guests.

11.4 Silversea is unable to accommodate service 
animals on board Silver Galapagos as their entry 
into Galapagos National Park is prohibited.

11.5 The medical services and medication on 
board the Ship is extremely limited and all guests 
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are required to bring an adequate supply of 
any specific medication needed. All guests will 
be charged for use of the medical facilities. It 
is therefore recommended that guests have full 
travel insurance to cover any medical costs in-
curred on board. Neither Silversea nor SCL have 
any liability whatsoever for any treatment, diag-
nosis, advice, examination or other services pro-
vided by any medical personnel or other service 
providers on board the Ship and at any ports of 
call. If any guests fail to obtain and to have such 
documents, that guest may be denied boarding 
and accommodation by Silversea or the guest 
may be disembarked during the voyage and Sil-
versea will not provide a refund or otherwise be 
liable to any guests for such denial of boarding or 
disembarkation.

11.6 For Silver Galapagos voyages: Local author-
ities manage the quarantine system of Galap-
agos National Park in order to avoid the arrival 
or importation of foreign species to the islands. 
All cargo and luggage that arrives at Galapagos 
National Park must be inspected. To preserve 
human health and the native species of the Gal-
apagos Islands, the following products may not 
be transferred to or imported into the Galapa-
gos: fresh vegetables and fruits, animal products 
and or its derivate or dairy products. It is strictly 
prohibited to transfer to or import into the Galap-
agos any live animals, pathological samples, dry 
coffee beans, genetically modified organisms, 
forest species or the disseminative parts, grass 
and its disseminative parts, fresh flowers medic-
inal plants and their disseminative parts, banana 
tree leafs, micro-organisms (fungus, bacteria, 
etc.) and any earth, sand or animal vaccines.

12. LIABILITY
12.1 Subject to the provisions of the Conventions 
and Regulations referred to in clauses

12.4 to 12.9, Silversea and SCL each accept re-
sponsibility for death, injury or illness caused 
by the negligent acts and or omissions of it and 
anyone who supplies services which form part of 
the Holiday. Silversea and SCL limit their liabil-
ity, where applicable, by the Conventions and 
Regulations mentioned in 12.4 to 12.9 inclusive. 
In any event, Silversea is not responsible for any 
improper or non-performance which is:

a) wholly attributable to the fault of the guests;

b) attributable to the unforeseeable or unavoida-
ble act or omission of a third party unconnected 
with the provision of any services to be provided 
under the Holiday Contract;

c) attributable to an unusual or unforeseeable cir-
cumstance beyond the control of Silversea and/
or anyone who supplies services which form part 
of the Holiday the consequences of which could 
not have been avoided even if all due care had 
been exercised, including (but not limited to) an 
event of force majeure; or

d) attributable to an event which Silversea and/or 
anyone who supplies services which form part of 
the Holiday could not even with all due care have 
foreseen or forestalled.

12.2 For claims not involving personal injury, 
death or illness or which are not subject to the 
Conventions and Regulations referred to in 12.4 
to 12.9 inclusive, Silversea and SCL’s liability for 
improper performance of the Holiday Contract 
shall be limited to a maximum of twice the Hol-
iday Price which the affected guest paid (not in-
cluding premiums and amendment charges).

12.3 All carriage (by land, air and sea) is subject to 
the terms and conditions of carriage of the actual 

carrier. These conditions of carriage may limit or 
exclude liability, are expressly incorporated into 
the Holiday Contract and also form the terms and 
conditions of separate contracts between the 
guests and the particular carrier as contained in 
that carrier’s ticket which is provided to the guest 
before the scheduled departure date. Copies of 
these terms and conditions are available on re-
quest from Silversea.

12.4 Carriage of passengers and their luggage by 
air is governed by various international conven-
tions (the “International Air Conventions”), in-
cluding the Warsaw Convention 1929 (as amend-
ed by the Hague Protocol 1955 or the Montreal 
Protocol 1999 or otherwise) or the Montreal Con-
vention 1999. Flights between the UK and any 
member state of the European Union are current-
ly governed by EC Regulation 889/2002 which 
gives legal effect to the Montreal Convention 
1999. To the extent that Silversea and/or SCL may 
be liable as a non-performing air carrier to guests 
in respect of carriage by air, the terms of the In-
ternational Air Conventions (including any sub-
sequent amendments and any new convention 
which may be applicable to a Holiday Contract 
for a cruise between Silversea and/or SCL and 
a guest) are expressly incorporated into these 
Terms and Conditions. The International Air Con-
ventions may permit the carrier to limit its liability 
for death and personal injury, loss of and damage 
to luggage and delay. Insofar as Silversea may 
have any liability to the guests in respect of car-
riage by air, it shall be determined accordingly. 
Copies of these conventions are available from 
Silversea on request.

12.5 To the extent that Regulation A (as defined in 
12.6) does not apply, carriage of passengers and 
their luggage by sea and the liability of carriers in 
the event of accidents is governed by the Athens 
Convention 1974 as subsequently amended or 
modified (the “Athens Convention”). So far as 
applicable, the Athens Convention is expressly 
incorporated into these Terms and Conditions 
and any liability of Silversea and/or SCL for death 
or personal injury or for loss of or damage to lug-
gage arising out of carriage by sea shall be de-
termined accordingly. In most cases, the Athens 
Convention limits the carrier’s liability for death 
or personal injury or loss of or damage to lug-
gage and makes special provision for valuables. 
The Athens Convention presumes that luggage 
has been delivered undamaged to the guests 
unless written notice is given to Silversea and/or 
SCL (as carrier):

a) in the case of apparent damage, before or at 
the time of disembarkation or redelivery; or

b) in the case of damage which is not apparent or 
of loss, within 15 days from the date of disembar-
kation or redelivery or from the time when such 
redelivery should have taken place.

Any damages payable by Silversea and/or SCL up 
to the Athens Convention limits shall be reduced 
in proportion to any contributory negligence by 
the guest and by the maximum deductible spec-
ified in Article 8 (4) of the Athens Convention. 
Copies of the Athens Convention are available 
from Silversea on request.

12.6 Carriage of passengers and their luggage 
by sea and the liability of carriers in the event 
of accidents is governed by EC Regulation No. 
392/2009 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 23 April 2009 on the liability of carri-
ers of passengers by sea in the event of accidents 
as subsequently amended or modified (“Reg-
ulation A”). Passengers’ rights when travelling 
by sea and inland waterway are governed by EU 

Regulation No. 1177/2010 of the Parliament and 
of the Council of 24 November 2010 concerning 
the rights of passengers when travelling by sea 
and inland waterway and amending Regulation 
(EC) No. 2006/2004 as subsequently amended 
or modified (“Regulation B”). (Regulation A and 
Regulation B shall, where the context permits, 
be referred to as the “Regulations”.) The Reg-
ulations are expressly incorporated into these 
Terms and Conditions and any liability of Silver-
sea and/or SCL for death or personal injury, or 
concerning the rights of passengers in relation to 
non-discrimination, cancellation or delay shall be 
determined accordingly. The global limitation of 
liability available under Article 5 of Regulation A 
and the Exceptions and special conditions, and 
Exemptions available under Articles 8 and 20, re-
spectively, of Regulation B, shall apply in respect 
of any damages payable by Silversea and/or SCL 
or to reduce or exclude Silversea’s and/or SCL’s 
liability as appropriate. Copies of the Regulations 
are available from Silversea upon request.

12.7 Insofar as Silversea and/or SCL may be liable 
to guests in respect of claims arising out of car-
riage by air or carriage by sea, Silversea and/or 
SCL shall be entitled to all the rights, defences, 
immunities and limitations available, respectively, 
to the actual air carrier (including his own terms 
and conditions of carriage) and under the Ath-
ens Convention, and nothing in these Terms and 
Conditions shall be deemed a surrender thereof. 
To the extent that any provision in these Terms 
and Conditions is made null and void by the War-
saw Convention, the Montreal Convention or the 
Athens Convention or any legislation compulso-
rily applicable or is otherwise unenforceable, it 
shall be void to that extent but no further.

12.8 Insofar as the Holiday or any part of it may 
be performed on a ship not owned by Silversea 
and/or SCL, it is agreed that Silversea and SCL, 
as the case may be, shall at all times nevertheless 
be deemed a ship owner for the purposes of the 
Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime 
Claims 1976, whether as amended by the Proto-
col of 1996 or otherwise and as in force in any 
relevant jurisdiction from time to time, and so en-
titled to limit liability.

12.9 Except for claims arising out of carriage by 
air (as provided by 12.4), any liability in respect of 
death and personal injury and loss of and dam-
age to luggage which Silversea and/or SCL may 
incur to guests, whether under the Holiday Con-
tract in accordance with these Terms and Condi-
tions or otherwise, shall always be subject to the 
limits of liability contained in either the Athens 
Convention or Regulation A.

12.10 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
elsewhere in these Terms and Conditions, neither 
Silversea nor SCL shall in any circumstances be 
liable for any loss or anticipated loss of profits, 
loss of revenue, loss of use, loss of contract or 
other opportunity nor for any other consequen-
tial or indirect loss or damage of a similar nature.

13. DATA PROTECTION
13.1 To enable Silversea and/or SCL to fulfil their 
obligations under the Holiday Contract, Silver-
sea and/or SCL each require personal informa-
tion relating to each guest including but without 
limitation to the guest’s name, address, gender, 
citizenship, dietary requirements which may dis-
close the guests’ religious beliefs, any health, or 
medical condition, any disability, or any other 
special needs, to process the guests’ reservation 
effectively. Silversea and/or SCL may pass this 
information on to other relevant persons such 
as travel agents, hotels, airlines or other trans-
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port providers, security and/or credit verification 
companies, credit and debit card companies or 
any governmental or public authorities, either as 
required by law or regulation or, if required by 
such other bodies. Without such information it 
may not be possible for Silversea and/or SCL to 
fulfil their respective obligations under the Hol-
iday Contract. Except as provided below, each 
guest expressly consents to such transfers of 
information, including to other countries outside 
the European Economic Area. Should any guests 
object to such transfer, they must notify Silversea 
in writing as soon as possible and in any event no 
later than twenty one (21) days prior to the sched-
uled sailing date.

13.2 Silversea and/or SCL may also circulate a 
passenger list to all guests during every voyage, 
which will include the names and nationality of 
each guest. Any guest who objects to their name 
appearing on this list should notify Silversea in 
writing.

13.3 Silversea has the right to use photograph-
ic or video images of guests taken on board the 
Ship during the Holiday for marketing or other 
purposes, unless guests specifically requests that 
his or her image not be used for such purposes.

14. COMPLAINTS AND CLAIMS
14.1 All guests must raise any Holiday complaints, 
including, without limitation, any failure to pro-
vide a service forming part of the Holiday or any 
Additional Service or any property damage or 
loss or injury, illness or death of a guest, imme-
diately with Silversea and confirm this in writing 
at the earliest possible opportunity. If any com-
plaint arises during the Holiday which might give 
rise to a claim it must be notified immediately 
to the Ship or hotel management or airline staff 
and written notice must be given to Silversea as 
soon as possible and in any event within two (2) 
months (or, if a shorter period is prescribed un-
der the applicable international convention then 
within that period) from the date on which the 
service was performed or when it should have 
been performed or when the property damage 
or loss or injury, illness or death occurred. Within 
one (1) month of receipt of the complaint, Silver-
sea or SCL will give notice to the Guest that his 
complaint has been substantiated, rejected or is 
still being considered. Silversea will provide the 
final reply to the complaint within two (2) months 
of receipt of the complaint.

14.2 In any event, unless a longer period is pro-
vided for by force of law, proceedings in respect 
of any claim must be brought within two (2) years 
of the end of the Holiday, failing which neither Sil-
versea nor SCL nor any other party involved in the 
supply of services in connection with the Holiday 
Contract shall be under any liability to the guests.

14.3 Silversea and SCL are members of a travel 
industry association. Some limited disputes may, 
subject to agreement between the guests and 
Silversea or SCL, as the case may be, be referred 
to arbitration or conciliation under a scheme ar-
ranged by said association. The scheme does not 
apply to claims arising out of injury or illness, and 
an application for arbitration (if agreed) should 
normally be made within nine (9) months of the 
end of the Holiday. Nothing in this clause 14.3 
shall oblige the parties to the Holiday Contract to 
refer any dispute to arbitration or conciliation as 
mentioned above.

14.4 Each Holiday Contract and any dispute or 
claim arising out of or in connection with it, its 
subject matter or formation (including non-con-
tractual disputes) shall be governed and con-

strued in accordance with English law and any 
such disputes or claims arising hereunder which 
cannot be resolved directly between the parties 
shall be referred to the exclusive jurisdiction of 
the High Court of Justice in London.

14.5 The address for service of proceedings 
hereunder is: Silversea Cruises (UK) Ltd Level 3, 
The Asticus Building 21 Palmer Street, London  
SW1H 0AD United Kingdom.

15. SILVERSEA AIR PROGRAMME
15.1 Where applicable guests may book flights 
in connection with the Holiday through the Sil-
versea Air Programme, which includes roundtrip 
Economy Class air transportation from select 
gateways and transfers between the airport and 
pier on the day of embarkation /  disembarkation, 
unless otherwise indicated. Notwithstanding that 
Silversea may facilitate the guests’ participation 
in the Silversea Air Programme, the Silversea Air 
Programme does not form part of the Holiday 
Contract and is subject to the terms of a sepa-
rate and severable contract between the (i) each 
guest and (ii) Silversea and/or the relevant air car-
rier, which terms shall be supplied separately on 
or before the time of booking.

15.2 Fares for a Holiday embarking and/or dis-
embarking in Ushuaia, Argentina include Econo-
my Class air service between Buenos Aires and 
Ushuaia plus transfers between Ushuaia airport/
pier on day of embark/debark (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the “Ushuaia Charter”). Fares for 
a Holiday embarking and/or disembarking in 
Longyearbyen, Norway include Economy Class 
charter air service between Oslo (or other Euro-
pean gateway as designated by Silversea), and 
Longyearbyen plus transfers between Long-
yearbyen airport/pier on day of embark/debark. 
(hereinafter referred to as the “Longyearbyen 
Charter”). Fares for voyages embarking and/or 
disembarking in Churchill, Canada include Econ-
omy Class charter air service between Winnipeg, 
Canada (or other gateway city as designated by 
Silversea) and Churchill plus transfers between 
Churchill airport/pier on day of embark/debark. 
(hereinafter referred to as the “Churchill Char-
ter”). (Ushuaia Charter, Longyearbyen Charter, 
and Churchill Charter shall, where the context 
permits, be referred to as the “Air Charter Pack-
age”). If applicable to the Holiday, purchase of 
an Air Charter Package is required for all guests 
regardless of flight utilisation, may only be can-
celled upon complete cancellation of the cruise 
reservation, and is 100% non-refundable 70-0 
days prior to the initial embarkation date. Flight 
origination & flight times are subject to change 
without notice. Not included in the Air Charter 
Packages are port charges; government fees and 
taxes; transportation pre and/or post-cruise to 
and/or from the applicable originating airport, 
unless otherwise specified. Air Charter Package 
flights are all Economy Class and upgrades are 
not offered. Passengers will be automatically in-
voiced and the applicable Air Charter Package 
will be displayed as a separate line item.

15.3 The Silversea Air Programme is optional and 
includes roundtrip economy air transportation 
from select gateways and transfers between the 
airport and pier on day of embarkation/disem-
barkation, unless otherwise indicated. The Silver-
sea Air Programme add-on may be requested in 
Economy Plus, Business class or First class, and 
may only be confirmed subject to availability and 
upon additional payment by Passenger of the ap-
plicable airfare for the class of service purchased. 
For those guests purchasing the Silversea Air 
Programme and embarking and/or disembarking 

a Holiday in Ushuaia, Argentina, Longyearbyen, 
Norway, or Churchill, Canada the relevant Air 
Charter Package is included in the Silversea Air 
Programme fare. In the event a guest cancels the 
Silversea Air Programme and not their cruise res-
ervation, guest will be required to purchase the 
Charter as referenced above.

15.4 The Silversea Air Programme is subject to 
availability at the time of booking. In the event 
airlines raise their rates and/or impose surcharg-
es, Silversea reserves the right to increase the 
Silversea Air Programme package rates to pass 
along these increases to the guest, in accordance 
with clauses 15.5 and 15.6 below and the provi-
sions of the Additional Services contract.

DEVIATION CHARGES  
AND ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

15.5 Guests wishing to make a change to their 
confirmed air schedule at any time prior to depar-
ture will incur such fees and charges as the airline 
supplier may impose (“Deviation Charges”) as 
well as a non-refundable administrative fee per 
guest of £50, €100 or US$100 (according to the 
currency in which the Silversea Air Programme 
was booked).

CANCELLATION FEES

15.6 Guests wishing to cancel their confirmed air 
schedule may incur cancellation charges in addi-
tion to any applicable cruise penalty, Deviation 
Charges and the non- refundable administrative 
fee incurred as a result of any request to make 
a change to a confirmed air schedule. Where 
cancellation occurs from 90 – 71 days prior to 
the initial sailing date, an administrative fee per 
guest of £50, €100 or US$100 (according to the 
currency in which the Silversea Air Programme 
was booked) will be charged. Where cancellation 
occurs from 70 – 0 days prior to the initial sailing 
date the cancellation charge will include up to 
100% of the cost of the Silversea Air Programme 
and any charges or fees imposed by the airline 
supplier together with, in every case, an admin-
istrative fee per guest of £50, €100 or US$100 
(according to the currency in which the Silversea 
Air Programme was booked) and any cruise can-
cellation charge as set out in clause 5.2 above.

15.7 (Only applicable to UK departures exclud-
ing the Channel Islands, Isle of Man and Repub-
lic of Ireland) All the flights and flight-inclusive 
holidays are financially protected by the ATOL 
scheme. When guests pay for a booking that 
includes a flight accommodation component 
they will be supplied with an ATOL Certificate. 
The guest should request a copy of the ATOL 
Certificate and check to ensure its accuracy and 
more specifically confirm that all items booked 
(flights, hotels and other services) are listed.  
For further information about financial protection 
and the ATOL certificate go to: www.atol.org.uk/
ATOLCertificate.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR TRAVEL AGENT



UNITED KINGDOM
Level 3
21 Palmer Street
London, SW1H 0AD
UK
T +44 (0) 845 835 0078
F +44 (0) 844 770 9060

THE AMERICAS
110 East Broward Blvd
Fort Lauderdale
FL 33301
USA
T +1 800 722 9955
T +1 954 522 2299
From Brazil T +0 800 892 1812
From Mexico T +1 866 554 9190
F +1 954 356 5881

EUROPE
Gildo Pastor Center
7, Rue du Gabian
98000 
Monaco
T +377 9770 2424

GERMANY, 
SWITZERLAND  
& AUSTRIA
Taubenstrasse 1
60313 Frankfurt
Germany
T +49 69 920 39 9340

AUSTRALIA & NEW 
ZEALAND
Suite 1, Level 8
8 Spring Street
Sydney, NSW 2000 
Australia
T +61 2 9255 0600
F +61 2 9252 0100

Australia T 1300 306 872
New Zealand T 0800 701 427

ASIA
62A Tras Street
Singapore 079001
T +65 6223 7066
F +65 6223 7960

EUROPEAN RESERVATIONS
Austria T +43 (1) 92 87 8 97
Belgium T +32 24011432
Denmark T +45 70 236 236
Finland T +358 9 2319 5040
France T +33 170 709622
Germany T +49 (69) 22 22 1 22 83
Italy T +39 800 732 732
Luxembourg T +352 248 71142
Netherlands T +31 20 7139298
Norway T +47 210 33 400
Spain T +34 938 001 962
Sweden T +46 8 50 6854 93
Switzerland T +41 (44) 580 71 81

silversea.com




